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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
Spatial and Temporal Regulation of G-protein Signaling Elucidated by 

Computational Modeling and Live Cell FRET Imaging 
 

by 

 

Scott Joseph Bornheimer 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2008 

 

Professor Marilyn G. Farquhar, Chair 
Professor Shankar Subramaniam, Co-Chair 

 
 
 
 

Regulation of G-protein signaling occurs spatially between 

microdomains of cellular membranes, and temporally due largely to ligand-

bound G-protein couple receptors (GPCRs) that speed up G-protein 

activation and regulator of G-protein signaling (RGS) proteins that speed up 

deactivation.  This dissertation investigates spatial and temporal regulation of 

G-protein activity primarily through computational modeling and live cell FRET 

imaging.  Computational modeling was used to study how variation in local 

concentrations of active GPCR, G-protein, and RGS protein affect local G-
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protein activity and turnover; results predict 16 distinct signaling regimes and 

numerous intermediate signaling phenomena.  Computational methods were 

also developed to simplify complex biochemical networks; results indicate that 

a GPCR-Gα-RGS complex is required in muscarinic receptor signaling to 

Gαq, and predict that RGS protein can promote biphasic (bell-shaped) dose-

response to ligand.  To study spatial and temporal regulation of G-protein 

activity experimentally, two FRET probes of YFP-tagged Gαi were developed: 

GTP-BODIPY TR (for membrane-based high throughput assays) and RGS-

CFP (for live-cell imaging).  RGS-CFP, unlike previous FRET probes for G-

protein activity, is untargeted thereby functioning throughout the cell.  RGS-

CFP was used to investigate spatial regulation of G-protein activity during cell 

migration, in which GPCRs and G-proteins are thought, based primarily on 

chemotaxis of the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum towards GPCR-

ligand, to be distributed roughly homogeneously around the plasma 

membrane with subtly enhanced G-protein signaling at the front of the cell 

(a.k.a. leading edge).  We studied migration in an alternative system: HeLa 

cells migrating to close a wound.  Here, migration required Gi3 (together with 

a protein called GIV/Girdin) as did associated processes like actin remodeling 

and Akt activity; spatially, Gi3-YFP translocated from the Golgi to the leading 

edge where it accumulated and RGS-CFP, which is primarily cytosolic in 

resting cells, colocalized with Gi3-YFP at the leading edge where high FRET 

was observed indicating Gi3-YFP activity.  These data demonstrate for the 
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first time specific local regulation of Gαi activity at the leading edge of cell 

migrating to close a wound.  Taken together, this dissertation combining 

computational modeling and live cell FRET imaging sets the stage for 

quantitative research into G-protein signal transduction at the subcellular 

level. 

 



 

INTRODUCTION 

1



Summary 

G-protein signaling, in which membrane spanning G-protein coupled 

receptors bind extracellular ligands and relay that information intracellularly by 

activating heterotrimeric G-proteins, is among the main mechanisms by which 

cells sense the external environment.  Several aspects of G-protein signaling 

remain frontiers of research, including the stoichiometry and arrangement of 

G-protein signaling components and the spatial regulation of G-protein 

signaling within the cell.  In this chapter I will: 1) give a summary of 

heterotrimeric G-protein signaling; 2) discuss the kinetics of regulation of G-

protein activity; 3) review information on the concentration and stoichiometry 

of G-proteins, G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR), and regulator of G-

protein signaling (RGS) proteins; 4) summarize theories and data concerning 

how G-proteins, GPCRs, and RGS proteins interact within the membrane; 5) 

review computational models of G-protein signaling; 6) provide an overview of 

cell migration and the role of G-proteins therein; 7) summarize the evidence 

for G-proteins on sites other than the plasma membrane; and 8) review efforts 

to study G-proteins directly in living cells using fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer (FRET) sensors.  

 

G protein signaling 

G-proteins are gatekeepers of signal transduction, coupling 

extracellular signals from ligand-bound, activated G-protein coupled receptors 

(GCPRs) to intracellular signaling pathways (Fig. 1A, B).  Mammals express 

2



~1000 isoforms of GPCRs, which characteristically span the plasma 

membrane seven times and are activated by a plethora of hormones, 

chemokines, neurotransmitters, autocrine and paracrine factors, odorants, 

and even photons (Fig. 1A, B, C) (1) (2).  These receptors are grouped into 

six families: the vast majority fall into the Rhodposin family (family A) 

including receptors for light, odorants, adrenaline, and acetylcholine, which 

bind ligands at extracellular loops and an extracellular N-termini; other 

receptors fall into the Secretin, Glutamate, Adhesion, Frizzled, and Taste2 

families, which, with the exception of Taste2, feature long extracellular N-

terminal domains critical for ligand interactions (1, 3).  Ligand-bound and 

activated GPCRs couple through their intracellular loops and C-termini to 

heterotrimeric G-proteins to stimulate exchange of GDP for GTP, permitting 

downstream signaling by Gα and βγ subunits (Fig. 1B, C) (3, 4).  21 Gα 

subunits are expressed in mammals, spread across four subfamilies: Gαs, 

Gαi/o, Gαq, and Gα12/13.  Each contains a conserved GTPase domain that 

binds GTP, GDP, and has intrinsic GTP hydrolytic activity, a helical domain 

that may modulate binding to receptors and other proteins, and most are N-

terminally acylated for membrane anchoring (Fig. 1C).  6β subunits are 

expressed and structurally composed of seven WD repeats forming a seven-

bladed β propeller; 12 smaller γ subunits are expressed that bind the β 

subunits and are prenylated for membrane anchoring (Fig. 1C).  In all 

hundreds of unique αβγ heterotrimers are possible resulting in diverse 

3



downstream signaling (Fig. 1A, B) (5, 6).  Gαs activates adenylyl cyclase to 

stimulate cAMP production (4, 7-9), leading to PKA (10) and Epac (11) 

signaling.  Gαi/o inhibits several isoforms of adenylyl cyclase (9, 12); 

signaling by the βγ subunit coupled to Gαi/o regulates certain isoforms of K+ 

channels, Ca++ channels, adenylyl cyclase, PI3 kinase, phoshopholipase Cβ 

and ε, and G-protein receptor kinases (13).  Transducin (Gαt), a Gαi/o 

subfamily member, activates the cGMP phosphodiesterase to decrease 

cGMP concentrations and close Ca++ channels in the phototransduction 

cascade (14, 15).  Gαq stimulates phospholipase Cβ, which goes on to 

cleave phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (PIP2) to inositol trisphosphate (IP3) 

and diacylglycerol (DAG), resulting in Ca++ and PKC signaling (13).  Gα12/13 

stimulates Rho signaling by recruiting GEFs such as p115RhoGEF, PDZ-

RhoGEF, and leukemia-associated RhoGEF to the plasma membrane and 

likely has numerous other effectors(13, 16).  In living cells these pathways 

can be activated simultaneously if multiple ligands are present, but also 

because some GPCRs activate multiple classes of Gα subunits (17).  

Additional guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) Ric8A & B have 

recently been described to activate Gα subunits (18), and guanine 

dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) including GoLoco-domain proteins LGN and 

AGS3 may permit activation of βγ whilst keeping Gαi subunits inactive (19-

21); these GEFs and GDIs seem to regulate G-proteins primarily at 

intracellular sites (22-24).  Additional proteins may act upstream or 

4



downstream of Gαi/o at intracellular sites including Calnuc, an EF-hand 

protein found with Gαi3 on Golgi (25, 26), and GIV, a microtubule- (27), actin- 

an Akt- binding protein (28, 29) that interacts with Gαi3 in the Golgi region, on 

vesicles, and likely at the plasma membrane (28, 30).   In some cases Gα 

activity may also be promoted by phosphorylation (31-33).  This overview of 

G-protein activation and signaling represents one-half of the GTPase cycle, 

the other half being G-protein deactivation.   

Deactivation of G-protein signaling is accomplished by multiple 

mechanisms.  G-proteins slowly hydrolyze the γ-phosphate of GTP resulting 

in the inactive GDP-bound state, which sequesters βγ, at which point 

reactivation by GPCR can begin anew (4).  GTPase activating proteins 

(GAPs) such as regulator of G-protein signaling (RGS) proteins and 

phospholipase C-β accelerate this process up to 2000-fold by stabilizing the 

transition state during GTP hydrolysis (Fig. 1B & D) (33-37).  Over 30 RGS 

proteins are expressed in mammals (Fig. 2), most of which function as GAPs 

(excluding the G/GRK and E/RA families).  Many contain additional domains 

including PDZ-domains or PDZ-binding motifs linking G-protein signaling to 

larger signaling complexes (e.g. GAIP, RGS14, and RGS3long), motifs that 

bind receptors (e.g. RGS2, 4, and 8), and domains that activate small G-

proteins (e.g. p115RhoGEF and PDZ-RhoGEF mentioned earlier) (38-40) 

(Fig 2.).  The GAP activity of RGS proteins may be modulated by 

palmitoylation and/or phosphorylation of either the RGS or G-protein (33, 41-

5



43).  G-protein signaling is also dampened by desensitization of GPCRs, 

whereby G-protein receptor kinases (GRKs) phosphorylate receptors, 

promoting arrestin binding and receptor internalization (2).  Given the 

opposing activation and deactivation mechanisms acting on G-proteins, 

described above, the extent of G-protein activity in the plasma membrane 

results from the balance of receptor stimulated activation and GAP-stimulated 

deactivation, and thus depends on the specific kinetics and local 

concentration of particular receptors, G-proteins, and GAPs. 
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Fig. 1.  G-protein signaling.  A) G-proteins are gatekeepers of signal 
transduction linking extracellular factors to regulation of intracellular 
physiology (and ultimately organismal physiology) (figure from (6)).  B) 
schematic of the GTPase cycle of G-protein activation by GPCRs and 
deactivation by GAPs, and overview of downstream signaling pathways 
(figure adapted from (24)).  C) exemplary structural representation of 
interaction between a GPCR and a G-protein heterotrimer, in this case 

Rhodopsin and Gαtβγ (figure from (3)). The GTPase domain, circled in red, 
binds GTP and GDP, primarily at the flexible switch regions indicated “I” “II” 

and “III”.  The N and C termini of Gα, β, and γ are indicated and the C-termini 

of Gα interacts with the receptor.  D) exemplary structural representation of 

interaction between an active G-protein (Gαi1 activated by GDP+AlF4
-, 

oriented roughly as in the Rhodopsin-Gαtβγ diagram) and an RGS protein 

(RGS4) (figure from (44)).  RGS binds Gα at the switch regions (here 

indicated in red on Gα), promoting hydrolysis of the γ-Phosphate of GTP by 

favoring the transition state of the reaction Gα-GTP � Gα-GDP + Pi. 
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Fig. 2. The family of RGS proteins showing relative protein sizes and 
additional domains (figure from (38), family names from (40, 45)). 
Abbreviations: DEP, domain found in Dishevelled, Egl-10, and Pleckstrin; 

R7H, R7 homology; GGL, Gγ-like domain;  PDZ, domain present in PSD-95, 
Dlg, and ZO-1/2; PTB, phosphotyrosine-binding domain;    RID, raf-like ras-
interacting domain; GSK3-BD, glycogen synthase kinase 3-binding domain; 
β-cat-BD, β-catenin binding domain;  PP2A, protein phosphatase 2A; DX, 
domain present in Dishevelled and axin; PKA-BD, protein kinase A binding 
domain; DH, Dbl homology; PH, pleckstrin homology domain; PX, PhoX 
homologous domain; PXA, domain associated with PX domains.  For 
additional information see (38, 46).  
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Kinetics of G-protein signaling 
 

G-protein activity—and hence G-protein signaling—is governed by 

kinetics.  Intrinsic GTPase rates range from Gαz ~0.1 min-1 (4) to Gαq ~0.7 

min-1 (36, 47) to Gαs, Gαi/o, and Gαt ~2-4 min-1 (4, 48); rates of GDP/GTP 

exchange are much slower (e.g. 0.006 min-1 for Gαq (36, 49)) assuring that 

at steady state most G-proteins are GDP-bound and inactive.  Receptors 

stimulate G-protein activity up to 10,000 fold (4, 50) (e.g. 120 min-1 for m1 

MAChR with Gαq (36, 49)) while GAPs can accelerate deactivation 400-

2000-fold (e.g. 25 s-1 for RGS4 on Gαq (36) and 5s-1 on Gαi/o (48), 1 s-1 for 

RGS9 on Gαt (37), 15 s-1 for PLCβ1 on Gαq (36)) (33, 35, 40).  

Experimentally, excellent early kinetic studies were performed on β-

adrenergic signaling in erythrocyte membranes (e.g. (51, 52)), but arguably 

the best system to directly measure G-protein kinetics has been reconstitution 

of purified proteins in lipid vesicles and kinetic assays with radio-labeled GTP 

or GDP; particularly well-characterized in this manner were the β-adrenergic 

receptor-Gαs system (50, 53, 54) and m1 MAChR – Gq – RGS4 system (36). 

Recently, some direct measurements of GPCR and G-protein activation 

kinetics were obtained in living cells using fluorescence resonance energy 

transfer assays (55-62).  Upon ligand treatment, a change in FRET indicative 

of activation occurred within 50-100 ms for adenosine A2(A) receptors tagged 

with CFP and tetracysteine/FlAsH, and downstream activation of for Gαs-YFP 

and βγ-CFP commenced within 400-500 ms (58, 62); similar results were 
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obtained for α2-adrenergic receptors and Gαi and βγ (57, 58).  In yeast, the 

rate of RGS-stimulated GTP-hydrolysis was also calculated indirectly from the 

difference in G-protein deactivation kinetics measured by FRET in yeast with 

or without the RGS protein: 25-fold rate enhancement (56).  These FRET 

measurements in living cells corroborate the earlier biochemical 

measurements and deepen our understanding of G-protein signaling kinetics.  

 

Concentration of Receptors, G-proteins, and RGS proteins 

The local concentration of particular G-proteins, GPCRs, and GAPs 

are thought to vary substantially within the plasma membrane.  Few 

quantitative measurements of local concentrations are available, but whole 

cell measurements suggest that Gs, Gi, Go, and Gq are expressed at about 

the same level across multiple systems  (2-40 pmol/mg total membrane - 

although the amount of individual G-proteins can change during development 

(63)) and are typically ~10- to 100-fold greater in abundance than individual 

GPCRs (64, 65) including β- and α-adrenergic receptors (66, 67), µ- and δ-

opioid receptors (68, 69), muscarinic receptors (70), and formyl-peptide 

receptors (71). For example, cardiac myocytes contain on the order of 4.5 

million Gαs subunits, compared to about 250,000 beta adrenergic receptors 

based on radio-ligand binding assays and quantitative western blotting (66).    

Excess G-protein may enable coupling to multiple GPCRs isoforms 

simultaneously or facilitate signal amplification whereby one receptor type 
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activates multiple G-proteins.  Of note are two systems in which G-proteins 

couple to a single receptor.  The phototransduction cascade in rod outer 

segments features extremely high density of the GPCR rhodoposin (72) 

(calculated to occupy 27% of membrane surface (73)) but approximately 10-

fold lower concentration of Gαt (74, 75); the RGS protein in this system, 

RGS9, has not been measured quantitatively but increasing its level 2-4 fold 

in mice rapidly sped desensitization of the visual response (76), while RGS9 

k/o mice had extremely slow visual kinetics (77).  Yeast have a single G-

protein and GPCR at similar concentrations, ~8000/cell, but G-protein 

concentration increased 50% after receptor simulation; RGS proteins were 

basally 2000/cell, but also increased to almost 5000 after agonist stimulation  

(78) (to our knowledge there are no other quantitative measurements of RGS 

proteins).  These measurements highlight the wide range of whole-cell levels 

of receptors and G- proteins, which vary from 10:1 to 1:100, and RGS 

proteins, but variation in local concentration must also be considered. 

 The plasma membrane environment in which G-proteins, GPCRs, and 

RGS proteins act to regulate signaling is likely composed of microdomains in 

which the local concentration of particular GPCRs, G-proteins, or RGS 

proteins can be enriched or depleted (Fig. 3).  These membrane 

microdomains include detergent-insoluble membrane rafts and caveolae that 

are enriched in cholesterol, sphingolipids, and signaling proteins; caveolae—

“little caves”—are a subset of membrane rafts that are enriched in the protein 
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caveolin and form small (< 10 nm) invaginations in the plasma membrane that 

can internalize (79-83).  Many G-proteins and receptors are enriched in 

membrane rafts and caveolae (84-86), and one study of HeLa cells showed 

that nearly all G-protein α and β subunits are enriched >10-fold in raft 

fractions compared to non-raft fractions (87).  Various mechanisms may 

regulate targeting of G-proteins, GPCRs, and RGS proteins to rafts and 

caveolae.  Myristoyl and palmitoyl lipid anchors target proteins to caveolin-

enriched microdomains (88, 89) and G-proteins and many GPCRs and RGS 

proteins undergo reversible palmitoylation suggesting regulated movement in 

and out of caveolae (41, 42, 90-93).  Some G-proteins may bind caveolin 

directly (94-97). Receptor phosphorylation may also regulate localization in 

caveolae in some cases such as the β2-adrenergic receptor, which upon 

agonist stimulation becomes phosphorylated and leaves caveolin-rich 

membrane fractions (but the β1-adrenergic receptor does not) (65).  Further 

evidence for local enrichment of particular G proteins in membrane 

microdomains comes from FRET measurements suggesting that Gαi/oβγ and 

Gαqβγ cluster together, but that isolated Gαi/o and Gαq cluster separately 

(98). 

Clathrin coated pits are an alternative microdomain enriched in the 

coat proteins clathrin and several adapters that serve primarily as sites of 

internalization and endocytosis.  Many GPCRs are internalized through 

clathrin coated pits (2, 99, 100).  The RGS protein GAIP is also enriched in 
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those domains and in HEK293 cells expressing the delta-opioid receptor, 

GAIP is thought to deactivate Gαi3 at the pit borders (101).    

Measurement of local concentrations of signaling proteins in 

membrane microdomains has been difficult because of size limitations (e.g. 

rafts are 10 – 200 nm, smaller than the resolution of light microscopy).  

Recently, extremely dense clusters of rhodopsin were detected using atomic 

force microscopy (102, 103) and β-adrenergic receptors were observed by 

near-field scanning optical microscopy in patches 120-160 nm in diameter 

containing 12 to 72 receptors (for comparison, the same size patches would 

contain ~1000 rhodopsins) (104).  While the evidence for variation in local 

concentration of signaling components within membrane microdomains is 

substantial, how exactly specific local concentrations of GPCRs, G-proteins 

and RGS proteins kinetically regulate G-protein activity is an open question. 
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Fig. 3.  Diagram of a caveola.  Certain GPCRs, G-proteins, RGS proteins, 
and other signaling components may be enriched (and others depleted) in 
caveolae and other membrane microdomains as described in the text.  Figure 
from (85).  
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Mechanism of interaction of G-proteins with GPCRs and RGS proteins 

Alternative mechanisms have been proposed to explain how GPCRs, 

G-proteins, and RGS proteins interact within the plasma membrane.  

Classically, collision coupling posits that receptors and G-proteins associate 

by diffusion within the plasma membrane leading to activation of the G-protein 

followed by dissociation and subsequent interaction of receptor with new G-

proteins (Fig. 4A); increasing concentration of agonist-bound receptor 

activates increasing amounts of G-protein in a catalytic manner (4, 52, 105, 

106).  This mechanism is consistent with substantial data on β-adrenergic 

signaling via Gs to activate adenylyl cyclase in turkey erythrocytes and other 

systems (105).  In other cases, e.g. α2-adrenergic receptors and 

formylpeptide receptors GPCRs and G-proteins were suggested to “pre-

couple” in the absence of ligand based on ligand binding (64, 107, 108) and 

more recently FRET studies (109). How do RGS proteins fit into the picture?  

RGS proteins might interact with G-proteins by collision coupling within the 

plasma membrane and this basic type of mechanism is suggested in many 

models (56, 110, 111).  In one, spatial focusing is proposed whereby G-

protein activity is maintained nearby active receptor but corralled by RGS to 

limit the spread of G-protein signaling (111).  In contrast to collision coupling, 

in drosophila phototransduction the InaD protein scaffolds rhodopsin, 

transducin, RGS protein, and ion channel (112) for extremely rapid signal 

regulation in phototransduction.  Although no homologue of InaD exists in 
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mammals, rapid signaling is still observed including the curious finding that 

RGS proteins speed not only the deactivation but also the activation of GIRK 

channel currents(113-116).  Investigators have proposed that in mammals 

complexes of receptor, G-protein, and RGS occur by either kinetic or physical 

scaffolding mechanisms (Fig. 4B, C) (38, 40, 117, 118).  In the kinetic 

scaffolding model, G-proteins activated by receptors are rapidly deactivated 

by GAP before diffusing away from receptor, then rapidly reactivated by 

receptor before diffusing away from GAP, thus maintaining a complex of 

GPCR-G-RGS and a pool of active G-proteins with very fast turnover (40, 47) 

(Fig. 4B).  Physical scaffolding (Fig. 4C) was suggested in light of findings 

whereby RGS4 preferentially regulated Gαq-mediated Ca++ signaling of 

muscarinic cholinergic receptors compared to bombesin or cholecystokinin 

receptors, suggesting that RGS proteins selectively interact with certain 

receptors (119).  In similar studies an N-terminal deletion mutant of RGS4 

was found to be 10,000x less potent than full length RGS4 (120), and the N-

termini of RGS2 and RGS4 were shown biochemically to interact with the 3rd 

intracellular loop of the m2 MAChR (121).  Other lines of evidence are 

consistent with a link between certain RGS proteins and certain receptors 

(109, 118, 122-125).  In some cases scaffolding proteins link GPCRs and 

GAPs directly.  The PDZ-protein GIPC links GAIP directly to the dopamine 

receptor (126, 127) and spinophilin links several RGS proteins to GPCRs 

including α-adrenergic receptors (128).  While there is mounting evidence that 
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kinetic and/or physical scaffolding of particular receptor, G-protein, and RGS 

protein combinations occurs in vivo, the idea has previously been 

controversial, and the concentration regimes under which scaffolded 

complexes occur and the signaling properties of these complexes compared 

to collision coupling models have not been fully examined.  
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Fig. 4.  GPCR, G-protein, and RGS protein may associate by collision 
coupling, kinetic scaffolding, or physical scaffolding.  Classically, receptors 
and G-proteins are thought to associate by collision coupling within the 
membrane (A).  (B) In the presence of high RGS protein concentration, 
collision coupling (outer ring) may transition to kinetic scaffolding of the 
GPCR-G-RGS complex (inner ring) due to fast kinetics. Physical scaffolding 
of certain GPCR-RGS complexes is likely to occur (C); G-protein may also be 
retained in such complexes by kinetic scaffolding.  Figure 3B adapted from 
(40) and 3C from (118).  
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Computational Modeling of G-protein Signaling 

Regulation of G-protein activity by GPCRs was modeled 

mathematically as early as the late 1970’s, and computationally starting in the 

mid-1990’s.  Early mathematical models addressed β-adrenergic signaling 

through Gαs to adenylyl cyclase in turkey erythrocytes and helped to validate 

the concept of a GTPase cycle and develop the collision coupling model (51, 

52).  An initial computational model investigated the role of diffusion rates and 

time of the receptor-G-protein complex in regulating G-protein activity during 

collision coupling, showing that if diffusion was slow, receptor and G-protein 

must be clustered to signal (129), and another model demonstrated that 

precoupling of receptor-G protein would result in high activation rates (130).  

Two models investigated how certain receptors could give rise to bell-shaped 

dose-response curves for regulation of cAMP by coupling with different 

affinities to Gαi and Gαs (in the absence of GAP).  Both showed that high 

receptor densities were required, and that adjusting the Kd or concentration of 

the G-proteins also affected the result (131, 132).  One of these studies 

examined collision coupling, precoupling, and persistent R-Gα complexes and 

determined the persistent complexes better fit the data (131).  Many previous 

models were equilibrium models, but as described above G-protein signaling 

is kinetic; additionally all excluded RGS proteins, which weren’t discovered 

until the mid-90’s (133, 134 Blumer 1996 Nature).  Shea et al examined the 

kinetics of G-protein regulation and demonstrated that RGS proteins could 
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dampen signaling (110).  Zhong and colleagues developed a model based on 

observations from CHO membranes overexpressing α2-adrenergic receptors, 

in which RGS4 hastened GTPγS binding to Gαi (111).  The collision coupling 

mechanism was applied and in a Monte Carlo model a small region of active 

Gαi was maintained near the receptor and corralled by RGS protein; this was 

termed spatial focusing and was the first computational modeling result 

suggesting that signaling might occur even in the presence of an RGS 

protein.  Next two models emerged based on observations of G-protein 

signaling in yeast.  Yi et al showed that kinetic measurements of G-protein 

activity could be made in various yeast strains and constructed a small kinetic 

model based on the collision coupling mechanism that fit the measurements 

(56).  Hao et al constructed a model based on similar data in yeast that did 

not fit the data well, from which they deduced that an RGS-downregulation 

step was missing, which was later determined to be ubiquitination (78).  Both 

yeast models validated and extended knowledge of G-protein kinetics in vivo, 

but they dealt primarily with G-protein signaling over hours, rather than the 

rapid kinetics of G-protein regulation within the GTPase cycle signaling 

module; in addition they studied only the collision coupling mechanism, and 

did not extend their models to examine how further variation in the local 

concentration of GPCR, G-protein, and RGS might regulate signaling, thus 

presenting an opportunity for additional modeling studies. 
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Cell migration and G-proteins   

Cells migrate during wound healing, development, immune response, 

tumor cell metastasis, and many other biological processes.  Migration is 

often a response to an extracellular chemical gradient detected by surface 

receptors, including G-protein coupled receptors and receptor tyrosine 

kinases (RTKs)—a process termed chemotaxis.  For instance mammalian 

neutrophils migrate towards formylated peptides secreted from bacteria (e.g. 

formylated-M-L-P) and Dictyostelium  discoideum amoeba (a model system 

for studying chemotaxis) migrate towards cAMP for aggregation and mating 

(135); mammalian cells also migrate towards a variety of cytokines and 

growth factors during wound healing (136).  A hallmark of migration is cell 

polarization forming a leading edge where actin polymerization drives cell 

membrane forward, and a trailing edge or uropod enriched where actin-

myosin retracts cell membrane (Fig. 5) (135, 137, 138); in many cases the 

Golgi and centrosome (a.k.a. microtubule organizing center) also polarize and 

orient towards the leading edge and in front of the nucleus (139, 140).  

Formation of the leading edge and orientation of the Golgi and centrosome 

result from underlying signal transduction (Fig. 5).  G-protein signaling or 

receptor tyrosine kinase signaling can, through βγ and Ras, both activate 

PI3K (141), which becomes enriched at the leading edge forming 

phosphotidylinositol (3,4,5) triphosphate (PIP3); PTEN is excluded from the 

leading edge and maintains PIP2 elsewhere (138).  PH-domain-containing 
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proteins including Akt and cytosolic regulator of adenylyl cyclase (CRAC) are 

recruited to the leading edge (142-144).  Downstream signaling via small 

GTPases including Rac and cdc42 helps stimulate actin polymerization at the 

leading edge and orient the centrosome (a.k.a. microtubule organizing center) 

(135, 137, 139, 140, 145).  The signaling networks linking ligand-detection 

with cell morphology and migration are dynamic and cells can rapidly respond 

to changes in the direction of the external ligand gradient (138, 146). 

 G-proteins are a vital upstream component of GPCR signaling during 

cell migration and transduce the external ligand gradient.  In macrophages 

migrating towards complement C5a or HEK293 cells migrating towards 

Interleukin-8 (both GPCR ligands), pertussis-toxin (PTx) treatment, which 

ADP-ribosylates Gαi/o subunits preventing activation of G-proteins by 

GPCRs, prevents chemotaxis (147, 148).  PTx also reduces migration of 

endothelial cells migrating to close a wound in the presence of the RTK ligand 

vascular endothelial growth factor (149).  Knockout of Gα2 or β in 

D. discoideum prevents chemotaxis (150, 151) and in neutrophils siRNA 

knockdown of Gβ2 prevented chemotaxis (147).   

Spatial aspects of G-protein signaling during chemotaxis were studied 

in D. discoideum.  A subtle gradient of G-protein activity reminiscent of the 

external ligand gradient was observed by FRET (151, 152), and βγ-GFP was 

absent from the extreme trailing edge (153).  This subtle gradient is 

insufficient to explain the sharp enrichment of PI3K and PIP3 at the leading 
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edge (152) and positive feedback mechanisms (e.g., through Ras and Rac 

activation) are suspected to define the leading edge in both D. discoideum 

and mammalian cells (135, 137, 154).  In mammalian neutrophils, additional 

feedback has recently been identified in the form of autocrine signaling by 

ATP and adenosine (which activate GPCRs) and enhanced expression of 

adenosine A3 receptors at the leading edge (155). Similar ATP autocrine 

signaling occurred in corneal epithelial cells during wound closure, 

accompanied by autocrine transactivation of EGFR (156).  Another interesting 

candidate for signaling feedback is a recently described protein called 

GIV/Girdin that binds G-proteins including Gαi3 (30) and also binds 

microtubules (27) and regulates epithelial cell migration through interactions 

with Akt and actin (28, 29).  Akt-phosphorylated GIV was enriched at the 

leading edge (28) and through binding Gαi3 could influence Gαi3 localization 

or activation and/or be a Gαi3 effector.  To date, the spatial regulation of G-

protein activity has not been explored in migrating mammalian cells.  G-

proteins have also been localized to the Golgi and centrosome (see next 

section) but whether G-protein activity regulates polarization or other 

processes at these sites during migration has also not been studied. 
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Fig. 5.  Model of cell migration based on chemotaxis.in D. discoideum.  
GPCRs and G-proteins are distributed around the membrane to detect 
external ligand.  The leading edge is enriched in active Ras, PI3K, PIP3, and 
PH-domain containing proteins and is the site of actin reformation.  Away 
from the leading edge PTEN and PIP2 are enriched and actin-myosin 
filaments retract the trailing edge.  Figure from (154).   
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G-proteins at internal sites 

In addition to their classical location at the plasma membrane many G-

proteins are at internal locations where their roles are uncertain (157).  Initial 

observations were made of G-proteins on granules of chromaffin cells (158) 

and in rat liver Golgi (159) by subcellular fractionation.  Golgi-localized Gαi3 

has frequently been observed by immunofluorescence, electron microscopy, 

and using expressed proteins (26, 160-163) as has Gαs (164 Farquhar 1996).  

Some lines of evidence hint at a role of Gαi3 in regulating secretion but this 

has yet to be shown definitively: constitutive secretion of heparin sulfate 

proteoglycan was decreased by overexpression of Gαi3 and reversed by 

pertussis toxin (165), and Gαi3 antibodies decreased processing of 

glyocporin in cis-Golgi (166).  βγ subunits introduced into permeabilzed NRK 

cells vesiculated the Golgi, and an overexpressed mutant of the RGS protein 

GAIP increased tubules emanating from the Golgi, thus hinting at broader 

Gαi3 control over Golgi membranes, but this has not been definitively proven.  

Gαi3 also binds Calnuc, a Ca++binding EF-hand protein (25), at the Golgi 

(26) and GIV, a microtubule-(27), actin-, and Akt-binding protein (28, 29) at 

Golgi and COP1 vesicles (30), but the function of these interactions is 

unknown.  Another hypothesis is that Golgi-localized G-proteins are awaiting 

interaction with βγ, subsequent palmitoylation, and trafficking to the plasma 

membrane (167).  Whether Gαi3 or other G-proteins are actively regulated to 
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control processes at the Golgi has yet to be shown.  Gαi3 may also influence 

regulated secretion in mast cells (168, 169).   

G-proteins are also found on centrosomse and endosomes.  Recently 

Gαi3, along with Gαi1 and Gαi2 were observed at centrosomes and siRNA 

knockdown of each caused mitotic or cytokinesis defects (170); RGS14 was 

also present at centrosomes (170-172), and a growing list of G-protein 

modulators including the GEF Ric8 and GDIs AGS3 and LGN are also likely 

to be present suggesting G-protein signaling away from the plasma 

membrane, which may regulate microtubule pulling forces during mitosis (22-

24, 173).  Gαs is found on early endosomes, along with the RGS protein 

RGS-PX1, where they influence EGFR degradation possibly by influencing 

endosome sorting and maturation (174), and Gαs may regulate endosome 

fusion (175, 176).  For the most part, the function of G-proteins at internal 

sites including the Golgi, centrosome, and endosome remains to be 

determined. 

 

 

FRET probes to observe G-protein activity 

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probes, as discussed 

throughout the previous sections, have helped reveal the localization, timing, 

and mechanism of G-protein activation in living cells.  FRET occurs by non-

radiative energy transfer at distances <10 nm between flourophores with 
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overlapping emission and excitation spectrums, yielding an optical signal of a 

biochemical interaction.  Janetopoulos et al showed that by tagging Gα with 

YFP and β with CFP in the model organism D. discoideum one could observe 

G-protein activation by a decrease in FRET upon dissociation of the Gαβγ 

heterotrimer (151).  This fact was later exploited by several investigators 

(some tagged γ instead of β), e.g., in D. discoideum to examine the spatial 

and temporal response of G-proteins to localized agonist (151, 152), and in 

yeast and mammalian cells to study kinetics of G-protein signaling at the 

plasma membrane (discussed previously in the section on kinetics) (56, 57, 

60, 62, 177, 178).  In mammalian systems Gαi subunits (but not Gαo or Gαs) 

were first found, quite surprisingly, to rearrange instead of dissociate, but this 

was later shown to depend on a YFP tag-site that promoted non-native 

kinetics (178), and most studies support the dissociation model (56, 60, 62, 

98, 151, 177, 179, 180).  The Gαβγ FRET probe is excellent for monitoring 

activation of a particular heterotrimer, but less apt for studying the spatial 

regulation of signaling by a particular Gα subunit throughout the cell.  This is 

because both the Gα and βγ subunits are spatially restricted by membrane 

anchors (acyl groups on Gα, prenyl groups on γ) and protein-protein 

interactions, so a particular βγ subunit is unlikely to associate with all 

populations of Gα subunits.  An alternative FRET sensor between Gα-YFP 

and RGS4-CFP was proposed for in vitro screening of molecules that inhibit 

RGS binding; such a sensor had not been used in living cells and would have 
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strengths and weaknesses similar to βγ-CFP because RGS4 is known to 

target particular GPCR complexes as explained above (118, 120, 121).  Thus, 

to date FRET probes have exposed G-protein kinetics downstream of 

receptor stimulation, but an ideal sensor for monitoring spatial regulation of G-

protein activity has not been published.  

 

SCOPE OF THIS DISSERTATION 

This dissertation examines regulation of G-protein activity at the 

plasma membrane in a quantitative manner by computational modeling; it 

then goes on to address spatial regulation of G-protein activity in living cells 

during a complex G-protein-mediated activity—cell migration—by live cell 

FRET imaging.  These efforts are summarized below. 

 

Part I: Computational Investigations 

 Given the kinetics of regulation of G-protein activity, the spatial 

regulation of Gα, GPCR, and GAP in plasma membrane microdomains, and 

the alternative collision coupling and scaffolding mechanisms, described 

above, how exactly do local concentration and alternative mechanisms 

regulate G-protein activity signaling?  At the time I began my research there 

was in vitro data relating concentrations of active GPCR, G-protein, and RGS 

protein to G-protein activity to concentrations, but it had not been synthesized 

into a quantitative portrait of G-protein regulation; additionally, the scaffolding 
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mechanisms were highly controversial, and there was no explanation for how 

RGS proteins could speed the onset of signaling in addition to the 

deactivation, e.g. as observed for GIRK channels.  To address these issues, 

we combined a decade of results on G-protein kinetics measured in 

reconstituted vesicles (which mimic the plasma membrane environment) into 

a comprehensive computational model of the GTPase cycle module (i.e., G-

protein, active GPCR, and RGS protein) that contained both collision coupling 

and scaffolding mechanisms and was used to perform thousands of 

experiments in silico (34, 36, 47, 49).  The model’s kinetic parameters came 

from extensive data on the m1 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, Gαq and 

RGS4 (34, 36, 47, 49).  Results indicate a multiplicity of signaling phenotypes 

including 16 limiting regimes.  The results validate the (kinetic) scaffolding 

model for interactions between active GPCR, G-protein, and RGS.  This 

mechanism is predicted to have moderate Gα activity and fast turnover, 

including faster onset of signaling.  The aforementioned results are detailed in 

chapter 1, which is a reprint of a publication in the Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences (49).   

Signaling networks are inherently complex and difficult to model 

computationally so we developed two methods to isolate critical elements of a 

network and eliminate spurious parts.  Using this approach we made two 

steps forward in terms of the biology.  First we proved computationally that a 

(kinetic) scaffolding mechanism is a required mechanism for the case of m1 
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muscarinic receptor, Gq and RGS4.  Second we identified a mechanism of 

the GTPase cycle module that predicts how, under particular physiologic 

conditions, RGS proteins can induce a bell-shaped response to agonist.  The 

bell-shaped response has previously been explained by dual-coupling of a 

GPCR to one type of Gα at low ligand concentration and another type at high 

ligand concentration (e.g., for cAMP regulation, Gαi then Gαs) (17) (181).  

Our results suggest an alternative RGS mechanism and we define clear 

experiments to test it in the future.  These studies are described in Chapter 2, 

which is a reprint of a publication in Systems Biology (182), and Chapter 3, 

which is in press in Systems Biology. 

 

Part II: Experimental Investigations 

G-proteins are present in many cellular locations including membrane 

microdomains of the plasma membrane and internal locations such as the 

Golgi and centrosome, but little information is available on G-protein activity 

at these locations in living cells.  To study local G-protein activity in living cells 

new tools are required.  FRET probes are arguably the most advanced and 

appropriate tools for this purpose.  When I began my research a number of 

FRET probes based on Gα-YFP βγ-CFP FRET were developed, however, 

these are limited in monitoring Gα activity throughout the cell as described 

above.  For global detection of Gαi-YFP we developed a FRET probe from 

the RGS domain of GAIP tagged with CFP, RGS-CFP.  We developed an 
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alternative FRET probe, GTP-BODIPY, which is useful for high-throughput 

screening of novel GPCR ligands and protein/peptide modulators of G-protein 

activation in cell membranes.  Development of these FRET probes is 

described in Chapter 4.  

To study spatial regulation of G-protein activity in vivo using FRET 

probes we chose to investigate cell migration, which links the aforementioned 

issues of regulation of G-protein signaling at the plasma membrane and 

internal locations within an orchestrated cell behavior.  In Chapter 5, which is 

currently in revision for publication in the Journal of Cell Biology (183), we 

report how Gαi3 and its binding partner GIV (30) together control cell 

migration.  These two proteins were found at the leading edge of HeLa cells 

and were required for migration to close a wound.  In addition they controlled 

key molecular determinants of migration including Akt signaling, reformation 

of the actin cytoskeleton, and polarization.  Among other contributions I 

designed, performed, and analyzed all live cell imaging experiments of this 

study.  Next, detailed live-cell imaging studies were pursued to investigate 

how Gαi3 localization and activity is spatially regulated during HeLa cell 

migration in a wound-closure assay.  RGS-CFP, which has no motifs for 

membrane anchoring, localized along leading edge membranes where it 

colocalized with Gαi3-YFP and a substantial FRET signal was observed, 

indicating Gαi3-YFP activity.  This result was confirmed using an alternative 

FRET probe, β1-CFP.  Away from the leading edge, FRET signals generally 
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indicated much lower Gαi3-YFP activity, showing spatial regulation of Gαi3 

activity at the leading edge.  Another pool of Gαi3 is at the Golgi and we show 

by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching measurements that in 

migrating cells Gαi3 translocates from Golgi membranes to leading edge 

pseudopods where it accumulates.  Activity of Gαi3 was not observed at the 

Golgi in migrating cells.  Surprisingly, active Gαi3 was additionally found to 

reduce the frequency of mitosis, but whether the leading edge, Golgi, or 

centrosomal pool of Gαi3 regulates this function is unknown.  This is currently 

under investigation and preliminary FRET measurements indicate that active 

Gαi3 is present in migrating cells on a structure that may be the centrosome, 

and is occasionally active on Golgi.  These studies comprise chapter 6, which 

is being prepared for publication.  

 In the final chapter, the aforementioned studies are summarized and 

placed in perspective of the wider literature, and several lines of investigation 

are proposed to extend the computational and live-cell FRET imaging work to 

reveal more about G-protein signaling. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

Computational modeling reveals how interplay 
between components of a GTPase-cycle module 

regulates signal transduction 
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ABSTRACT (as it appears in the manuscript) 

Heterotrimeric G protein signaling is regulated by signaling modules 

composed of heterotrimeric G proteins, active G protein-coupled receptors 

(Rs), which activate G proteins, and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), 

which deactivate G proteins. We term these modules GTPase-cycle modules. 

The local concentrations of these proteins are spatially regulated between 

plasma membrane microdomains and between the plasma membrane and 

cytosol, but no data or models are available that quantitatively explain the 

effect of such regulation on signaling. We present a computational model of 

the GTPase-cycle module that predicts that the interplay of local G protein, R, 

and GAP concentrations gives rise to 16 distinct signaling regimes and 

numerous intermediate signaling phenomena. The regimes suggest 

alternative modes of the GTPase-cycle module that occur based on defined 

local concentrations of the component proteins. In one mode, signaling 

occurs while G protein and receptor are unclustered and GAP eliminates 

signaling; in another, G protein and receptor are clustered and GAP can 

rapidly modulate signaling but does not eliminate it. Experimental data from 

multiple GTPase-cycle modules is interpreted in light of these predictions. 

The latter mode explains previously paradoxical data in which GAP does not 

alter maximal current amplitude of G protein-activated ion channels, but 

hastens signaling. The predictions indicate how variations in local 

concentrations of the component proteins create GTPase-cycle modules with 

distinctive phenotypes. They provide a quantitative framework for 
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investigating how regulation of local concentrations of components of the 

GTPase-cycle module affects signaling. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR BORNHEIMER, ET AL 

 

SUPPORTING TEXT 

S1: Model Parameters 

 Our biochemical model of the GTPase cycle embeds 48 reaction rate 

parameters. Seven were obtained directly from experimental data, 13 were 

calculated through equations that reflect constraints of material equilibrium, and 

28 were optimized to fit steady state GTPase rate data.  Experimental 

observations provided upper and/or lower bounds for 27 parameters.  Figure 6 

summarizes our treatment of each parameter and Table 2 lists the upper and 

lower bounds for each parameter.  Here, we describe the upper and lower 

bounds on parameters and the procedures for parameter calculation, 

optimization, and sensitivity analysis. 

 Parameter upper and lower bounds.  Details are presented here only for 

bounds derived from indirect experimental data or an experimentally-motivated 

assumption (indicated by green arrows in Fig. 6).  References for bounds 

derived directly from experimental data are presented in Table 2.  Parameters 

for which data were unavailable were typically constrained by bounds spanning 

several orders of magnitude. 

 We determined bounds for D-4, T-2, and T+4 based on the fact that 

GAP does not affect nucleotide exchange rates (1).  Thus, these bounds 

approximately equaled those for D-3, T-1, and T+3, respectively. 
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 We calculated bounds for T-3 and T-4 using the bounds on T-1, T-2, D-

1, D-2, D-3, and D-4 and the assumption that the ratio of nucleotide 

dissociation in the presence and absence of receptor was the same whether 

the nucleotide was GTP or GDP (T-1/T-3 = D-1/D-3 and T-2/T-4 = D-2/D-4). 

 We required that the collision coupling mechanism (2, 3) be available to 

our biochemical mechanism of the GTPase cycle module.  This constrained R-

2 and R-5 to be faster than Gq’s intrinsic GTPase rate (0.013 s-1) to allow 

cycling of receptor among G proteins. 

 Reaction rates of A2, A5, A3, and A6 were constrained by the 

corresponding Kd.  KdA2 and KdA5 were assumed to equal Km for the single-

turnover Gq GAP reaction based on the prior observation that the EC50 with 

which Gq stimulates PLC-β1 is equal to the EC50 of PLC-β1 as a Gq GAP (1), 

and were constrained to lie between 50 to 150 nM.  KdA3 and KdA6 were at 

least 100-fold > KdA2 and KdA5, respectively, because inhibition of GAP activity 

by Gα-GDP has never been observed (4) indicating that GAP cannot 

competitively inhibit its own GTPase activity by binding the product of the 

GTPase reaction. 

 The rates of formation of GTP from GDP and Pi (P+1, P+2, P+3, and 

P+4) were calculated based on the Kd (which was constrained by the second 

law of thermodynamics) and the corresponding rate of GTP hydrolysis. 

 Parameter calculation procedure.  13 parameters were calculated such 

that our model satisfied material equilibrium in accordance with the second law 
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of thermodynamics.  These calculations resulted from 19 equations defined by 

relationships in our biochemical reaction scheme of the GTPase cycle (Fig. 1), 

of which 13 are independent.  Of the 19 equations, 15 are defined by the 

distinct thermodynamic cycles apparent in Fig. 1.  For example, the leftmost-top 

cycle is composed of paths G + T � GT, GT + A � GAT, G + A � GA, and GA 

+ T � GAT; the corresponding equation is A1*T2=T1*A2, where A1, T2, T1, 

and A2 are the Kd’s of reactions A1, T2, T1, and A2, respectively.  The 

remaining 4 equations correspond to the 4 horizontal paths involving the 

hydrolysis of GTP.  These are thermodynamic cycles with three segments, e.g., 

G + T � GT � GD + Pi � G + D; the corresponding equation is 

T1*P1*D1=KGTP hydrolysis, where KGTP hydrolysis is derived from the corresponding 

∆G°.   

 Parameter optimization procedure.  28 parameters were estimated 

between their lower and upper bounds (Table 2) using a hybrid optimization 

strategy for pseudo-global minimization of the fit-error (a mathematical function 

that measures the error between the simulated and the experimental data).  In 

this strategy, candidate parameter sets were obtained using a genetic algorithm 

(GA) (5, 6).  These were then locally optimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt 

optimizer (7) and in some cases a sequential quadratic programming-based 

general nonlinear optimizer (8).  Coincident with each optimization, 13 

parameters were calculated as described in the previous section to complete 

the parameter set.  This yielded a pool of parameter sets.  The parameter sets 
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with lowest fit-error were then examined to determine a cut-off below which 

parameter sets satisfactorily fit the data, yielding a smaller pool of ‘acceptable’ 

parameter sets. 

 Sensitivity analysis procedure.  Sensitivity analysis experiments were 

carried out to decipher the range of parameters under which the equations 

behaved stably and reproduced experimental data.  The acceptable parameter 

sets were used as a basis to determine, for each parameter, the minimum 

(MIN) and maximum (MAX) acceptable values and the range (the ratio 

MAX/MIN) of acceptable values (Table 3).  We note that this is distinct from the 

lower and upper bounds initially used for parameters based on experimental 

constraints; the MIN-MAX was bounded by lower bound-upper bound range. 

  

S2: Concentrations of Components in Experiments and Simulations 

 In the experimental system, R and G protein were both intercalated into 

the vesicle bilayer and their concentrations were defined within the volume of 

the bilayer.  “Standard vesicles” were defined with 3 nM R and 10 nM G protein 

(9) and these concentrations were generally used in simulations.  However, for 

simulation of the experiments that measured Z, 0.2 nM R and 2 nM G protein 

were used in agreement with ref. 1.  Also, in these latter experiments, the GAP 

was PLC-β1 instead of RGS4.  The maximal GAP activity of PLC-β1 (15 s-1) is 

similar to RGS4 (25 s-1) (10) and we simulated these experiments by using 

RGS4 at its EC50 concentration (200 nM) in the model.  In all simulations of 
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experimental data, GTP, GDP, and Pi concentrations were fixed at their initial 

values in the experiment.  

 

S3: Analysis of Parameter Sets 

 Additional validation of the parameter sets.  The 16 acceptable 

parameter sets satisfied the following constraints that were not used during the 

optimization and calculation step, thus validating the parameter sets: a) A-2 and 

A-5 < 25 s-1, which is the rate of GAP catalyzed GTP-hydrolysis (10); b) R-6 

and R-3 < 0.015-0.050 s-1, which is the rate at which the fast component of 

GTP-binding is lost upon addition of antagonist to a GTPase assay (11) and 

presumably the rate at which the inactive receptor dissociates from the G 

protein; and c) T+1 (and by analogy T+2) > 2 x 103 M-1 s-1, which was 

estimated in ref. 12. 

 Comparison of parameter sets: sensitivity of model to optimized and 

calculated parameters.  For most parameters that were optimized or calculated, 

the range of acceptable parameter-values (Table 3 & Fig. 7) was much smaller 

than the allowed range (Table 2 & Fig. 7).  For over half the parameters, the 

acceptable range spanned < ~5-fold (MAX/MIN statistic in Table 3).  For ~35% 

of parameters the acceptable range spanned > ~10-fold. (Table 3).  These 

results suggest that the computational problem of parameter optimization was 

well-constrained by the experimental data.     

 

S4: GAP Increases EC50 for Active Receptor 
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 Studies in a variety of systems have shown that the EC50 for agonist is 

increased 10- to 100-fold by GAP (e.g., 1, 13).  This observation was not used 

during optimization of our model’s parameter set and is thereby a test of 

parameter set and model validity.  Using our computational model, simulations 

of the EC50 for active receptor (agonist is not explicitly included in our model) 

yielded results comparable to the experiments (Fig. 8), validating our parameter 

set and model. 
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SUPPORTING TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 2.  Lower and upper bounds for parameters.  Bounds shown are typically 
one order of magnitude greater than suggested by experimental data to allow 
for error in the data.  Data are from the numbered reference and ‘S’ means see 
the section ‘Parameter upper and lower bounds’ for additional description of the 
bounds’ source.  Data was unavailable for some parameters.  Parameters in 
black were fixed, in red were optimized, and in blue were calculated. 

    
               

k+1       
              

k-1     

rxn LB UB UB/LB ref. LB UB UB/LB ref. 

A1 10000 1.00E+10 1000000   0.000001 5000 5.00E+09   

A2 200000 2.00E+07 100 1, S 0.005 0.5 100 1, S 

A3 10000 1000000 100 4, S 0.0001 5000 5.00E+07 4, S 

A4 10000 1.00E+10 1000000   0.000001 1000 1.00E+09   

A5 200000 2.00E+07 100 1, S 0.005 0.5 100 1, S 

A6 10000 1000000 100 4, S 0.01 5000 500000 4, S 

R1 1000 1.00E+10 1.00E+07   0.000001 100 1.00E+08   

R2 1000 1.00E+10 1.00E+07   0.01 100 10000 14, S 

R3 5000000 1.00E+08 20 
1, 
15 0.000001 1 1.00E+06   

R4 1000 1.00E+10 1.00E+07   1.00E-07 100 1.00E+09   

R5 1000 1.00E+10 1.00E+07   0.01 100 10000 14, S 

R6 5000000 1.00E+08 20 
1, 
15 0.000001 1 1000000   

T1 1 1.00E+08 1.00E+08   1.60E-09 0.001 625000 12 

T2 1 1.00E+08 1.00E+08   1.60E-09 0.001 625000 12, S 

T3 100000 1.00E+07 100 10 0.001 0.1 100 S 

T4 100000 1.65E+07 165 10,S 0.001 0.1 100 S 

P1 
1.07E-

11 11 1.00E+12   0.013 0.013 1 1,10,14,16 

P2 
1.64E-

08 16400 1.00E+12   25 25 1 10 

P3 
1.00E-

20 1 1.00E+20   0.013 0.013 1 1,10,14,16 

P4 
3.91E-

08 39100 1.00E+12   25 25 1 10 

D1 1 1000000 1000000   0.0001 0.0001 1 1,16 

D2 1 1000000 1000000   0.0001 0.0001 1 1,16 

D3 360000 1.00E+07 28 1 2 2 1 1,10,16 

D4 1000 5.00E+07 50000   2 5 2.5 S 
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Table 3.  Range of acceptable parameters values.  Minimum and maximum 
values for parameters from the 16 acceptable parameter sets are shown, 
ordered by increasing maximum/minimum. 
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Fig. 6.  Determination of parameters for our model of the GTPase cycle 
module.  Reaction arrow color indicates if the parameter was determined 
(black) or constrained (red) by a direct experimental measurement, determined 
or constrained by an indirect measurement or assumption (green), or 
unconstrained (blue).  Also indicated is whether a parameter was optimized 
(dashed arrow) or calculated (solid arrow).  GTP, GDP, and Pi are not shown 
for clarity of the figure.  The ‘+’ and ‘–’ designations of reaction rates (e.g. A+2 
and A-2) are excluded from the figure for clarity, but in all cases the ‘+’ direction 
represents association and the ‘-‘ direction represents dissociation.          
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Fig. 7.  Cobweb plot showing the acceptable parameter-values across the 16 
best parameter sets determined by optimization.  Parameters shown in black 
were fixed, red were optimized, and blue were calculated.  Lower and upper 
bounds on parameters are indicated, as is the mean value for each parameter 
across the 16 acceptable parameter sets. 
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Fig. 8.  Simulations show that GAP increases EC50 for active receptor > 10-
fold.  In all cases, the concentration of G protein was 10 nM and cellular 
nucleotide concentrations were used; when GAP was used, its concentration 

was 10 µM (saturating). 
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ABSTRACT (as it appears in the manuscript)   

Biochemical systems embed complex networks and hence 

development and analysis of their detailed models pose a challenge for 

computation. Coarse-grained biochemical models, called reduced-order 

models (ROMs), consisting of essential biochemical mechanisms are more 

useful for computational analysis and for studying important features of a 

biochemical network. The authors present a novel method to model-reduction 

by identifying potentially important parameters using multidimensional 

sensitivity analysis. A ROM is generated for the GTPase-cycle module of m1 

muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, Gq, and regulator of G-protein signalling 4 

(a GTPase-activating protein or GAP) starting from a detailed model of 48 

reactions. The resulting ROM has only 17 reactions. The ROM suggested that 

complexes of G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) and GAP--which were 

proposed in the detailed model as a hypothesis--are required to fit the 

experimental data. Models previously published in the literature are also 

simulated and compared with the ROM. Through this comparison, a minimal 

ROM, that also requires complexes of GPCR and GAP, with just 15 

parameters is generated. The proposed reduced-order modelling 

methodology is scalable to larger networks and provides a general framework 

for the reduction of models of biochemical systems. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR MAURYA, ET AL 

SUPPORTING TEXT 

S1. Description of the GTPase-cycle module 

Bornheimer et al. (1) have constructed a computational model of the 

GTPase-cycle module that is based on experimental data and a detailed 

biochemical reaction scheme (Fig. 3 of the main article). 

The detailed model consists of 17 ordinary differential equations 

(ODEs) and 48 parameters. There are 24 reversible reactions, named as R1, 

R2, etc., in the network. For the reversible reaction A1, the association and 

dissociation rate constants are denoted by A+1 and A-1, respectively, and the 

equilibrium constant (i.e., ratio of the rate constant of the forward reaction to 

that of reverse reaction) is denoted by A1 (other reactions also follow this 

convention). Note that some forward reactions are association reaction (such 

as A+i, R+i, T+i where i = 1, 2, 3, etc.) while some other forward reactions are 

dissociation reactions (such as P-i, D-i). The unit of the rate constant for 

association reactions is M-1 s-1 and that for dissociation reactions is s-1. The 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are derived by applying mass-balance 

to various species in the network (the 12 shown nodes in Fig. 3 and R, A, T, 

D and P). For example,  

d[G]/dt = [GA]*A-1 + [G*T]*T-1 + [RG]*R-1 + [GD]*D-1 – [G]*[A]*A+1 –

  [G]*[T]*T+1 – [G]*[R]*R+1 – [G]*[D]*D+1.    (1) 

There are 15 distinct faces in the three cubes – each of which gives a 

thermodynamic constraint (corresponds to the thermodynamic cycle with 4 
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reversible reactions), e.g., the constraint for the face involving G, GA, G*AT 

and G*T is A1*T2 = T1*A2 (involves 8 rate constants). 4 additional 

thermodynamic constraints are generated from the thermodynamic cycles 

corresponding to the four horizontal paths (cycles with 3 reversible reactions) 

based upon free energy change (∆G°) for GTP hydrolysis (for example, 

P1*D1*T1 = 1/Keq = 1/ )10457.1( 9×  where ∆G° = -RT.ln(Keq) = kcal/mole (T = 

25°C = 298.15 K), is one of the 4 constraints). Out of 19 constraints, only 13 

are linearly independent which are used to calculate 13 parameters (see next 

section) using the values of other 35 parameters. Seven parameters are 

fixed. The calculated parameters are required to be within their bounds by 

adding a penalty term to the objective function. Apart from these, four 

additional constraints (A2/A3 > 100; A5/A6 > 100; 8100.5 −×  < 1/A2 and 1/A5 < 

7105.1 −× ) that are based on experimental data are used to restrict the search 

space. Thus, 28 parameters are estimated using the hybrid genetic-algorithm 

(GA)-based optimizer (2) to fit the experimental data. 

 

S2. Parameter calculation procedure 

 As is well known, parameters of reactions of thermodynamic cycles are 

related by the second law of thermodynamics.  Such relations can be used to 

calculate the value of one parameter based on the values of others and are 

therefore constraints on the parameter set.  The constraints of this type 
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present in the detailed model, and the way they were maintained during 

parameter optimization, is described below. 

 The methodology is explained for the detailed model. Based upon the 

second law of thermodynamics, totally 19 thermodynamic constraints can be 

derived for the model shown in Fig. 3.  The 19 constraints are: A1T2 = T1A2; 

A4T4 = T3A5; R1T3 = T1R2; R4T4 = T2R5; R2A5 = A2R5; R1A4 = A1R4; 

A2P2 = P1A3; A5P4 = P3A6; R2P3 = P1R3; R5P4 = P2R6; A3R6 = R3A6; 

A3D2 = D1A1; A6D4 = D3A4; R3D3 = D1R1; R6D4 = D2R4; P1D1T1 = 

1/ )10457.1( 9× ; P2D2T2 = 1/ )10457.1( 9× ; P3D3T3 = 1/ )10457.1( 9× ; P4D4T4 

= 1/ )10457.1( 9× . In the last 4 constraints, the factor 1/ )10457.1( 9×  = 1/Keq, 

where Keq, the equilibrium constant for GTP hydrolysis, is calculated from the 

relationship ∆G° = - RT.ln(Keq) = -12.5 kcal/mol at T = 298.15 K (25 °C). 

 Although these constraints (also referred to as equations hereafter) 

involve nonlinear terms, on a log-scale (or log10-scale) they are linear 

algebraic equations in terms of log of various rate constants and log of 1/Keq. 

Hence, the equations can be represented as AX = b where X is a column 

vector containing all the parameters involved in all the equations and the 

entries of A are the appropriate coefficients (0, 1 or –1). Out of the 19 (= N) 

equations, only 13 are linear independent (rank(A) = rank([A | b]) = 13). Thus, 

a maximum of 13 rate constants can be calculated using these equations. 

Thus, one needs to select 13 parameters out of 48 parameters, such that 
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these 13 parameters would be calculated using the values of the other 35 

parameters. The details of the calculation procedure are as follows. 

 The essential idea is to calculate those parameters for which the least 

information is known; remaining parameters, the values of which were 

constrained but not fixed by experimental data, should be optimized.  To do 

this, the list of parameters in each of the 13 equations is sorted in the order of 

decreasing UB/LB and the parameter to be calculated by each equation is 

recursively assigned. For sorting, the user can also specify that certain 

parameters should (preferably) be calculated and that certain parameters 

must be optimized. For example, it was required that the parameters A+2, 

A+5, T+3, T+4, R+3, R+6 must be optimized and that the parameters P+1, 

P+2, P+3, P+4, R+1, R-1, R+4, R-4 should (preferably) be calculated (see 

below). The algorithm tries to find such an assignment. If such an assignment 

is not found over all combinations, then the user is prompted to assign a 

weight to the parameters that must be calculated. For such parameters for 

sorting purposes, the effective range is amplified by this weight to increase its 

chances of being calculated. It must be mentioned that for the models 

described in this article, this situation did not arise. Based upon this 

assignment, the equations are reordered and rearranged so that the assigned 

variables appear first in the equations in monotonically increasing order (i.e., 

parameter xi is matched with the ith equation). Then A and X are partitioned 

as A = [A1 A2] and X = [X1 X2]
T so that X1 consists of N (=19) parameters that 

can be potentially calculated (the test for consistency and independence is 
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not yet done), X2 consists of the remaining parameters from X, and the 

matrices A1 and A2 comprise of the corresponding columns from A. 

Essentially, the matrix equation becomes A1X1 = -A2X2 + b. The procedure for 

extracting the maximal set of consistent and independent equations from the 

full set of N equations that can be used (manipulated) to derive the 

expressions for to-be-calculated variables is explained below. 

 From the full set of N equations, a maximal set of consistent equations, 

C = {C1, C2, … Ck} (that satisfies rank(A1,C) = rank([A1,C [-A2,C  bC]]), where the 

subscript ‘C’ is used to indicate appropriate sub-matrices corresponding to the 

equations C (the matrix A2,C consists of columns from A that are not in A1,C) 

are extracted (starting with equation 1, equations 2, 3, etc., are added to the 

set C (one at a time)) and tested for consistency and independence). From 

these consistent equations, consistent and independent equations, I = {I1, I2, 

… Il} that satisfy rank(A1,I) = rank([A1,I [-A2,I  bI]]) = l are selected (starting with 

the first equation in the set C, the 2nd, 3rd equation, etc., are added to the set I 

(one at a time) and tested for consistency and independence). This procedure 

identifies the consistent and independent equations in conjunction with the 

parameters that are assigned to them. If l = rank(A), a maximal set has been 

found and the procedure stops, else, another combination (matching) is 

selected and tested. It is possible that some of the parameters “desired to be 

calculated” may not be calculated and they could be optimized instead. This 

is because set I is a subset of the original matching between equations and 

variables.  Now, the equations in set I are written as A1,IX1,I = -A2,IX2,I + bI (one 
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can assume bI to be part of A2,I assuming that last component of X2,I is 1).  

The matrix P = (A1,I)
-1([-A2,I  bI]) is computed which contains the coefficients 

that are needed to expresses X1,I in terms of X2,I (including the last 

component in 1).  Thus, X1,I = PX2,I on log-scale.  Finally, by exponentiation 

(or 
ijp10 ), the symbolic expressions are calculated on normal-scale.  

 For the GTPase-cycle module, a maximal set of (comprising of 13) 

consistent-and-independent equations (and the corresponding 13 

parameters) is identified. By solving these 13 consistent-and-independent 

equations, the symbolic expressions (in terms of other 35 parameters) for the 

13 parameters to be calculated are derived. Every time the 28 parameters to 

be optimized are assigned a value, the 13 parameters are calculated using 

these expressions. For completeness, the 13 calculated parameters and the 

corresponding expressions are given below.  

A-1 = 1.0/T+1 * A+1 * T+2 * 1.0/T-2 * T-1 * 1.0/A+2 * A-2 

A-4 = A+4 * T-3 * T+4 * 1.0/T-4 * 1.0/T+3 * 1.0/A+5 * A-5 

R-1 = R+1 * 1.0/T+1 * 1.0/T-3 * T-1 * 1.0/A+2 * A-2 * T+3 * A+5 * 1.0/A-5 * 1.0/R+5 * R-5 

R-4 = R+4 * 1.0/T+2 * T-2 * T+4 * 1.0/T-4 * 1.0/R+5 * R-5 

R+2= A+2 * 1.0/A-2 * 1.0/A+5 * A-5 * R-2 * R+5 * 1.0/R-5 

 P+1= 1.0/A-3 * 1.0/T-3 * 1.0/A+2 * A-2 * T+3 * A+5 * 1.0/A-5 * 1.0/R+5 * R-5 * P-1 * A+3 * 

1.0/A+6 * A-6 * R+6 * 1.0/R-6 * D-3 * 1.0/D+3 * 10108634.6 −×  

P+3= 1.0/T-3 * T+3 * P-3 * D-3 * 1.0/D+3 * 10108634.6 −×  

R-3 = A-3 * 1.0/A+3 * A+6 * 1.0/A-6 * R+3 * 1.0/R+6 * R-6 

P+4= 1.0/T-3 * T+3 * A+5 * 1.0/A-5 * P-4 * 1.0/A+6 * A-6 * D-3 * 1.0/D+3 * 10108634.6 −×  
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 D+2= T-3 * T+2 * 1.0/T-2 * 1.0/T+3 * 1.0/A+5 * A-5 * R+5 * 1.0/R-5 * A+6 * 1.0/A-6 * 

1.0/R+6 * R-6 * D-2 * 1.0/D-3 * D+3 

 D+1= A-3 * T+1 * T-3 * 1.0/T-1 * A+2 * 1.0/A-2 * 1.0/T+3 * 1.0/A+5 * A-5 * R+5 * 1.0/R-5 * 

1.0/A+3 * A+6 * 1.0/A-6 * 1.0/R+6 * R-6 * D-1 * 1.0/D-3 * D+3 

 P+2= 1/T-3 * T+3 * A+5 * 1.0/A-5 * 1.0/R+5 * R-5 * P-2 * 1.0/A+6 * A-6 * R+6 * 1.0/R-6 * D-

3 * 1.0/D+3 * 10108634.6 −×  

D+4= T-3 * T+4 * 1.0/T-4 * 1.0/T+3 * 1.0/A+5 * A-5 * A+6 * 1.0/A-6 * D-4 * 1.0/D-3 * D+3; 

 It is interesting to note that except for the constant multiplying factors, 

a parameter X appears as X or 1/X (and not in fractional powers of X) 

because the elements of the matrix P are either 0, 1 or -1 in all but the last 

column. Also, except for R+2 and R+4, all the parameters desired to be 

calculated are calculated.  

 For the case of reduced-order models, the methodology remains the 

same but some of the constraints become irrelevant and hence the 

assignment between the remaining constraints and the parameters to be 

calculated changes. Thus, this pairing is identified for every candidate 

reduced-order model (ROM) individually. 

 

S3. Experimental data, simulation of experiments, and the values of 

parameters 

The experimental data used to estimate the parameters for the 

reduced-order models is the same as the data used to estimate the 

parameters for the detailed model (Table 2). These experiments were carried 

out in Professor Elliott M. Ross’s laboratory (The University of Texas 
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Southwestern Medical Center) and consist of data from 5 different scenarios. 

Data from three scenarios (data sets) are shown repeatedly in three separate 

plots in each of Figs. 4-9 (4B, 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B and 9B) and consist of 

measurements of v (GTP-hydrolysis rate) at different concentrations of GTP 

or GAP and in the presence or absence of active receptor as specified in 

Table 2 (3). Data from two additional scenarios (one data point in each) were 

used for all optimizations but not shown in Fig. 4-9.  These data are Z 

(fraction of active G-protein) in the presence of active receptor, with or without 

GAP present (4) (Table 2).  In these, the GAP is PLC-β1 at its IC50 

concentration; the maximal GAP activity of PLC-β1 (15 s-1) is similar to RGS4 

(25 s-1). In all reduced-order models, the predicted value of Z in these two 

scenarios fit well to the experimental value listed in Table 2. 

Bornheimer et al. (1) provided extensive information about how some 

parameter-values were fixed, and others were constrained within upper 

and/or lower bounds, by data available in the literature.  These same bounds 

(listed in Table 3) and constraints are used in this study, except for the 

following difference. 

For data sets 1 and 3 (Table 2), there is uncertainty in the 

measurement of [R]. Hence, for the detailed model, for data sets 1 and 3, [R] 

is optimized between 1.5 – 3.5 nM and 4.0 – 7.0 nM, respectively, along with 

other parameters to fit the experimental data. Based upon optimization, it was 

found that I.C. for [R] for data sets 1 and 3 were confined in narrow ranges 
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around 2.0 nM and 5.0 nM, respectively. So, for the ROMs they are optimized 

between 2.0 nM – 2.24 nM and 5.0 nM – 5.5 nM, respectively. 

 

S4. Parameter estimation using a hybrid Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithm-based optimization.  Genetic algorithm (GA) is 

based upon the Darwin’s theory of natural selection and survival of the fittest 

(5, 6) and has been successfully used in many optimization problems. In an 

optimization problem, an objective function is to be minimized by manipulating 

the values of the free parameters within certain bounds (search space). GA is 

a population-based search technique. The population consists of members. 

Each member corresponds to a particular set of parameters values. Thus, an 

objective-value is associated with each member. For a minimization problem, 

a member with lower objective-value is considered fitter as compared to a 

member with higher objective-value. In the classical GA (5), the parameters in 

each member are represented through a binary string (called genome) though 

for real-parameter optimization problems, a floating-point representation has 

been recently proposed by Wolf and Moros (7) and later used by Katare et al. 

(2). The number of bits reserved for each parameter depends on the allowed 

range (upper bound (UB) – lower bound (LB)) of the parameter and the 

desired accuracy in its solution. For example, if LB = 10, UB = 50, and the 

required precision is 0.1 then the required number of bits >= ceil(log2((50-

10)/0.1+1)) = 9 bits where ceil is the ceiling function. The search starts by 

randomly choosing a population of initial guesses. Depending upon the range 
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(small or large), the values of the parameters in the initial population can be 

chosen either uniformly (for small ranges) or on a logarithmic-scale (for large 

ranges). Then, the objective function is evaluated for each member and rank-

ordered according to decreasing objective. Thus, the fittest member is the last 

in the sorted population. Each member is assigned a fitness value based 

upon its objective and the objective for other members. The best member 

(which fits the data best) has the highest fitness. Next, crossover and 

mutation operators are used to generate offsprings from parents. The more fit 

members get more chance to undergo crossover (mating) and hence they are 

more likely to pass their genes to the next generation. Either both crossover 

and mutation can be applied or only crossover or mutation can be applied. In 

crossover, there is high possibility of exchanging large parts of the genomes. 

In mutation, only few bits get mutated randomly. Crossover brings large 

changes whereas mutation results in small changes in most cases though the 

actual change depends upon the location of the bit in the string. A crossover 

probability of 90% is quite common. Thus, if a random number between 0 and 

1 is less than 0.9 then the chosen parents mate, otherwise, offsprings are 

generated by mutating the parents. Mutation probability is kept low (e.g., 1-

2%). There are several rules for choosing the parents for crossover and 

mutation (8). In the present implementation, one parent is chosen on the 

basis of rank in the population and the other is chosen on the basis of fitness 

(2, 7). In some applications, some of the best members of the current 

population are directly transferred to the next generation as decided by elitism 
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fraction (2, 8). Usually, the population size (about 5-10 times as compared to 

the number of unknowns (parameters to be estimated)) is kept fixed for each 

generation. Thus, an appropriate number of new members are generated by 

applying the mutation and crossover operators to the parents. The process of 

going from the current generation to the next generation is called evolution. 

GA works on the premises that the members in the next generation are on an 

average fitter than in the current generation. In other words, it is likely that 

some of the members of the next generation fit the data better as compared 

to the members in the current generation. Usually, the objective-value for the 

best member in the next generation is not always better than the best 

member of the current generation. Thus, the best member improves in 

discrete steps. Elitism ensures that the best member of the next generation is 

at least as good as the best member of the current generation (2). The 

process of evolution continues for a fixed number of generations, or several 

generations until a solution with the desired objective-value is found, or most 

of the members of the population become similar (based upon a genome-

similarity measure). Sometimes, GA-based search can get trapped in local-

minima; to avoid this, the mutation rate can be increased. In fact, depending 

upon the diversity of the population, one may schedule the mutation rate to 

ensure enough diversity. It is also advisable to carry out several runs of GA 

starting with different initial guesses. At the end of GA, one can either accept 

the member with the lowest objective-value as the solution or analyze/post-

process several members with the objective-value close to the best member. 
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For parameter-estimation problems the latter is beneficial (2) since the user 

can then judge the collection of models having low objective-value; this is 

useful because the lowest objective-value may not correspond to the best 

model due to the difficulty of designing a flawless objective function and to 

noise or errors in the data. 

In the present method of hybrid genetic algorithm, all the members of 

the final generation (many of which are good) and the best members of each 

generation are collected (duplicates are removed). They represent the 

potentially promising regions of the search space (2). To explore the search 

space around these promising regions, these candidates are chosen as 

starting points for local-search-based optimization. Thus, if there is a local 

minimum in the vicinity (which may possibly be a global minimum) the 

corresponding member will move to the local minimum at the end of local-

optimization. Essentially, by using the hybrid GA, several local optima across 

the search space are identified. Based upon tests on several problems, many 

of the local optima are close to the global optima in location or objective-value 

or both (2).  

Despite the details presented above, the reader unfamiliar with GA is 

not expected to be able to use GA-based optimization directly and is referred 

to above mentioned references to gain further and working knowledge about 

GA. The public-domain GA code, GAlib, available from MIT 

(http://lancet.mit.edu/ga/) can also serve as a primer. 
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Application to the parameter estimation problem.  In order to use GA-

based optimization for parameter estimation, one needs to choose an 

objective function and appropriately handle constraints as discussed below. 

As suggested in the main manuscript (“Methods”), in the problem of 

parameter estimation using experimental data, the simplest objective function 

can be the fit-error (sum of squared-error (SSE)) between the experimental 

data and the model predictions. If several data sets (curves) are used for 

estimating the parameters, the SSE on each data set can be weighted by the 

inverse of the variance of noise or measurement error (if estimates are 

available). Various points on each curve (data set) can also be weighted (say, 

by inverse of the square of the corresponding point-wise error-estimates). 

Additional weighting schemes can be used. For example, if the concentration 

of a substrate or enzyme-like species is increased, starting with a low value, 

to saturation, then the data corresponding to half-saturation (KM (Michaelis-

Menten parameter) or EC50 (enzyme concentration at half-maximum) or IC50 

(inhibitor concentration at half-maximum)) and saturation may be more 

important. Hence, these points may be given more weight. A biologist or 

statistician may suggest additional normalization and scaling schemes. In the 

case study presented in this manuscript, no error-estimates were available. 

The number of data points was not enough for noise estimation. In fact, the 

data is nearly noise-free. Hence, in a chosen data set, all data points except 

the middle point were given uniform weight. The weight assigned to the 

middle point was 5 times higher. Thus, in the data sets 1, 2 and 3, which 
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consisted of 10, 9 and 10 data points, respectively, error at the points 5, 4 and 

5, respectively, were magnified (5 times). Next, to normalize for variation in 

the values across different data sets, the first data set (i.e., the experimental 

data in plot 1 of Fig. 4 C and data set 1 in Table 2) was chosen as a reference 

and the error (experimental value – predicted value) in other data sets (Table 

2) were scaled by the ratio of the maximum value in plot 1 to the maximum 

value in the respective data sets. Data sets 4 and 5 consist of single data 

points (at IC50 value of the GAP). Since these correspond to a different 

GTPase system (the GAP is PLC-β1), to avoid much effect due to these two 

data points, the chosen IC50 weight is unity. An expression for the objective 

function can be written as follows. Let vi,j and Zi,j denote the predicted value of 

v and Z, respectively, corresponding to jth data point of ith data set. Let jiv ,  

and jiZ ,  denote the corresponding experimental value of v or Z. Let wi,j 

denote the weight assigned to them. Further, let vi,max and Zi,max denote the 

maximum value of v and Z, respectively, in data set i. Then the objective 

function is: 
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where w1,5 = w2,4 = w3,5 = 5 (all others are 1). 

Since GA-based optimization cannot handle constraints explicitly a 

penalty term is added to the objective function corresponding to each 
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constraint that must be satisfied by the solution. The new objective that is 

minimized by GA is: 

∑∑ ++=
l

l

k

kGA objobj ϕφ           (3) 

where ,...)(* phW kkk =φ  denotes the penalty corresponding the equality 

constraint 0,...)( =phk , and ,...))(,0max(* pgV lll =φ  denotes the penalty 

corresponding to the inequality constraint 0,...)( ≤pg l  (9). p refers to the 

parameter vector with respect to which the objective function is to be 

minimized (p is to be estimated so as to fit the data well). The weights Wk and 

Vl can possibly differ to prioritize the constraints. Depending upon the 

problem under consideration, other types of constraints may be used. If all 

constraints are satisfied, then obj = objGA, a solution to the original 

constrained-optimization problem has been found.  

The constraints used in the GTPase-cycle module case study are 

“bound constraints” and “ratio constraints”, defined as follows.  

Bound constraints are included, for the detailed model, by a penalty 

corresponding to the bounds on the 13 calculated parameters (denoted as pi 

below), which is calculated through the following expression where pi,LB and 

pi,UB are the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) for parameter pi: 
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The index ‘i’ has been used just for convenience.  
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Four ratio constraints are also used. These are related to the ratio of 

the equilibrium constant for reaction A3 to A2, A6 to A5, and the equilibrium 

constant for reactions A5 and A2, respectively. Let r1 – r4 be defined as 

follows: 

r1 = (A-3/A+3)/(A-2/A+2) 

r2 = (A-6/A+6)/(A-5/A+5) 

r3 = (A-5/A+5) 

r4 = (A-2/A+2) 

Further, let r1,LB, r2,LB, r3,LB, r3,UB, r4,LB and r4,UB be appropriate bounds on r1 – 

r4. 

Then, the penalty corresponding to the ratio constraints r1 and r2 are: 
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where V1 = 0.5, V2 = 0.1, r1,LB = r2,LB = 100.0 (index ‘i’ used only for 

convenience). The penalty corresponding to the ratio constraints r3 and r4 are: 
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where V3 = 0.1, V4 = 0.02, r3,LB = 
8100.5 −× , r3,UB = 

7105.1 −× , r4,LB = 
8100.5 −× , 

and r4,UB = 
7105.1 −×  (index ‘i’ used only for convenience). 

The equality constraints were already used to calculate the 13 

parameters. That is why bound-constraints are used on the 13 calculated 

parameters. It can be noted that for the reduced-order models, if any of the 
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parameters involved in a particular constraint is eliminated, then that 

constraint becomes irrelevant (within the scope of the reduced-order model) 

and hence, that constraint is not used. In fact all the constraints become 

irrelevant for all the reduced-order models discussed in the manuscript 

(except for the 40 parameter model shown in Fig. 9). 

 

S5. The best set of parameter-values for various models.  

 To verify that the traditional approaches of model simplification such as 

reversible reactions and quasi-steady-state assumption on enzyme-substrate 

complexes are not applicable for the GTPase cycle system, using one set of 

parameter-values for the detailed model, dynamic simulation is carried out 

starting with various concentrations of the receptor and the GAP (see also 

Section 4.1 of the manuscript). Fig. 10 shows the comparison of the 

concentrations of various species across the entire range of the initial values 

of [R] and [GAP] (at t = 0). At t = 10 sec, value of R is doubled to its initial 

value to emulate perturbation from a steady state. 

For all the models discussed in the manuscript, the values of the 

parameters in the best set (with best visual fit and/or minimum fit-error), and 

ranges (MIN, MAX) across the good sets are listed in tables as described 

below. For the retained parameters, a comparison of their ranges with the 

corresponding ranges in the detailed model is also shown in various figures 

as described below. For models in which none of the parameter-value sets fit 

the data well (the textbook model (Fig. 6) and the model with 40 parameters 
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(Fig. 9)), neither multiparametric variability analysis (MPVA) nor comparison 

of ranges is meaningful. However, for completeness, for such models, MPVA 

has been performed by choosing a threshold on the fit-error to reflect similar 

difference between the minimum fit-error and the fit-error threshold as for the 

detailed model. If too few sets were obtained then somewhat larger threshold 

has been used. The minimum fit-error and the fit-error threshold are listed in 

the tables. This strategy has also been used for models in which the visual fit 

to the data is good for some sets but the numerical value of the fit-error is 

quite different as compared to the fit-error for the detailed model. It is 

important to realize that these results should be used only for qualitative 

interpretation. 

Tables 4-10 list the best set of parameter-values, and the MIN and 

MAX, for the models used in Figs. 3-9, respectively.  The values shown in 

Table 4-10 are on normal-scale. Fixed parameters are shown in bold-face. 

Calculated parameters (if any) are shown in italics with smaller font-size. The 

optimized parameters are shown in normal style.  Figs. 11-15 compare the 

objective function over a range of parameter values for the detailed model to 

each of the models in Figs. 5-9, respectively.  

 

S6. Obtaining a copy of the prototype software for model-reduction 

The prototype software for the model-reduction framework, most parts 

of which are highly customized for the GTPase-cycle module case study (for 

semi-automatic generation of C++ code) and hence, may require substantial 
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effort by the user for another case study, can be obtained by sending an e-

mail to the corresponding author. The code for the hybrid-genetic-algorithm 

(hybrid-GA) would be made available upon request. Any GA code available in 

the public-domain (such as GAlib from MIT, http://lancet.mit.edu/ga/) can be 

used with the model-reduction framework. 
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Table 2.  Experimental data. Columns 1-5 specify initial conditions (M). 
Column 6 is turnover rate (v). d[D]/dt = d[T]/dt = d[P]/dt = 0 in all data sets.  
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Table 3.  Lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) for parameters (1).  The 
units of k+1 are 1/(M.s) and that of k-1 are 1/s.  
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Table 4. The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
detailed model. 
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Table 5. The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
ROM shown in Fig. 4 (21 parameter ROM). 
 

Parameter Best value MIN MAX 

Minimum fit-error = 0.015216, Cut-off = 0.025 

D-3        2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

T+3        7.41E+05 4.88E+05 1.07E+06 

A+2        4.25E+05 2.66E+05 6.39E+05 

A-2        3.62E-02 1.79E-02 9.18E-02 

P-2        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

A-3        6.05E+02 7.29E-02 1.00E+03 

P-1        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

R+3        9.98E+07 7.59E+07 1.00E+08 

A+5        2.46E+06 8.24E+05 8.59E+06 

A-5        1.31E-01 6.10E-02 4.30E-01 

R+5        5.06E+08 1.64E+08 2.76E+09 

T+1        9.85E+02 2.36E+00 7.98E+05 

T-2        5.48E-05 8.78E-09 9.88E-04 

T+4        1.47E+06 1.01E+06 2.74E+06 

P-3        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

P-4        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

D-1        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D-2        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D-4        2.46E+00 2.22E+00 3.54E+00 

R+4        3.96E+09 1.62E+06 9.76E+09 

R-2        2.28E+01 5.77E+00 1.00E+02 
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Table 6.  The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
ROM shown in Fig. 5 (17 parameter ROM). 
 

Parameter Best value MIN MAX 

Minimum fit-error = 0.049962, Cut-off = 0.052 

D-3        2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

T+3        8.42E+05 7.16E+05 8.96E+05 

A+2        4.52E+05 4.52E+05 5.05E+05 

P-2        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

A-3        8.21E+01 1.37E+01 9.90E+01 

P-1        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

R+3        9.93E+07 9.73E+07 1.00E+08 

A+5        8.83E+05 6.79E+05 2.04E+06 

T+1        6.84E+04 1.01E+04 9.86E+04 

T+4        1.28E+06 9.50E+05 1.46E+06 

P-3        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

P-4        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

D-1        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D-2        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D-4        2.59E+00 2.55E+00 2.82E+00 

R+4        2.01E+06 2.23E+05 8.13E+06 

R-2        2.82E+01 2.23E+01 6.68E+01 
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Table 7. The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
textbook model shown in Fig. 6. 
 

Parameter Best value MIN MAX 

Minimum fit-error = 0.629271, Cut-off = 0.632 

D-3        2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

D+3        1.86E+06 4.52E+05 9.97E+06 

T+3        1.50E+06 1.11E+06 2.00E+06 

A+2        8.04E+05 6.81E+05 9.48E+05 

P-2        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

A-3        8.53E+02 5.15E+01 1.00E+03 

P-1        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

R+3        1.00E+08 9.93E+07 1.00E+08 

T+1        9.86E+04 1.71E+03 2.47E+06 

D-1        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D+1        7.46E+02 2.44E+00 9.98E+02 

R-2        9.94E+01 5.19E+01 1.00E+02 
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Table 8. The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
ROM shown in Fig. 7 (Biddlecome et al. (4) model and 10 parameter ROM). 
 

Parameter Best value MIN MAX 

Biddlecome et al. (4) model: 

Minimum fit-error = 0.021563, Cut-off = 0.025 

D-3        2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

T+3        8.24E+05 6.61E+05 9.26E+05 

P-1        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

R+3        1.00E+08 8.58E+07 1.00E+08 

A+5        1.43E+07 3.62E+06 1.92E+07 

A-6        1.03E-02 1.00E-02 5.93E-02 

T+1        1.47E+02 1.91E+00 9.97E+02 

T+4        1.37E+06 9.27E+05 1.56E+06 

P-4        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

D-1        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D-4        2.20E+00 2.10E+00 2.46E+00 

R-2        5.86E+00 9.67E-01 6.96E+00 

10 parameter ROM: 

Minimum fit-error = 0.118451, Cut-off = 0.12 

D-3        2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

T+3        1.71E+06 1.48E+06 1.99E+06 

P-1        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

R+3        1.00E+08 9.57E+07 1.00E+08 

A+5        2.00E+07 1.98E+07 2.00E+07 

A-6        9.85E+02 1.31E+02 9.99E+02 

T+1        4.07E+05 2.86E+03 9.97E+06 

P-4        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

D-1        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

R-2        5.81E-02 5.35E-02 6.21E-02 
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Table 9. The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
ROM shown in Fig. 8 (15 parameter ROM).  
 

Parameter Best value MIN MAX 

Minimum fit-error = 0.026256, Cut-off = 0.028 

D-3 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

T+3 8.30E+05 7.01E+05 9.80E+05 

A+2 2.00E+05 2.00E+05 2.53E+05 

P-2 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

A-3 2.35E+02 4.17E+01 1.55E+03 

P-1 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

R+3 9.98E+07 9.63E+07 1.00E+08 

A+5 6.57E+05 4.72E+05 1.47E+06 

A-6 2.25E-02 1.56E-02 5.99E-02 

T+1 9.01E+05 5.66E+02 9.98E+05 

T+4 1.45E+06 1.25E+06 1.68E+06 

P-4 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

D-1 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D-4 2.52E+00 2.43E+00 2.67E+00 

R-2 7.01E-01 5.86E-01 1.24E+00 
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Table 10. The best set of parameter-values and the MIN and MAX for the 
model shown in Fig. 9 (40 parameter model). 
 

Parameter Best value MIN MAX 

Minimum fit-error = 0.659865, Cut-off = 0.67 

D-3        2.00E+00 2.00E+00 2.00E+00 

D+3        5.34E+06 6.88E+05 9.23E+06 

T+3        2.13E+06 1.13E+06 2.13E+06 
T-3        5.16E-02 9.13E-03 9.01E-02 

A+2        7.99E+05 6.71E+05 9.90E+05 

A-2        8.05E-02 4.06E-02 9.94E-02 

P-2        2.50E+01 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 

P+2        6.61E-01 2.82E-01 9.66E-01 

A+3        2.25E+05 2.10E+05 9.78E+05 
A-3        8.81E+00 8.81E+00 6.90E+02 

P-1        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

P+1        8.86E-07 3.80E-08 1.37E-06 

R+3        9.93E+07 9.84E+07 1.00E+08 

R-3        4.52E-03 4.48E-03 4.98E-02 

A+1        7.10E+05 5.73E+04 9.72E+05 

A-1        1.25E+02 6.16E-04 1.25E+02 

A+4        8.10E+04 2.38E+04 9.87E+04 

A-4        5.34E+00 1.22E+00 1.08E+01 

A+6        1.77E+04 1.10E+04 1.92E+04 

A-6        9.60E+00 3.89E+00 9.94E+00 

R+1        3.70E+09 9.11E+08 9.74E+09 
R-1        6.10E+00 3.16E-04 6.10E+00 

R+6        8.22E+07 3.45E+07 9.48E+07 

R-6        5.18E-02 2.13E-02 9.63E-02 
T+1        7.16E+02 7.16E+02 3.22E+06 

T-1        9.79E-08 4.23E-09 9.98E-08 

T+2        7.87E+05 1.21E+05 9.99E+05 

T-2        6.17E-08 9.06E-09 9.28E-07 

P-3        1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 

P+3        1.38E-10 5.34E-11 5.45E-10 

D-1        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D+1        7.37E+00 7.37E+00 9.90E+04 

D-2        1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

D+2        3.31E+01 1.92E+00 1.34E+02 

D-4        2.71E+00 2.00E+00 4.91E+00 

D+4        8.80E+05 3.00E+05 9.00E+05 

R+4        4.24E+06 1.03E+05 9.42E+06 
R-4        2.62E-03 1.21E-04 7.72E-02 

R+2        3.31E+07 3.11E+07 9.05E+07 

R-2        9.67E+00 8.65E+00 9.96E+00 
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Figure 10. Comparative analysis of dynamic-response during initial 
transients. Initial condition of [R] was varied from 1.0E-15 M to 1.0e-6 M  and 
that of [A] was varied from 1.0E-12 M to 1.0E-6 M (both in multiplicative steps 
of 1000). R is reset to twice of its initial condition at t = 10 s. (a) panels in the 
first row: dependence of the concentration of the major product to the reactant 
for the dissociation reactions D1 – D4, (b) panels in the 2nd and 3rd rows: 
dependence of the enzyme-substrate concentration on the substrate 
concentration for the enzymatic reactions involving GAP, i.e reactions A1 – 
A6, and (C) panels in the 4th and 5th  rows: dependence of the concentration 
of Receptor-G-protein  complex on the concentration of the substrate (GDP or 
GTP bound G-protein or its complexes with GAP) for the reactions R1 – R6. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of ranges (MIN, MAX) for the ROM shown in Fig. 5 
(17 parameter model). 
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Figure 12. Characteristics of the model shown in Fig. 6: (A) prediction of 
limiting signaling regimes (LSRs), and (B) comparison of ranges (MIN, MAX). 
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Figure 13. Characteristics of the ROMs shown in Fig. 7: (A) Biddlecome et al. 
(4) model: prediction of limiting signaling regimes, (B) Comparison of ranges, 
(C) the 10 parameter ROM: limiting signaling regimes, and (D) Comparison of 
ranges. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of ranges (MIN, MAX) for the model shown in Fig. 8 
(15 parameter ROM). 
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Figure 15. Comparison of ranges (MIN, MAX) for the ROM shown in Fig. 9 
(40 parameter model). 
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Approach to Coarse-Graining Biochemical Networks 
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ABSTRACT 

Quantitative modeling and analysis of biochemical networks is 

challenging due to the inherent complexities and nonlinearities of the system 

and limited availability of parameter values. Even if a mathematical model of 

the network can be developed, lack of large-scale good-quality data makes 

accurate estimation of a large number of parameters impossible. Hence, 

coarse-grained models (CGMs) consisting of essential biochemical 

mechanisms are more suitable for computational analysis and for studying 

important systemic functions.  The central question in constructing a coarse-

grained model is which mechanisms should be deemed ‘essential’ and which 

can be ignored. Also, how should parameter values be defined when data is 

sparse? In this paper, a mixed-integer nonlinear-programming (MINLP)-based 

optimization approach to coarse-graining is presented. Starting with a detailed 

biochemical model with associated computational details (reaction network 

and mathematical description) and data on the biochemical system, the 

structure and the parameters of a coarse-grained model can be determined 

simultaneously. In this optimization problem we use a genetic algorithm to 

simultaneously identify parameter values and remove unimportant reactions. 

The methodology is exemplified by developing two CGMs for the GTPase 

cycle module of M1 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, Gq, and regulator of 

G-protein signaling 4 (RGS4, a GTPase activating protein (GAP)) starting 

from a detailed model of 48 reactions.  Both CGMs have only 17 reactions, fit 

experimental data well and predict, as does the detailed model, four limiting 
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signaling regimes corresponding to the extremes of receptor and GAP 

concentration.  We demonstrate that coarse-graining, in addition to resulting 

in a reduced-order model, also provides insights into the mechanisms in the 

network. The best CGM obtained for the GTPase cycle also contains an 

unconventional mechanism and its predictions explain an old problem in 

pharmacology, the biphasic (bell-shaped) response to certain drugs. The 

MINLP methodology is broadly applicable to larger and complex (dense) 

biochemical modules.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Biochemical systems are nonlinear and complex due to the presence 

of multiple species, reactions and their complexes (1). Computational analysis 

of these systems in full detail is impractical because all parameter values 

must be known, which is rarely true. Parameter estimation can overcome this 

limitation to some extent, but both computational complexity and inaccuracy 

of estimated parameters increase with the number of unknown parameters.  

Thus, there is a need to develop methods to reduce the size and complexity 

of computational models of biochemical networks while retaining functional 

features and predictive accuracy. This can often be done by decomposing 

complex biochemical networks into distinct biochemical modules (2, 3) that 

can be studied in isolation then reconnected to recreate large networks.  

These modules may consist of proteins that interact on similar time-scales 

and in similar sub-cellular locations to regulate defined functions (functional 

decomposition) (2, 4-6).  The modules themselves can be complex, often due 

to combinatorial reactions between three or more species, in which case 

simplification of the modules is desirable.  For instance, in our previous study, 

a detailed model of the GTPase cycle consisted of 48 reaction parameters, 

and was simplified to 17 parameters (7).  We present here a novel method for 

coarse-graining highly connected, complex modules. The method is also 

extensible for coarse graining large networks which are not highly modular.  

The generation of coarse-grained models (CGMs) via order-reduction 

for linear systems is well studied (8) but for nonlinear systems, including most 
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biological systems, model-simplification is not well studied and is not as 

straight-forward as for linear systems (5, 9). A succinct review of the existing 

methods for model simplification is provided in our previous study (7) and in 

(10). These methods include lumping, sensitivity analysis and time-scale 

analysis (11), state-space reduction methods (12) and optimization-based 

parameter and/or state elimination approaches using genetic algorithm (13) or 

integer programming (14, 15). All these methods assume that the values of 

the parameters are known. The traditional state-space reduction is a powerful 

approach (12) but is mature enough only for linear systems.  Further, a 

biochemist cannot easily relate the states (components) of the reduced 

network model to the detailed network model (11). State elimination is more 

useful but is more challenging, whereas reaction (connection or mechanism) 

elimination is easier but is less effective for whole networks (13-15). For 

complex modules, reaction elimination is still effective, especially if the 

number of nodes and reactions is large due to combinatorial increase. 

Recently, Maurya et al. (7) presented a multiparametric variability analysis 

(MPVA)-based approach in which unknown parameters could be estimated 

using experimental data and unimportant reactions could be eliminated 

through an importance-based ranking of the reaction parameters. However, 

the method is recursive and hence time consuming in that the size of the 

model is reduced in several iterations by eliminating a few parameters in each 

round. In addition, the parameter-elimination space is not searched well even 
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in a pseudo-global sense. We refer to the basics of the MPVA approach  (Fig. 

1 of Ref (7)) so as to facilitate comparison with the present methodology.  

To avoid the iterations involving manual knockout of the parameters 

and to better search the parameter and network structure space, a mixed-

integer nonlinear-programming (MINLP)-based methodology to model-

reduction is presented here.  In this method the structure (e.g., reaction 

network) and the parameters of the CGM are determined simultaneously by 

solving the optimization problem using a genetic-algorithm (GA) (16). 

Therefore, the method simultaneously identifies the set of reactions that 

should be retained in the biochemical network and the associated parameter-

values required to satisfy the experimental data and other user-specified 

constraints.  

The basic philosophy is still the elimination of reactions. MINLP builds 

upon an approach whereby Edwards et al. (13) used genetic algorithm (GA) 

on an integer program to eliminate reactions but assumed that parameter 

values were known. Simultaneously eliminating reactions and optimizing 

parameters in MINLP has a distinct advantage over integer-programming 

based methods. Since the estimated values of parameters for a detailed 

model are only approximations of the corresponding true values, during 

coarse-graining, the values of the retained parameters should not be exactly 

equated to their estimated values for the detailed model. Instead, the values 

of such parameters could be constrained around their estimated values for 

the detailed model. By doing so, the MINLP methodology can determine a 
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model that, compared to models identified by the Edwards et al. technique or 

similar integer programming techniques (13-15), has the same topology but 

improved fit to data or, in the best case, a smaller network topology.   

The contribution of the research presented here is two-fold: (1) to 

develop a MINLP-based novel approach to coarse-graining, and (2) to show, 

through a simple but biologically meaningful case study, how coarse-graining 

can help generate insights into and hypotheses for complex biochemical 

mechanisms. In the next section, the MINLP framework is presented. In the 

following section, the application of MINLP for coarse-graining a detailed 

model of a GTPase cycle signaling module recently published by Bornheimer 

et al. (16) is presented. The module is complex due to the combinatorial 

reactions between the receptor, G-protein and GTPase activating protein 

(GAP), including 48 reactions. Using the MINLP method the module was 

coarse-grained to 17 reactions. An alternative CGM with 17 reactions was 

also obtained. The two CGMs highlight two distinct mechanisms of the 

GTPase cycle. The current CGMs are improved over the CGMs obtained 

earlier manually or through our MPVA-approach (7).  

 

METHODS: Simultaneous Determination of Network Topology and 

Estimation of Parameters 

In a general parameter-estimation problem, model parameters (pi) are 

estimated by minimizing the fit-error between experimental data and model 

predictions while satisfying appropriate constraints. For model-reduction, the 
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parameter-estimation problem is extended by including binary variables (ui) to 

indicate whether or not a reaction is retained in the CGM. The key idea is to 

substitute each parameter, say, pi, by the expression ui*pi, and then to 

minimize a suitable objective function with respect to both pi and ui. ui = 1 or 0 

imply that the parameter is retained or eliminated, respectively. The resulting 

optimization problem is a mixed-integer nonlinear program. 

Complex expressions in which some parameters should be retained or 

be eliminated simultaneously can be handled by introducing appropriate 

constraints on a case-by-case basis. As an example, in a Michaelis-Menten 

flux-expression, both Vmax and KM should be either retained or eliminated 

together. The essential idea is to focus on mechanisms. If only Vmax is 

removed then it means that only the reaction ‘conversion of the enzyme-

substrate complex into the product and the enzyme’ is removed. Although this 

is legitimate from a theoretical standpoint, it is a meaningless form of 

biochemical model reduction. Similarly, if a Hill-dynamics mechanism is to be 

removed then all the three parameters (Vmax and KM and the Hill-coefficient) 

should be removed. In general, binary variables should only be directly 

multiplied with parameters such as Vmax, kcat or kf and kb, and not with KM and 

special care should be taken with complex reaction terms, discontinuous 

functions, or any expression that involves the multiplication of parameters 

where factorization is not possible. These ‘lumped’ mechanisms are already 

coarse-grained descriptions of reactions. The MINLP methodology can treat 

all these situations, but it is most suitable for reducing modules comprised of 
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detailed reaction mechanisms. This also makes the translation of 

mathematical results into the network structure transparent. 

The objective function of the MINLP is composed of two terms: (1) the 

number of retained parameters, and (2) an expression to reflect the fit-error 

so as to differentiate between CGMs with an equal number of retained 

parameters but different structures. The procedure is as follows.  

Input: (1) The mathematical model (Ω ) comprised of the model equations and 

(2) the optimization problem for parameter-estimation consisting of the fit-

error as the objective function, )},({ Ωipe , and constraints (see below). 

1. Given the mathematical model (Ω ), substitute each parameter pi (e.g. 

Vmax, kcat or kf and kb) by ui*pi. The fit-error becomes a function of }{ ip , }{ ju  

and Ω . The objective function is )},{},({* Ω+∑ ji
j

j upeu α . 

2. Transform the constraints (if any) appropriately. 

3. The mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) is:  
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where n1 is the number of parameters to be optimized, n2 is the total number 

of parameters that can be eliminated, m1 is the number of equality constraints 

and m2 is the number of inequality constraints. α  is a factor used to adjust 
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relative weight of the fit-error e. Different indices, i and j on p and u, 

respectively, are used to indicate that some of the fixed parameters can also 

be possibly eliminated and that some of the estimated parameters can be 

specifically retained if appropriate. The fit-error, e, is usually a weighted sum 

of squared-errors between model prediction and experimental data. the  is the 

threshold on fit-error and is usually decided empirically on the basis of 

acceptable fit-error for the detailed model and error or noise in experimental 

data.  

 The value of α  can be decided so that )},{},({* Ωji upeα  is less than 

one. Then the number of retained parameters is just the integral part of the 

objective function and provides an efficient way of differentiating between the 

networks with different sets of retained reactions, i.e., different topologies. 

One choice of α  is: α  = 1/ )( ε+the  where ε  is a small positive number, 

ensuring that 1)/()},{},({* <+=Ω εα thji eeupe  due to the inequality constraint 

thee ≤ . The use of ε  can be avoided by using the strict inequality thee < . 

4. Solve the resulting constrained MINLP using GA (7, 16) or a deterministic-

search-based approach (e.g. (17)). We have used GA. 

Upon solving the MINLP a CGM will result composed of the minimum 

number of reactions and associated parameter-values needed to fit the 

experimental data and constraints within the allowable limit of the parameter-

values.   The MINLP solution also contains an estimate of the parameter-

values of reactions not included in the CGM. However these should not be 

considered valid because the associated binary variables was set to zero and 
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thus these parameter-values were not tested by the objective function for fit to 

the experimental data and biochemical constraints.  

In a general case, where all parameters are unknown and they can 

be potentially eliminated (i.e., n1 = n2), the computational complexity of MINLP 

method is little more than twice of the parameter estimation problem if a 

stochastic-search-based approach is used. This is because each flux is 

multiplied with a binary variable, and for simple reactions the cost of this is 

about the same as for the evaluation of the flux-term. For complex flux-

expressions, the cost of additional multiplication is negligible. Since binary 

parameters are also optimized, as compared to parameter estimation problem 

somewhat larger population-size and number of generations is 

recommended. Hence, the overall factor is little more than two. The 

complexity of simulation of the resulting network tends to scales with the 

number of retained reactions because usually the number of state variables is 

not reduced substantially.  It can be noted that similar to any methodology for 

model development, the amount of experimental data used and its quality 

strongly affect the resulting CGM.  Overall, the MINLP approach is 

incomparably faster than our previous MPVA approach because MINLP is 

fully automated and does not involve multiple iterations of manual parameter 

knockout.  
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Case study: A Coarse-Grained Model for GTPase-Cycle Module 

The GTPase-cycle module controls signal transduction in 

heterotrimeric G protein signaling networks by regulating the activity of 

heterotrimeric G proteins. Therefore, it serves as a key upstream control point 

for many cellular processes such as gene-transcription and cell-cycle 

regulation (18). In the module, G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) activate 

G proteins by accelerating the exchange of GDP for GTP, and GTPase 

activating proteins (GAPs) deactivate G proteins by accelerating hydrolysis of 

GTP to GDP.  Several mechanisms may operate within the GTPase cycle 

based upon local concentrations, affinity, and reaction kinetics of active 

receptor, G-protein, and GAP.  These mechanisms and the rich variety of 

resulting signaling phenomena were explored extensively in our detailed 

model of the GTPase cycle (Bornheimer et al. (19) and Fig. 1A). The network 

diagram of this module is common to both small and heterotrimeric G-

proteins, but the specific data used to constrain the model comes from the 

GTPase cycle of m1 muscarinic receptor, Gq, and RGS4. In this case, Gq-

GDP is activated by active m1 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, which 

stimulates exchange of GDP for GTP forming Gq-GTP, and deactivated by 

the GTPase activating protein (GAP) named regulator of G protein signaling 4 

(RGS4), which hydrolyzes Gq-GTP to Gq-GDP. The module is complex due 

to the combinatorial reactions between the receptor, G-protein and GAP, 
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including 48 reactions.  These are included to represent competing 

hypotheses about the mechanisms operating within this module.  

Two of the mechanisms, collision coupling and what we term as the 

ternary complex mechanism, are of special interest.  Collision coupling is the 

classical mechanism (20-24) in which inactive G-GDP binds active Receptor 

and is released as active G-GTP.  This active G-GTP can signal downstream 

and/or GAP can bind and hydrolyze G-GTP to G-GDP (Fig. 1A).  This 

mechanism is included in the detailed model as the path 

GD RGD RG RGT GT (where GAP is free to act or not)  GD. Recent 

data, however, is consistent with a ternary complex mechanism (Bornheimer 

et al. (19) and Fig. 1B).  This mechanism refers to a complex of active 

receptor, G-protein, and GAP that persists throughout the GTPase cycle. It is 

represented in the detailed model by path RGA RGAT RGAD.  Various 

mechanisms to hold the ternary complex together have been suggested 

including direct binding of GAP to Receptor (25), kinetic scaffolding in which 

the reaction rate of GAP catalyzed GTP-hydrolysis exceeds Receptor 

dissociation and the rate of receptor catalyzed GDP/GTP exchange exceeds 

GAP dissociation (26), and physical scaffolding by an unidentified additional 

protein (27, 28). More recent studies and reviews also reveal the importance 

of computational models of GTPase cycle and the ternary complex (24, 29, 

30). A kinetic scaffolding based model has been recently used to study the 

“spatial focusing” of active G-protein (31). What is unclear is whether and in 
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which cases one or some combination of these operates and whether they 

differ in capacity to regulate G-protein activity. 

Previously we used MPVA to reduce the detailed model and learned 

that the ternary complex was required to recapitulate key data in the GTPase 

cycle of m1 muscarinic receptor, Gq, and RGS4 (7).  However, MPVA has 

two main drawbacks because the task of choosing which reactions to 

knockout based on the variability of the associated parameter-values is 

iterative and manual.  MPVA is slow and is not exhaustive in searching all 

model-structure space.  MINLP circumvents both drawbacks.  In so doing 

good-quality CGMs could be found representing all our previous results.  

Indeed all CGMs retained the models arising from collision coupling 

mechanism and the ternary complex mechanism.  The unique predictions due 

to MPVA came in the mechanism of entry and exit from the ternary complex 

and resulting signaling phenomena.  The CGM that best fits available data 

features a novel, non-intuitive entrance to the ternary complex and, at 

physiological concentrations of active receptor and GAP a unique regulation 

of G-protein activity is predicted that is bimodal.     

Review of the detailed model 

The detailed model (Ref. (19) and Fig. 1A) has 24 reversible reactions, 

represented by 17 ODEs and 48 reaction rate parameters. The key model 

outputs are the fraction of active G protein (Z), and GTP turnover rate (v) in 

steady state (19). The expressions for Z and v (at steady state) are:  
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Z = ([GT] + [RGT] + [RGAT] + [GAT])/[G]total    (1) 

 and 

v = (P-4*[RGAT] + P-2*[GAT] + P-3*[RGT] + P-1*[GT])/[G]total (2) 

where [G]total is the sum of the concentrations of all species involving G-

protein. The ‘+’ or ‘-’ sign as a subscript in the parameter names (e.g., in P-4) 

indicate that the corresponding reaction is an association or dissociation 

reaction, respectively. This convention is same as used in (19) and is slightly 

different than used in (7).  In our simulations, a steady state is defined by low 

d/dt (< 10-18 M/s) as detailed by Bornheimer et al. (19).  

The detailed model fit the experimental data on steady state v and Z 

well and predicted that local concentrations of active receptor and GAP 

regulate steady state Z and v within 4 limiting signaling regimes (LSRs) (7, 

19). These results for the detailed model are reproduced here (Fig. 1B and 

1C, corresponding to Fig 2. and 3. in Ref. (19)) and briefly summarized. In the 

LSRs, active R and GAP are either absent or present in saturating 

concentrations such that only one of the four so-called extreme pathways 

shown in Fig. 1C is active. Increase in [Ractive] leads to increase in both the 

fractional activation of G-protein (Z) and the turnover rate of GTP hydrolysis 

(v), an indicator of the turnover rate of signaling dynamics, whereas increase 

in [A] results in increased v but it decreases Z. In terms of Z and v, the four 

LSRs are characterized by low Z and lowest v in LSR G, lowest Z and low v in 

LSR GA, highest Z and high v in LSR RG, and high Z and highest v in LSR 

RGA (Fig. 1C; Fig. 3 of Bornheimer et al. (19)). Thus LSR RGA is specialized 
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for both large peak response and rapid signaling. Essentially, by controlling 

the local concentration of active receptor and GAP, cells can exhibit a variety 

of responses spanning several orders of magnitude in Z and v.  

To coarse-grain the GTPase cycle network, the data used for 

optimization through MINLP consisted of the same experimental data and 

constraints used in the detailed model (19), especially data on GTP turnover 

rate (v) under different conditions (Fig. 1B and the three panels in Fig. 2B) 

and two experimental data points on Z (19) (not shown).  Also included were 

three simulated data points on Z and v from the region between LSR G and 

LSR GA predicted by the detailed model (included in the left panel of Fig. 2C). 

The philosophy behind using the three simulated data points on Z is that in 

conjunction with the sigmoid shape of the predicted Z vs. [A] curve they are 

sufficient to capture the curve quantitatively.  In addition, to ensure mass 

balance, it was required that the count of the input and the output fluxes at 

any node involving a G-protein were either both zero or both greater than 

zero, a necessary condition to ensure the connectivity of each of the four 

extreme pathways (Fig. 1A) in the reduced-network.  A further constraint was 

imposed to retain at least one of the reactions for binding of G-protein to GAP 

(A+1, A+2 or A+3). To evaluate agreement between simulations and 

experimental data we used a fit error function, )},{},({* Ωji upeα , a weighted 

sum of squared error (WSSE), computed as described in our previous work 

(7) and summarized in the appendix. 
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A 17 parameter CGM obtained using LSR data on Z and v that predicts a 

biphasic dose-response 

In five trials of GA-based solution of the MINLP, a CGM with 17 

parameters, called CGM-bi, was generated (Fig. 2A). The fit to experimental 

data (Fig. 2B) is nearly as good as for the detailed model and all LSR’s in Z 

and v plots are captured well (the two panels in Fig. 2C).  

A key feature of MINLP is simultaneous search of model-structure 

and model–parameter space such that previously unconsidered solutions 

may result (so long as they fit all experimental data) and/or competing 

hypotheses may be distinguished.  For the GTPase cycle, MINLP’s best 

solution, CGM-bi, contains a surprising mechanism governing the ternary 

complex of active receptor, G-protein, and GAP.  Experimental data supports 

the existence of this complex (25, 27, 28) and we previously showed that the 

ternary complex was essential (7); the mechanism for the formation of the 

ternary complex in our previous CGM (7) differed from the corresponding 

mechanism in CGM-bi..  According to CGM-bi, formation of the ternary 

complex occurs when active receptor associates with G-GAP-GDP (GAD) 

complex and is driven by receptor concentration. This contrasts with a model 

in which GAP joins a Receptor-G-protein complex immediately after activation 

((26, 32); simulated below) and is consistent with the idea of association of 

RGS with GPCR (25) (reviewed in: (25, 30, 33-35)) and association of a 

complex containing RGS and inactive G-protein (27, 35). 
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CGM-bi can explain an unexplained old phenomenon in pharmacology, 

i.e., the biphasic (bell-shaped) signaling response to certain G-protein 

coupled receptor (GPCR) agonists  At cellular GAP concentrations (about 50 

– 1000 nM), the dose-response curve of Z (which reflects G-protein activity) is 

biphasic with increasing levels of active-receptor. As [Ractive] increases, Z first 

increases, reaches a maximum level and then decreases before saturating 

(Fig. 2C, left panel, the biphasic curve indicated with the blue arrow).  This 

phenomenon has never before been predicted to be due to RGS proteins. 

To illustrate how this predicted role of RGS can explain empirical data 

on biphasic dose-response we turn to the M2 muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptor (m2AChR), which is similar to m1AChR used in our model except it 

signals not through Gq but through Gi to inhibit cyclic adenosine 

monophosphate (cAMP).  Stimulation of m2AChR-expressing Chinese 

hamster ovary (CHO) cells with carbachol leads first to inhibition of cAMP 

through activity of Gi, but at higher carbachol concentrations to recovery of 

cAMP (36), resulting in a biphasic dose-response curve. Reducing the density 

of m2AChR by binding low concentrations of the antagonist oxyphenium 

results in loss of cAMP recovery so that the dose-response curve is 

sigmoidal.  These surprising results gave rise to the hypothesis that high 

density of active m2AChR can activate Gs (Gs opposes Gi by stimulating 

cAMP production), but the evidence to support this is so far indirect (36, 37). 

Our model suggests an alternative hypothesis.  In simulations, as the density 

of active receptor is increased in the presence of 50 – 1000 nM RGS, Gi 
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activity first rises then falls (Fig. 2C).  Thus in the m2AChR data cAMP would 

recover simply because Gi activity falls due to RGS.  When the receptor 

density is reduced by oxyphenium treatment the dose-response curve would 

become sigmoidal because at low receptor concentrations the biphasic 

regime is not encountered.  Thus, RGS in the context of CGM-bi can explain 

biphasic dose-response data. One way to test this hypothesis in the 

m2AChR-expressing CHO cells is to knockdown endogenous Gi using small-

interfering RNA (SiRNA) and then transfect a mutant Gi that does not interact 

with RGS proteins (Gly to Ser mutation (38)). After stimulating with carbachol, 

biphasicity in the cAMP response should be eliminated.  

To demonstrate in detail how the CGM-bi produces a biphasic 

response we performed several additional simulations.  CGM-bi and the 

detailed model were simulated for total [G] = 10 nM and [RGS] = 100 nM. The 

total effective active-receptor concentration, [Ractive], was varied from  10-15 M 

to 10 μM as was carried out for generating the plot shown in Fig. 2C and the 

steady-state concentration of various species at t = 250 s was recorded. The 

resulting data for CGM-bi and the detailed model are shown in Fig. 3A and 

Fig. 3B, respectively. The biphasic behavior of Z in CGM-bi is reflected in a 

biphasic profile of stead-state [G*T] vs. [Ractive] (Fig. 3A; the ‘*’ from ‘G*T’ in 

Fig. legend is dropped for simplicity). Biphasicity arises from the nature of 

formation of the ternary complex in CGM-bi.  The only route for its formation 

is the reaction GAD  RGAD (the reverse reaction is absent).  Only when 

[Ractive] is large does this reaction proceed rapidly (which it must to compete 
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against rapid dissociation of GAD) resulting in the ternary complex and the 

reaction RGAD  RGA  RGAT  RGAD, in which G is well-regulated 

pressuring the total amount of active G downwards.  Lower [Ractive] assures 

that the ternary complex is not formed so that regulation of G-protein activity 

by RGS is reduced and the fraction of active G increases.  Quantitatively, as 

[Ractive] increases the quantity of active G*T (Fig. 3A, the curve with circle 

marks), which is the dominant form of G-protein at the peak ([RGS] = 100nM, 

[Ractive] ~ 3-10 nM), is reduced by about a factor of 6-8 at very large [Ractive] as 

compared to its value at the peak. Correspondingly the amount of active G-

protein in the ternary complex (RG*AT) increases to about the same amount 

as free G*T; other states of active G are much lower).  Together these 

simulations suggest a mechanism whereby at moderate concentrations of 

active receptor and GAP, most G-proteins are activated (Z ~ 1), but as 

receptor concentration is increased G-proteins, GAP, and receptor are drawn 

into a ternary complex that functionally increases GAP activity, decreasing G-

protein activity (Z ~ 0.21). 

In contrast, the species-concentration profile for the detailed model is 

substantially different and does not predict biphasic behavior. At medium and 

large [Ractive] the dominant active form of G-protein is [RG*T] as opposed to 

[G*T]. [RG*T] has a sigmoid shape for the detailed model as opposed to a 

biphasic shape for CGM-bi.  RG*T can also bind GAP to enter the ternary 

complex, and a substantial fraction of active G is RGA*T, which also has a 

sigmoidal shape.  The shape of G*T is still biphasic, but the fraction of active 
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G in this form is small.  The contribution of the ternary complex at moderate 

active receptor concentrations in the detailed model due to the reaction RG*T 

 RG*AT restrains maximum G-protein activity to about half that of CGM-bi 

(Z ~0.5 compared ~1).  

In short, biphasicity in CGM-bi arises mainly due to mechanism of 

formation of the ternary complex.  Due to the absence of the reaction RG*T  

RG*AT, the formation of ternary complex takes place only though the route 

GAD  RGAD as opposed to multiple routes for the formation of the ternary 

complex in the detailed model. The ternary complex idea was first proposed 

in 1996 (26) but has not been proposed to regulate signaling biphasically as 

predicted by CGM-bi in this study. We recognize that the mechanism 

proposed by CGM-bi is unconventional, but note that it agrees with extensive 

GTPase cycle data from reconstituted vesicle systems used in this study (26, 

39) and is consistent with concepts of RGS-receptor coupling independent of 

G-protein and RGS-G-protein coupling independent of G-protein activity, and 

with cell-based and in vitro data in other heterotrimeric GTPase cycle systems 

(25, 27, 28, 40).  In the near future, we and our collaborators plan to test the 

prediction that RGS can affect biphasic dose-response by using wild-type and 

RGS-insensitive G-proteins in mammalian cell models of muscarinic 

acetylcholine signaling.   
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Ability to add known biochemical information as constraints: Another 

17 parameter CGM (CGM-sig)  

Although CGM-bi was produced automatically by MINLP as the best fit 

to extensive available data, its mechanism may be controversial.  In this 

section we have forced MINLP to retain an alternative entry to the ternary 

complex that was proposed as early as 1996 (26). In this mechanism GAP is 

drawn into the complex immediately after G-protein activation RG*T  

RG*AT. The ternary complex is maintained because the kinetic events along 

the GTPase cycle (reactions T+4, P-4, D+4) are faster than competing protein 

dissociation events (19, 26, 32).  MINLP was thus programmed to retain both 

A+5 and A-6 by setting the corresponding binary variables to 1. With these 

changes MINLP produced a new CGM with 17 reactions (CGM-sig) (Fig. 4A).  

Reactions A+5 and A-6 are retained as required, but compared to CGM-bi 

reactions R-5 (RG*AT  G*AT) and R+6 (GAD  RGAD) are lost. Thus, RG*T 

 RG*AT is the only route for the formation of the ternary complex. The fit to 

experimental data for CGM-sig is shown in Fig. 4B. Although the fit in panel 3 

(v vs. [GAP]) in Fig. 4B is not as good as for CGM-bi (panel 3 of Fig. 2B), it is 

still quite good; there is little difference in the EC50 value of [GAP]. Similar 

arguments can be made about the fit in panel 2. The LSRs are also predicted 

accurately for both Z-plot and v-plot (Fig. 4C), i.e., they are similar to that for 

the detailed model although there are noticeable differences in approach to 

LSR RGA among the three models. 
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The slight deterioration in the fit observed in panel 2 and 3 of Fig. 4B 

for CGM-sig as compared to the fit in Fig. 2B for CGM-bi is not totally 

surprising since with the addition of more constraints, the optimal value of 

objective function for a minimization problem can only increase or remain 

unchanged (41). Since the number of reactions/parameters retained is the 

same for CGM-bi and CGM-sig, the fit-error for CGM-sig is slightly worse than 

for CGM-bi. A careful comparison of the LSRs in Fig. 2C and 4C reveals 

another difference between these models: at very high [Ractive] the IC50 (for Z) 

or EC50 (for v) of [GAP] for CGM-sig is higher than for CGM-bi.       

The automatically generated CGM-sig is similar but superior to a 

manually constructed CGM of 15-parameters that we developed previously 

(Fig. 8 of  (7)). CGM-sig has two additional reactions (P+2 and A+3). The fit to 

experimental data for CGM-sig and the 15-parameters CGM (7) are similar. 

However, the quantitative values of Z and v in the LSRs G and GA are better 

captured (closer to the detailed model) by CGM-sig as compared to the 15-

parameters CGM in our previous study (7). This suggests that the main role 

of the reactions P+2 and A+3 is to ensure quantitative correctness in the very 

low [Ractive] regimes, i.e., LSRs G and GA. This conclusion is supported by 

CGM-bi which also contains the reactions P+2 and A+3 and predicts values of 

Z and v in the LSRs G and GA similar to that by CGM-sig. In short, MINLP 

automatically determined an improved model with only two additional 

parameters. 
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Comparison of the values of the parameters in the CGMs with their 

values in the detailed model 

Table 1 lists the values of the parameters that were retained in CGM-

bi or CGM-sig and were optimized or computed using equilibrium constraints 

(7). These values correspond to the fit and predictions shown in Fig. 2 and 

Fig. 4. Their values in the detailed model are also listed for comparison. 

Besides these parameters, each CGM included five parameters that were 

known and fixed (not optimized or computed). These are: D-1 = 1.0×10-4, D-3 = 

2.0, P-1 = 0.013, P-2 = P-4 = 25. The remaining parameters are broadly 

classified in four categories. Let f = (x - xfull_model)/xfull_model be the deviation-

factor of a parameter-value for a CGM as compared to its value in the detail 

model. Then the four categories are:  

(1) -0.5 ≤ f ≤ 2.0 (shown without shade/color in Table 1),  

(2) 2 < f ≤ 10 (very light shade),  

(3) f > 10 (light shade) and  

(4) f < -0.50 (dark shade).  

The parameters that deviate from the detailed model the least across different 

CGMs are R+3 (least), D-4, T+4, T+3 and A+2 (in that order). For all CGMs, the 

value of R+3 is very close to 108, the upper bound used during optimization, 

suggesting that the bounds chosen could alter the results. Below, we discuss 

the results of comparing the range of parameters-values for the two CGMs. 

For a chosen CGM, a parameter-value set is considered good if fit to 

experimental data is good and its prediction of the LSRs is similar to the 
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predictions shown in Fig. 2 (for CGM-bi) or Fig. 4 (for CGM-sig). The results 

of such a comparison of parameter-value ranges over good sets are 

displayed in Fig. 5. Most parameters show similar range across all models. As 

observed in Table 1, these include T+3, A+2, R+3, T+4 and D-4, which are 

retained in all models. The parameters A+5 and R+6 have similar values in the 

models in which they are retained. The parameters P+2, A+3, A-3, A-6, R-5 and 

R-2 vary by up to two-orders of magnitude across different models. For these 

parameters (except R-2), the within-model variation (each vertical bar) is 

actually largest for the detailed model, suggesting that for the CGMs, most 

parameters are well constrained. The parameter T+1 has a very wide range in 

the CGMs, up to five-orders of magnitude for CGM-bi, whereas it is less than 

one-order of magnitude for the detailed model. Interestingly, at least part of 

the range in the detailed model overlaps with the range for the CGMs, 

suggesting that the value of T+1 can be fixed based upon the detailed model 

and the coarse-graining methodology should be able to find suitable values of 

other parameters for the reaction networks for CGM-bi and CGM-sig. To 

verify this, for each CGM reaction network topology, for each good set, a 

pseudo-quantitative Euclidian distance of the retained parameter values from 

the corresponding MIN or MAX in the detailed model was computed. To 

compute the distance, if the value of a chosen parameter was within the MIN 

and MAX then the difference was considered to be zero otherwise the log10-

ratio of MIN/value (when value < MIN) or value/MAX (when value > MAX) was 

taken as the difference. Then the distance was computed as square root of 
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the sum of squared-differences and the good-set with the least distance was 

identified. For CGM-bi and CGM-sig, value of T+1 for the closest good set is 

marked with a ‘*’ sign in Fig. 5. For other parameters, it is not marked since 

the range is less than one order-of-magnitude. For T+1, these values shown in 

Fig. 5 (7.31×104, 1.05×106 for CGM-bi and CGM-sig, respectively) are quite 

different from the values reported in Table 1. This value for CGM-sig is close 

to the MAX value in the detailed model whereas for CGM-bi it is about MIN/4. 

So, these values would have to be fixed. It may be possible that a value of T+1 

for CGM-bi within MIN and MAX of the detailed model does not exist but it 

cannot be concluded from the pool of simulation data generated. Overall, 

except for one parameter, we are able to find good agreement between the 

parameter-values in the CGMs and the detailed model. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Model simplification is an important problem in systems biology. We 

developed a MINLP-based method for model-reduction and tested it on a 

detailed model of the GTPase-cycle module.  The method is particularly 

suitable for model-reduction of biological systems which are nonlinear and for 

which little is known about parameter values. The computational complexity of 

MINLP methodology is little more than twice that of parameter estimation 

alone by stochastic-search, and is much faster than our previous MPVA 

approach since no iterations are involved.   In our case study of the GTPase 

cycle, in terms of good fit to data, prediction of the four limiting signaling 
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regimes and retaining the active ternary complex RG*AT, the coarse-grained 

models obtained by MINLP are comparable to or better than a coarse-grained 

model developed earlier by using a multiparametric variability analysis 

(MPVA) approach (7). Additionally, by automatically searching model-

structure space MINLP found an alternative mechanism of the GTPase cycle 

that predicts that, in the presence of RGS, increasing the density of active 

receptor (analogous to increasing ligand) can result in a biphasic (bell-

shaped) response in G-protein activity, a result that has been observed in  

pharmacology but never explained by RGS. At this stage, new experimental 

investigations, e.g. using mutant Gi which do not interact with RGS (38), are 

required to validate these mechanisms. This highlights the greatest strength 

of MINLP: that by exhaustively and simultaneously searching model-structure 

and model–parameter space against the available data MINLP can identify 

novel CGM mechanisms. In general, MINLP is expected to substantially 

reduce and thus make tractable models of highly connected biochemical 

networks. 
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APPENDIX 

Objective function (7) 

In a chosen data set (panel 1, 2 or 3 in Fig. 1B), all data points except 

the middle point were given uniform weight. The weight assigned to the 

middle point was 5 times higher. Next, to normalize for variation in the values 

across different data sets, the first data set (i.e., the experimental data in 

panel 1 of Fig. 1B) was chosen as a reference and the error (experimental 

value – predicted value) in other data sets were scaled by the ratio of the 

maximum value in panel 1 to the maximum value in the respective data sets. 
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Data sets 4 and 5 consist of single data points (at half-maximal inhibitory 

concentration, IC50, of the GAP). Their weight is unity. An expression for the 

objective function can be written as follows. Let vi,j and Zi,j denote the 

predicted value of v and Z, respectively, corresponding to jth data point of ith 

data set. Let jiv ,  and jiZ ,  denote the corresponding experimental value of v 

or Z. Let wi,j denote the weight assigned to them. Further, let vi,max and Zi,max 

denote the maximum value of v and Z, respectively, in data set i. Then the 

objective function is: 
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where w1,5 = w2,4 = w3,5 = 5 (all others are 1). 

For the three additional data points from Fig. 1C (panel 1 and 2), 

[Ractive] = 10-15 M and [A] = [10-12, 10-8, 10-5] M. The corresponding (pseudo-

experimental) Z = [7.35×10-3, 5.44×10-3, 8.96×10-5] and v = [9.55×10-5, 

1.02×10-5, 1.96×10-3] s-1. The weight vector    [1 5/3 1] is used. The 

expression for fit-error on Z is:  
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It can be noted that the normalization scheme in Eqn. 4 is slightly 

different from that used in Eqn. 3. This choice is somewhat arbitrary and a 

scheme exactly similar to that used in Eqn. 3 could have been used. Similar 
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expression is used to compute fit-error on the v-LSR data. The overall 

objective function is )( ,,, LSRvLSRZZv objobjobj ++ . 
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Table 1. The parameter-values in the detailed model and the coarse-grained 
models (CGMs) of the parameters retained in the CGMs. The unit of 
association rate constants (e.g. T+3) is 1/(M.s) and the unit of dissociation rate 
constants (e.g. A-3) is 1/s. CGM-bi (column 3) and CGM-sig (column 4) both 
have 17 parameters. The color codes are used to indicate the direction and 
severity of deviation of a parameter in a CGM as compared to its value in the 
full (detailed) model. The values in the cells with no-shade are within a 
deviation-factor of [-1/2 2], i.e., these parameter-values do not deviate 
significantly.  
 

 Parameter Values (number of parameters) 

Parameter 

Name 

Full 

Model 

CGM-bi 

(17) CGM-sig (17) 

T+3 8.53×10
+5
 7.44×10

+5
 1.01×10

+6
 

A+2        3.86×10
+5
 4.41×10

+5
 2.48×10

+5
 

P+2        0.244 0.727 0.825 

A+3        6.41×10
+4
 3.11×10

+5
 7.53×10

+5
 

A-3   0.95 2.10 7.02 

R+3        9.47×10
+7
 1.00×10

+8
 1.00×10

+8
 

A+5        6.31×10
+6
  1.12×10

+7
 

A-6        0.685  0.184 

R-5        4.33×10
-2
 0.223  

R+6        4.94×10
+7
 7.44×10

+7
  

T+1        5.29×10
+5
 2.12×10

+6
 1.01×10

+7
 

T+4        1.62×10
+6
 1.28×10

+6
 1.26×10

+6
 

D-4        2.75 2.43 2.51 

R-2        1.29 31.8 2.03 

  (x - xfull model)/(xfull model) > 2; x: parameter value 

  (x - xfull model)/(xfull model) > 10 

  (x - xfull model)/(xfull model) < -1/2 
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Fig. 1.  The detailed model and associated results (reproduced from 
Bornheimer et al. [19]).  (A) Reaction network for the detailed model of the 
GTPase-cycle module [19]. G: G-protein, R: agonist-bound active G-protein 
coupled receptor (GPCR), A: GTPase Activating Protein (GAP), T: GTP, D: 
GDP. G proteins bind T, hydrolyze it to D, and D dissociates; in each state, G 
proteins reversibly bind R (which accelerates GDP/GTP exchange) or GAP 
(which accelerates GTP hydrolysis). G* denotes the active form of G-protein.  
Free GTP, GDP and phosphate (Pi) are not shown for simplicity. Each 
reaction is labeled with its name, where Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, etc.) denotes exchange 
(association or dissociation) of GAP, Ri denotes exchange of GPCR, Ti 
denotes exchange of GTP, Pi denotes exchange of a phosphate (GTP 
hydrolysis reaction) and Di denotes exchange of GDP. For the reactions Ri, 
the forward reaction is on the right side. The forward reaction is an 
association reaction for the Ai, Ri and Ti reactions, whereas it is a dissociation 
reaction for the Di and Pi reactions.  (B) [Fig. 2 of Bornheimer et al. [19]] 
Comparison of steady-state GTPase activities derived from simulations with 
those from vesicle experiments. Simulations of the best parameter set are 
shown by lines and experimental data [39] by circles. Notably, some data in 
panels A and B that were measured under the same experimental conditions 
differ in GTPase rate, an error probably due to variability of protein 
distributions in the membrane preparations and/or variability in the proportion 
of G proteins that coupled to R in the membrane preparations. To 
compensate, we allowed the concentration of receptor used in simulations 
(Rsim) to vary slightly from that used in vesicle experiments (Rexp). (Panel 1) 

Dependence on GAP concentration in the presence of 10 µM GTP; Rexp = 3 
nM and Rsim = 5.4 nM. (Panel 2) Dependence on GTP concentration in the 

presence of 4 µM GAP (simulation and experiment; Rexp = 3 nM and Rsim = 
2.2 nM). (Panel 3) Dependence on GTP concentration in the absence of a 
GAP; Rexp = 3 nM and Rsim = 3 nM. In experiments and simulations, [G] = 10 
nM. In experiments, 1mM (saturating) carbamoylcholine agonist was used. 
(C) [Fig. 3 of Bornheimer et al. [19]] The concentrations of active receptor (R) 
and GAP determine steady state fractional G protein activation and GTPase 
activity. Three-dimensional logarithmic plots show the output of simulations of 
Z (panel 1) and v (panel 2) at various concentrations of R and GAP, with 10 
nM G protein and cellular concentrations of GTP, GDP, and Pi. The labeled 
plateaus (G, RG, RGA, and GA) show the four limiting signaling regimes 
(LSRs) of the GTPase cycle and indicate the proteins contributing to 
regulation of G protein activity in each limit. Among the LSRs, a large range of 
intermediate signaling behavior occurs, and to transition between LSRs 
changes in R or GAP concentration of 50- to 1,000-fold are required. Panel 3 
shows the four extreme paths and lists their values of Z and v. 
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Fig. 2. The coarse-grained model CGM-bi and associated results. (A) 
Reaction network for the coarse-grained model that is obtained by adding v-
data between the LSRs G and GA and retains 17 reactions (reactions in dark-
color) (CGM-bi). (B) Fit of the data predicted by CGM-bi to the experimental 
data and comparison with the detailed (base) model. (C) The CGM predicts 
four distinct limiting signaling regimes (LSRs) on the Z-plot as well as the v-
plot. The blue arrow indicates a [RGS] suitable for biphasic response in Z 
upon increase in [Ractive]. 
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(B) 

Fig. 3. Variation in the steady state concentration of different complexes of G-
protein, receptor and GAP at 100 nM total [GAP] and increasing total 
concentration of active receptor (R). (A) Variation for CGM 1 (CGM-bi). The 
dominant active G-protein complex, G*T, exhibits biphasic response for 
increasing [Ractive].  (B) Variation for the detailed model.  
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Fig. 4. The coarse-grained model CGM-sig and associated results. (A) 
Reaction network for the coarse-grained model that is obtained by adding the 
constraint that the reactions A+5 and A-6 must be retained. This CGM, CGM-
sig also retains 17 reactions in total. (B) Fit of the data predicted by CGM-sig 
to the experimental data and comparison with the detailed model. (C) Similar 
to CGM-bi, this CGM predicts four distinct limiting signaling regimes on the Z-
plot as well as the v-plot. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the range of the values of parameters in the detailed 
model and the two coarse-grained models (CGMs). For each reaction-
network topology, the maximum (MAX) and minimum (MIN) value of a 
parameter is calculated across good parameter-value sets which fit the 
experimental data well [7]. The fit-error cutoff for CGM-bi and CGM-sig is 1.20 
times the minimum fit-error for that CGM; for the detailed model, the 
corresponding factor is ~ 1.22. These ranges are displayed as vertical bars 
with the MAX and MIN marked at the ends. Only the parameters which are 
not fixed and are retained in at least one of the CGMs are shown.  In each 
parameter-group, the bars from left to right are for the detailed model, CGM-bi 
and CGM-sig, respectively. On each bar, the value of the parameter listed in 
Table 1 is also shown with a labeled/filled mark of the same shape. For the 
parameter T+1 the values in the CGMs closest to the range of values in the 
detailed model are labeled with a ‘*’ mark. 
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Development of two FRET probes to detect G-protein 
activity: RGS-CFP and GTP-BODIPY TR 
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INTRODUCTION 

Multiple lines of evidence including cell fractionation, electron 

microscopy, immunofluorescence, and FRET show that the local 

concentrations of GPCRs, G-proteins, and GAPs are regulated between 

membrane microdomains (2-7), and the computational modeling results 

presented in the previous chapters highlighted that such changes in local 

concentration over time can dramatically regulate G-protein activity.  G-

proteins are also distributed at sites other than the PM including Golgi (8-10),  

endosomes (11, 12), and centrosomes (13, 14), and other locations (13). To 

determine how G-protein activity is regulated in these disparate subcellular 

environments new tools are required.    

The best tool would be a probe that detects G-protein activity with 

subcellular resolution in live cells, which can be made based on fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET).  FRET occurs when a donor flourophore 

non-radiatively transfers energy to a nearby (< 10 nm) acceptor fluorophore 

(the donor’s emission spectrum must overlap the acceptors excitation 

spectrum), followed by acceptor fluoresce.  If two proteins are genetically 

tagged with fluorescent proteins (e.g. CFP and YFP) this acceptor 

fluorescence suggests biochemical interaction (15-17).  FRET has already 

been used successfully to study protein activity within plasma membrane 

microdomains and on internal membranes for the small G-protein Ras (18-

21), but has yet to be applied for this purpose to heterotrimeric G-proteins.  

To date the only type of FRET probe available to detect Gα activity is CFP-
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tagged β or γ subunit and YFP-tagged Gα subunit, which has been used to 

study Gαi/o and Gαs (22-25).  This type of probe has two main strengths: it 

retains wild-type signaling (e.g. to GIRK channels (23)) and it detects Gα 

activation instantaneously (allowing measurement of the kinetics of G-protein 

activation in vivo) (23, 25); but for our purpose its downside is dependence on 

the particular β or γ that is tagged.  There are 5 β and 11 γ subunits that pair 

in multiple combinations and each Gαβγ trimer may be uniquely targeted and 

uniquely couple to GPCRs and effectors.  Thus, the CFP-tagged βγ probe is 

not suited for global monitoring of Gα activity but rather for studying a specific 

Gαβγ trimer.  Also, the paradigm of Gαβγ coupling so well established at the 

plasma membrane does not necessarily apply to internal membranes.  In our 

investigations into the activation of G-proteins in plasma membrane 

microdomains and on internal membranes we sought a probe that would 

globally monitor the entire pool of active Gαi in an unbiased manner.  

Towards this end we prepared two probes, RGS-CFP and GTP-BODIPY TR 

(described below). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

RGS-CFP probe 

RGS-CFP consists of the RGS-domain of GAIP (RGS19) fused at its 

C-terminus to CFP (Fig. 1).  GAIP is a charter member of the RGS family that 

preferentially binds active, GTP-bound Gαi/o subunits and deactivates them 

by promoting hydrolysis of GTP to GDP (26-29).  RGS-CFP lacks the 
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cysteine string that is palmitoylated to target GAIP to membranes and the 

PDZ-binding motif that couples GAIP (through a PDZ protein called GIPC) to 

GPCRs (30, 31).  RGS-CFP is expected to reside in the cytosol and only 

localize to membranes when binding active G-proteins.   

 As expected, RGS-CFP was largely cytosolic in resting HeLa cells, 

with additional localization at the plasma membrane and nucleus; in contrast 

Gαi3-YFP was distributed primarily on Golgi and plasma membrane, and the 

FRET signal between RGS-CFP and Gαi3-YFP was low (Fig. 2A)  Upon 

activating Gαi3-YFP with AlF4
- (which activates G-proteins by complexing with 

GDP in a conformation mimicking a GTP-bound transition-state) a dramatic 

translocation of RGS-CFP to Gαi3-YFP-labeled membranes was observed 

(with no change in Gαi3-YFP localization) along with a dramatic increase in 

FRET ratio (Fig. 2A & B).  This strongly suggests that RGS-CFP recognizes 

active Gαi3-YFP with high affinity in living cells.  

We next verified FRET in an alternative assay in which the FRET 

acceptor (YFP) is bleached:  this assay definitively proves FRET if the donor 

(CFP) intensity increases (a.k.a. dequenching).  Following bleaching of YFP 

in cells treated with AlF4
-, CFP intensity increased ~14% (Fig. 2C) (apparent 

FRET efficiency was ~12% calculated as: Eapp = {(CFPpostbleach – CFPprebleach)/ 

CFPpostbleach} (32)).  Taken together, the results on translocation of RGS-CFP, 

increase in FRET ratio, and donor dequenching after acceptor photobleaching 

show that in living cells RGS-CFP specifically recognizes the active form of 
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Gαi3-YFP with high affinity, thus providing proof-of-principle for use of RGS-

CFP as a FRET probe. 

Some investigators have used G-protein constructs with fluorescent 

protein tags positioned at internal sites (22, 23, 33, 34) (as opposed to C-

terminally tagged Gαi3-YFP), which are thought to have enhanced coupling to 

receptors and downstream effectors.  To determine whether RGS-CFP could 

be used as a FRET probe for such Gαi constructs we repeated the AlF4
--

treatment experiment using Gαi1 with the YFP inserted internally between the 

αa-αb loops of the α-helical domain (Gαi1-YFPint) (23).  The FRET 

measurement performed by acceptor photobleaching resulted in ~150% 

increase in donor CFP signal (Fig. 2D) (Eapp = ~60%).  (The increased Eapp 

relative to the Gi3-YFP measurement may reflect the different YFP tag-site or 

different stoichiometry of expressed RGS-CFP to YFP-tagged G-protein in the 

measured cells (17).) 

We next sought to validate RGS-CFP in way that is more physiological 

than AlF4
- treatment, by testing whether RGS-CFP gives an increased FRET 

signal with Gαi-YFP after stimulation of living cells with a GPCR ligand.  

HEK293 cells stably expressing the δ-opioid receptor (HEK293-DOR) are a 

model for receptor internalization pioneered by Von Zastrow and used 

extensively in our lab (3, 35).  We first verified signaling of Gαi-YFP in these 

cells by cAMP radioimmunassays.  Gαi inhibits cAMP production and Gαi-

YFP expression was expected to enhance inhibition.  In the cAMP assays, 

cells were first treated with forkskolin to directly activate adenylyl cyclase and 
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thereby stimulate a high baseline of cAMP, and then with the DOR agonist 

DPDPE.  Overexpression of Gαi1-YFPint, but not Gαi3-YFP, had the 

expected effect of decreasing cAMP compared to cells untransfected or 

transfected with mp-YFP (Fig. 4).  To isolate the effect of Gαi1-YFPint  we 

repeated the experiments in the presence of pertussis toxin (PTx).  PTx ADP-

riboyslates endogenous Gαi at a cysteine residue near the C-terminus 

blocking interaction with receptor and hence downstream signaling.  

Gαi1(C351I)-YFPint  is insensitive to PTx and cells expressing it retained the 

ability to decrease cAMP (Fig. 4), but cells expressing similarly mutated Gαi3-

YFP did not.  These findings are consistent with previous results showing that 

DPDPE-stimulated δ-opioid receptor selectively activates Gαi1 and not Gαi3 

in SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell membranes (36) and validate that Gαi1-

YFPint  couples to DOR and signals downstream.   

RGS-CFP was next co-expressed with Gαi1-YFPint  in HEK293DOR 

cells and after treatment with DPDPE a robust increase in FRET signal was 

observed (Fig. 5). This increase occurred at plasma membrane sites 

coinciding with Gαi1-YFPint  but not at internal sites free of Gαi1-YFPint, thus 

showing that RGS-CFP can recognize active Gαi1-YFPint  in living cells 

treated with a GPCR ligand.   

RGS-CFP is able to monitor the entire pool of Gαi-YFP because it 

lacks membrane anchors and other targeting domains, but it is also of interest 

to study how the additional domains of full-length GAIP modulate interaction 

with Gαi3.  GAIP has an N-terminal cysteine string that is palmitoylated and 
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thought to target GAIP to membranes (27) and a C-terminal PDZ-binding 

motif that links GAIP, through the PDZ protein GIPC, to certain GPCRs (30, 

31) (Fig. 1A).  GAIP was tagged C-terminally with CFP (masking the PDZ-

binding motif) and coexpressed with either Gαi3-YFP or Gαi1-YFPint  in HeLa 

cells; interaction was tested by FRET before and after AlF4- treatment.  We 

expected that FRET would increase if GAIP-CFP and activated Gαi-YFP were 

accessible.  Instead no significant increase in FRET ratio was observed in 

cells co-expressing GAIP-CFP with Gαi3-YFP; and no FRET was observed 

by donor dequenching after acceptor photobleaching in cells co-expressing 

GAIP-CFP and Gαi1-YFPint (Fig. 3A & B).  These results suggest that GAIP-

CFP and Gαi-YFP are inaccessible and that activation by AlF4
- is insufficient 

to bring them together.  In an earlier study we found by immunofluorescence 

and electron microscopy that activation by DPDPE led to colocalization of 

Gαi3-YFP and endogenous GAIP at the border of clathrin-coated pits in 

HEK293DOR cells (3).  It is thus possible that receptor stimulation is required 

to bring together GAIP and active G-proteins; another possibility is that GIPC, 

which cannot bind GAIP-CFP, is required.  In the future we plan to 

disentangle these possibilities using GAIP-CFP and a related construct with 

the PDZ-binding motif tagged C-terminal to CFP (GAIP-CFP-Z) that should 

interact with GIPC.  If GAIP-CFP-Z functions like endogenous GAIP it will 

become a useful FRET probe to study how GAIP spatially and temporally 

regulates G-proteins.  
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GTP-BODIPY TR Probe 

GTP-BODIPY TR was proven as a FRET probe of active Ras-YFP (18) 

and  we elected to develop it as a FRET probe of active Gαi-YFP (Fig. 6).  

GTP-BODIPY TR has the advantages that i) it binds Gαi-YFP directly so the 

FRET signal should be instantaneous upon activation, ii) it does not perturb 

the GTPase cycle (1), and iii) being a small molecule it can access and 

monitor G-proteins at sites throughout the cell.  Its main drawbacks are i) it 

must be microinjected, ii) its emission intensity increases upon binding G-

proteins in the absence of FRET so appropriate controls are needed, and iii) 

GTP-BODIPY TR is hydrolyzed to GDP-BODIPY TR so the FRET signal 

remains after deactivation, making GTP-BODIPY TR most useful in the initial 

moments after stimulation or as a ‘record’ of Gα activity.   

To validate GTP-BODIPY TR as a FRET probe of active Gαi-YFP we 

first performed experiments in isolated membranes from HEK293DOR cells 

expressing Gαi1-YFPint.  These membrane assays were used to permit a 96-

well plate-based (high-throughput) assay using a spectrofluorimeter in which 

the concentration of GTP-BODIPY TR and other compounds could easily be 

titrated.  In the presence of 50 µM GTP-BODIPY TR, DPDPE caused a 

substantial FRET increase compared to vehicle (Fig. 7, left panel).  To verify 

that the FRET signal was specific two negative-control experiments were 

conducted.  First, to compete away the FRET interaction 100-fold excess of 

GTP was added in addition to GTP-BODIPY TR and the FRET signal 

remained low; second, HEK293DOR membranes expressing mp-YFP, which 
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is targeted like Gαi3-YFP but does not bind GTP, were tested with GTP-

BODIPY TR and found to have similarly low FRET (Fig. 7, right panel). These 

results establish GTP-BODIPY TR as a FRET probe of Gαi1-YFPint  activity 

useful for high-throughput assays in isolated membranes.  The membrane-

based FRET assay described here can likely be adapted to all YFP-tagged 

Gα subunits to detect novel ligands and peptide modulators of Gα activity. 

To evaluate the utility of GTP-BODIPY TR as a FRET probe in living 

cells, FRET assays were conducted in whole HEK293DOR cells expressing 

Gαi1-YFPint. GTP-BODIPY TR was microinjected and cells were imaged 

before and during treatment with DPDPE or vehicle control.  A dramatic FRET 

signal was recorded instantly upon microinjection (Fig. 8), but no 

enhancement was detected after DPDPE treatment.  Titrating GTP-BODIPY 

TR or decreasing the time between injection and acquisition (to ~20 sec) 

failed to alter the result.  Thus there is a discrepancy between these results 

and the results in membrane assays.  Gibson and Gilman recently shed light 

on this problem: Gαi1-YFPint  has faster kinetics of GDP/GTP exchange than 

wild type Gαi1 (37), and thus likely binds excess GTP-BODIPY TR 

immediately upon injection.  They designed an alternative Gαi1-YFPint  with 

native GDP/GTP exchange kinetics that I predict will reduce noise and enable 

detection of DPDPE-stimulated Gαi1-YFPint  activity by FRET with GTP-

BODIPY TR.  It is also likely that overexpressed DOR in HEK293DOR cells 

stimulates high basal Gα activity so an improved assay could involve initial 
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use of an antagonist or an alternative cell line expressing endogenous 

amounts of receptor.   

 

METHODS 

Preparation of constructs.  Gαi3-YFP was cloned as described in (10), 

and the mutation G203A was introduced by site-directed mutagenesis.  Gαi1-

YFPint  was a gift from gift from Mortiz Bunemann (23); and mp-YFP was a gift 

from Roger Tsien (38).  CFP and the RGS-domain of GAIP were amplified by 

PCR, ligated, and cloned into pCDNA3 (Invitrogen).  GAIP-CFP was made 

similarly.  Constructs were verified by sequencing. 

cAMP radioimmunoassays were performed as follows.  After forskolin 

and/or DPDPE treatments cells were treated with 7.5% ice cold TCA to stop 

reactions. Samples were removed and triethylamine and acetic anhydride 

were added to acetylate samples.  Samples were then transferred to a 96-

well filter-plate (Millipore MADVN6550) and 125I-cAMP was added, followed by 

cAMP antibody (Rabbit anti-cAMP from Chemicon).  Samples were kept 

overnight at 4C to to allow the competitive binding reaction between cAMP 

and 125I-cAMP to antibody to proceed to equilibrium.  The next day secondary 

antibody (BioMag goat anti-rabbit IgG from Perspective Biosystems) was 

added and incubated at 4C for 1 h; samples were then washed with 12% 

polyethylene glycol.  Radioactivity was measured on a gamma counter.  The 

relationship between endogenous cAMP and 125I-cAMP was calibrated using 

standards prepared and tested simultaneously with the experiment.  All 
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samples were also standardized for total protein measured by Bradford 

Assay. 

FRET assays – RGS-CFP probe and GAIP-CFP.  HeLa cells were 

transfected using GeneJuice (Novagen).  After ~12h they were serum-

starved, then ~24 h after transfection the cells were bathed in live cell media 

composed of Liebovitz L-15 media supplemented with 2.5 mM Hepes, 4.5 g/L 

glucose, and 100 mM sodium pyruvate and placed on a microscope stage 

equilibrated to 37C.  For experiments involving Gαi3-YFP the microscope was 

an Axiovert 200M inverted microscope (Zeiss) with MicroMax 512 BFT CCD 

camera (Princeton Instruments, Inc.) kindly provided by Dr. Roger Tsien.  

Filter sets used were: CFP - 420/20 excitation, 450 dichroic, 475/40 emission; 

FRET - 420/20 excitation, 515 dichroic, 535/25 emission; YFP - 495/10 

emission, 515 dichroic, 535/25 emission.  AlF4
- treatment was 30 µM AlCl3, 20 

mM NaF, and 2 mM MgCl2.  For experiments involving Gαi1-YFPint  the 

microscope was an FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus) 

with simultaneous detection of donor (CFP excitation by 405 laser; CFP 

emission range) and FRET (CFP excitation by 405 laser; YFP emission 

range) channels in dual photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu); to excite YFP 

directly a 515 laser was used.  This instrument is in the UCSD Neuroscience 

Microscopy Core Facility.  FRET ratio analysis was performed using the YFP 

IMD mode of MetaFluor (Molecular Devices) to focus on the Gαi3-YFP pool; 

quanititation of FRET ratios and photobleaching were also calculated using 

ImageJ (NIH).  
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FRET assays – GTP -BODIPY TR probe.  HEK293DOR cells were 

transfected as above and cell membranes were prepared as described (39).  

Membrane suspensions were deposited in black-sided, clear-bottomed 96-

well plates (Corning Costar 3614) and incubated with GDP for 5 min at 37C 

before treatment with GTP-BODIPY TR and/or GTP and/or DPDPE.  

Fluorescence measurements were obtained using a Tecan Safire 

spectrofluorimeter.  For live cell assays, HEK293DOR cells transfected as 

described above were imaged at 37C on the Olympus FV1000 microscope 

described above.  Microinjection of GTP-BODIPY TR took place on the 

microscope stage using eppendorf microinjector 5242 and micromanipulator 

5170.  Immediately after microinjection cells were treated with DPDPE or 

vehicle.  Cells were imaged before and during treatment with simultaneous 

detection of donor (YFP excitation by 515 laser; YFP emission range) and 

FRET (YFP excitation by 515 laser; TR emission range) channels.  FRET 

images were analyzed using ImageJ (NIH). 
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FIGURES AND CAPTIONS 
 

 

Fig. 1.  Schematic of RGS-CFP FRET probe.  Upper panel, design 
compared to full length GAIP.  Lower panel, function of RGS-CFP as a 
FRET sensor of active Gi-YFP. 
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Fig. 2.  RGS-CFP detects Gαi-YFP activity after AlF4
- treatment in HeLa cells.  

A) Live cell images pre- and 4 min post- AlF4
- treatment show translocation of 

RGS-CFP from cytoplasm to Golgi and plasma membranes enriched in Gαi3-
YFP, with concomitant increase in FRET ratio.  B) The increase in FRET ratio 
is plotted for two golgi regions and two plasma membrane regions indicated in 

yellow in the inset (a reproduction of the pre-AlF4
- Gαi3-YFP image in A).  C) 

FRET was verified by photobleaching of the acceptor Gαi3-YFP (~90% 
decrease), after which the donor RGS-CFP intensity increased 14%  D)  

Gαi1-YFPint  was also tested and had substantial FRET with RGS-CFP, 
verified by a 150% increase in RGS-CFP intensity after photobleaching of 

Gαi1-YFPint  (~90% decrease).  The percentage increase for Gαi1-YFPint  is 

not directly comparable with that for Gαi3-YFP because of differences in 
microscopes, detectors, and protein transfection.  Details of these 
experiments are described in METHODS.  
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Fig. 3. GAIP-CFP, in which the C-terminal PDZ-binding motif is masked by 

CFP, is unable to couple to active Gαi-YFP.  A) In HeLa cells expressing 

GAIP-CFP and Gαi3-YFP, after AlF4
- treatment there is little or no change in 

localization of GAIP-CFP or Gαi3-YFP, and little or no change in FRET.  B) 
Acceptor photobleaching experiment performed after AlF4

- treatment 
demonstrating no increase (actually 0.5% decrease) in GAIP-CFP intensity 

following 70% bleaching of Gαi1-YFPint.   Details of the experiments are 
described in METHODS. 
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Fig. 4.  Gαi1-YFPint  (PTx-insensitive) signals downstream of DPDPE-bound 

DOR to negatively regulate cAMP.  In contrast, Gαi3-YFP (also PTx-

insensitive) and mp-YFP (which is membrane targeted similarly to Gαi1-
YFPint) show no difference compared to untransfected HEK293DOR cells.  
Cells were first stimulated with forskolin to promote high (40) then treated with 

DPDPE to promote reduction in (40) due to Gαi signaling.  Experiments were 
done in the presence or absence of pertussis toxin.  Details of the experiment 
and measurement of cAMP by radioimmunoassay are described in 
METHODS.   
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Fig. 5. RGS-CFP detects active Gi1-YFPint at the plasma membrane 
following DPDPE treatment of HEK293DOR cells.  Control regions (CTL) 
not enriched in Gi1-YFPint show no increase in FRET.  Cells were serum-
starved and imaged in live-cell media at 37C on the microscope stage as 
described in METHODS.  The FRET ratio scale is different compared to 
Fig. 2A because here a different G-protein is tested using a different 
microscope and detector. 
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Fig. 6.  Schematic of GTP-BODIPY TR FRET probe.  Upper panel, 
structure of GTP-BODIPY FL (similar to TR) from Jameson, et al, JBC 
2005 (1).  Lower panel, function of GTP-BODIPY TR as a FRET 

sensor of Gαi-YFP activity.  
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Fig. 7. GTP-BODIPY TR detects DPDPE-stimulated Gαi1-YFPint activity 
by FRET in HEK293DOR membranes.  Left panel, DPDPE-stimulated 
compared to unstimulated shows ~80% increased FRET.  Right panel, 

the FRET effect is specific for Gαi1-YFPint-GTP-BODIPY TR binding and 
is inhibited by 100x-GTP and absent in membranes expressing mp-YFP.  
Membranes were prepared and experiments conducted as described in 
METHODS.  
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Fig. 8.  FRET occurs upon microinjection of GTP-BODIPY TR into Gαi1-
YFPint-expressing HEK293DOR cells.  Upper panels, confocal live-cell 
imaging showing FRET; note loss of YFP fluorescence in injected cells.  
Lower panels, average FRET ratio of indicated plasma membrane regions 

of Gαi1-YFPint-expressing, GTP-BODIPY TR-injected cells in upper panel.  
Cells were serum-starved and imaged in live-cell media at 37C on the 
microscope stage;  details of the live cell imaging and microinjection 
procedures are described in METHODS.   
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Activation of Gααααi3 triggers cell migration via interaction 
with GIV/Girdin 
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ABSTRACT 

During migration cells must couple direction sensing to signal 

transduction and actin remodeling. We previously identified GIV as a binding 

partner of Gαi3, and GIV/Girdin was later implicated in cell migration via its 

ability to enhance Akt signaling and remodel actin at the leading edge. Here we 

demonstrate that in mammalian cells Gαi3 controls the functions of GIV during 

cell migration. Gαi3 preferentially localizes within pseudopods at the leading 

edge and without Gαi3 cells fail to polarize or migrate. Association of Gαi3 with 

GIV induces a change in GIV’s conformation and is essential for targeting and 

phosphorylation of GIV. Activation of Gαi3 serves as a molecular switch that 

triggers dissociation of the complex and promotes cell migration by enhancing 

Akt signaling and actin remodeling. Gαi3/GIV coupling is essential for cell 

migration during wound healing, macrophage chemotaxis and tumor cell 

migration. Thus the Gαi3 switch serves to link direction sensing via chemotactic 

receptors to formation of the leading edge during cell migration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cell migration in response to chemotactic stimuli is a key aspect of many 

physiologic and pathologic processes (1). During migration, signals from the 

exterior are relayed to the cell interior via surface receptors to initiate events 

necessary for efficient directional motility. Once stimulated to migrate, cells 

“polarize” and reposition their Golgi apparatus and microtubule-organizing 

center (MTOC) in front of the nucleus facing the leading edge (2). During this 

process protein trafficking is redirected, and the actin cytoskeleton and 

microtubules undergo remodeling. 

GIV was discovered based on its ability to bind Gαi3 in a two-hybrid 

assay (3). GIV (Gα Interacting, Vesicle-associated protein) partially co-localized 

with COPI coated vesicles at the ER-Golgi interface, which suggested a role for 

GIV in vesicular trafficking. Simultaneous work from three groups proposed 

distinct roles for GIV in endocytosis through its interactions with microtubules 

and dynamin (4), and in regulating cell migration and in the cell cycle via its 

interaction with Akt, actin and phosphoinositides (5, 6). Given the multiplicity of 

functional domains and diversified functions of this protein, many questions 

remain unanswered. An important question was to elucidate the significance of 

the interaction between Gα-subunits and GIV and to understand how G 

proteins link GIV to signaling events downstream of cell surface receptors. In 

the context of migration most studies focus on two classes of receptors-- 

growth factor receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) that are widely used by 
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fibroblasts and epithelial cells and G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) that 

have been extensively studied in leukocytes and Dictyostelium for chemotaxis 

(1). Regardless of which system is utilized for sensing chemotatic stimuli, they 

signal via a conserved pathway that culminates in the activation of Akt/PKB 

through a PI3K-dependent mechanism at the leading edge (1, 7). Both RTKs 

and Gβγ-subunits increase PI3K activity and subsequently activate Akt (8). 

GIV is localized at the crossroads of these two major pathways, as is 

able to interact with α-subunits of G proteins (3) and enhance PI3K-Akt activity 

upon RTK stimulation (5). Here we investigated whether heterotrimeric G 

proteins and GIV cooperate and co-regulate each other’s functions and whether 

different families of cell surface receptors signal via this regulatory pair to 

enhance Akt and remodel actin during migration. This work establishes the role 

of Gαi3 in dictating the formation of the leading edge in a chemotaxing cell by 

coupling direction sensing to events at the leading edge (i.e., Akt enhancement 

and actin remodeling) through a molecular mechanism that is determined by G 

protein activity. 
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RESULTS 

Gααααi3 is Necessary for Cell Migration 

Both GIV and Gαi3 are localized on Golgi membranes and the plasma 

membrane (PM) (3, 6, 9). We reported previously that GIV is predominantly on 

COPI-coated vesicles near the Golgi during quiescence (3), and others 

reported that during cell migration it accumulates on the PM at the leading edge 

where it interacts with Akt and participates in actin remodeling (6). Since key 

participants in cell migration (e.g., GIV, PI3K, Akt and actin) are enriched at the 

leading edge, we asked if Gαi3 behaves similarly during migration. We 

subjected confluent monolayers of HeLa cells to scratch-wounding assays to 

induce unidirectional cell movement at the edge of the wound (10) and 

examined the distribution of endogenous or overexpressed Gαi3 by 

immunofluorescence (IF). In quiescent cells far from the wound Gαi3 showed a 

predominant Golgi localization based on colocalization with a Golgi marker, β 1-

4 galactosyltransferase (β-GALT) (Fig. 1A, a-c) and, was almost undetectable 

at the cell periphery marked by actin (Fig. 1A, d-f). Conversely, in migrating 

cells at the edge of the wound more peripheral Gαi3-stained puncta were seen 

within the lamellipodial extension, some of which co-localized with actin at the 

leading edge (Fig. 1A, g-j). An intriguing observation was a concomitant 

increase in nuclear staining (Fig. 1A, g), the significance of which is currently 

unclear. Thus Gαi3 showed different distributions depending on the migratory 

state of the cell. 
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Since GIV is a binding partner of the α-subunit of Gi and Gs and is 

important in cell migration, we asked if Gαi3 or Gαs are necessary for cell 

migration. We depleted Gαi3 in HeLa cells using small interfering RNA (siRNA) 

oligos (Fig. 1B, C) and measured the rates of wound closure. Depleting Gαi3 

(~95%) delayed wound healing, whereas controls treated with scramble (scr) 

siRNA closed the wound as expected (Fig. 1B). This impairment in migration 

was similar to that observed when GIV was depleted (~85%). In contrast, 

depletion of Gαs (~90%) did not affect cell migration. Gαi3-depleted cells 

regained their ability to close the wound when Gαi3 levels were replenished by 

expression of rat Gαi3 (rGαi3wt) which is resistant to siRNA oligos directed 

against human Gαi3 (Fig. 1C). Moreover, cells that expressed rGαi3wt (~30-

50% transfection efficiency by IF) accumulated at the wound edge reflecting an 

efficient reversal of their migratory phenotype (Fig. S1). 

Live cell imaging revealed that most (~75%) Gαi3-depleted cells 

displayed random oscillatory movements around a virtually motionless nucleus 

similar to cells expressing a dominant negative, migration-defective GIV mutant 

(6) (Fig. 1D, E, movie 1). In contrast, when siRNA-resistant, YFP-tagged rGαi3 

(rGαi3-YFP) was introduced, ~75% of the transfected cells migrated towards 

the wound (Fig. 1E). 

 

Gααααi3 Preferentially Localizes to Pseudopods at the Leading Edge of 

Migrating Cells  
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To study the dynamics of Gαi3 localization we observed HeLa cells 

expressing rGαi3-YFP by live cell imaging as they transitioned from quiescence 

to migration after wounding. Previously we have demonstrated that rGαi3-YFP 

localizes to the Golgi and behaves similarly to endogenous GGi3 (11). During 

migration, Gαi3-YFP localized preferentially within pseudopods at the leading 

edge as manifest by the transient ‘blush’ of fluorescent signal within these 

microdomains (Fig. 2A, movie 2). This “blush” probably reflects the transient 

localization of Gαi3-stained vesicles (see Fig. 1A, j) that are not resolved by the 

different optical conditions used for live cell imaging (see methods). Of note, 

formation of functional pseudopods was restricted only to the leading edge. 

Since Gαi3 remains membrane anchored, membrane redundancy at the sites 

of pseudopod formation could lead to non-specific accumulation of membrane-

anchored proteins (12). However, myristoyl-palmitoyl modified YFP (mp-YFP), 

which has the same modifications that make Gαi3-YFP membrane anchored, 

and which was previously characterized as a general membrane marker (13), 

did not behave as Gαi3-YFP. Instead, mpYFP showed patchy distribution 

throughout the PM and other membranous compartments during polarized 

migration without showing any preference for the leading edge (Fig. 2B, movie 

3). We conclude that Gαi3, like its binding partner GIV, can also localize at the 

leading edge of a migrating cell. 
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Gααααi3 is Necessary for Centrosome/MTOC Repositioning during Cell 

Migration 

Our observation that Gαi3-depleted cells failed to undergo directional 

migration (Fig. 1D, E) prompted us to look for defects in cell reorientation at the 

wound edge. This was assessed in HeLa cells stably expressing the 

centrosome marker Centrin1-GFP and quantified as described earlier (2, 10) 

(Fig. 3A). We observed that while ~64% of control siRNA-treated cells 

repositioned the centrosome in front of the nucleus looking towards the wound, 

only ~34% of Gαi3-depleted cells, which is that expected by chance, achieved 

the same phenotype (Fig. 3B) (2). When rGαi3wt was introduced into Gαi3-

depleted cells, this defect in centrosome repositioning was reversed. GIV or 

Gαs -depleted cells were similar to the controls cells. Since other proteins 

implicated in centrosome repositioning during cell migration (e.g., APC, GSK-

3β) have a dual localization at both the leading edge and the centrosome (14-

16), we tested if this is the case for Gαi3 or GIV. Using deconvolution 

microscopy to visualize the plane of the centrosome we found that indeed 

endogenous Gαi3 and endogenous or overexpressed GIV localized at the 

centrosome with other bona fide centrosomal proteins (pericentrin or γ-tubulin) 

in HeLa and Cos7 cells (Fig. 3C). 

Our finding that both Gαi3 and GIV localize to the centrosomal region 

and only the former is required for centrosomal repositioning suggests that 
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centrosomal repositioning is a GIV-independent function of Gαi3 and, that 

centrosome-localized GIV might serve other distinct roles. 

 

 

Gααααi3 is Required for Enhancement of Akt signaling 

Next we asked whether Gαi3 regulates GIV’s functions in activating Akt 

and remodeling actin after growth factor stimulation, an approach that simulates 

scratch-wound induced signaling in a more synchronized fashion (5, 6).  When 

serum-starved HeLa cells were stimulated with insulin, Akt activity peaked at 5 

min in scr siRNA-treated cells and was rapidly downregulated within 15-30 min 

(Fig. 4A). In Gαi3-silenced cells the time-course of activation was similar, but 

the response was reduced by ~60%, an effect similar to that observed in GIV 

depleted HeLa (Fig. 4B) or HepG2 cells (5). This effect was Gαi specific 

because Gαs depletion did not significantly affect Akt activation. This 

impairment in insulin-stimulated Akt activation was reversed when rGαi3wt was 

restored in Gαi3 siRNA-treated cells (see Fig. 6B). Therefore, Gαi3 links Akt 

activation and cell migration in a manner similar to its binding partner, GIV. To 

distinguish whether Gαi3 and GIV function in a common pathway or in 

independent parallel pathways mediating enhancement of Akt, we investigated 

the effect of silencing both proteins on insulin-induced Akt activation. Silencing 

of Gαi3 or GIV alone reduced Akt activation by ~60% and ~80%, respectively 

(Fig. 4B). When both were simultaneously silenced, no significant difference 
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was observed from GIV-depleted cells, indicating the effect on Akt was not 

additive. The fact that depletion of GIV promoted a stronger inhibition of Akt 

than Gαi3 suggests that other Gi dependent or independent pathways might 

complement this pathway in which GIV is a common effector. Akt activation in 

Gαi3-depleted cells was also impaired when HeLa cells were stimulated via the 

EGF receptor (Fig. S2). Overall, these results implicate Gαi3 and GIV in a 

common pathway mediating Akt activation upon RTK stimulation. 

 

Gααααi3 is Necessary for Organization of the Actin Cytoskeleton 

Since PI3K-Akt signaling is associated with actin remodeling during cell 

migration, we next examined the organization of the actin cytoskeleton in the 

migration-deficient, Gαi3 depleted cells that failed to enhance Akt after growth 

factor stimulation. Under basal conditions the Gαi3-depleted cells 

demonstrated restricted cell spreading by bright field microscopy (Fig. S3), and 

phalloidin staining for filamentous actin (F-actin) by IF revealed major 

differences in actin organization of Gαi3 siRNA- vs scr siRNA-treated cells (Fig. 

4C, a, b): The Gαi3-depleted cells were virtually unable to form long stress 

fibers and displayed a prominent bed of cortical actin. The Gαi3-depleted cells 

recovered their ability to reform stress fibers when transfected with rGαi3wt-

YFP (Fig. 4C, c, d). Since insulin-stimulated Akt activation induces remodeling 

of the actin cytoskeleton (17), we also investigated actin morphology in Gαi3-

depleted cells treated with insulin. We found that actin cytoskeleton remodeling 
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and generation of stress fibers failed to occur upon insulin stimulation (Fig. S4). 

Similar results were obtained in GIV-depleted cells using EGF as a ligand (6). 

We infer from the above that Gαi3 plays a major role in the organization of the 

actin cytoskeleton, most likely via its interaction with GIV, an established actin-

binding protein (6). 

 

The Distribution of GIV is Altered in the Absence of Gααααi3. 

We next investigated if silencing Gαi3 led to changes in the distribution 

of GIV. In quiescent cells, we detected GIV on vesicles around the Golgi (Fig. 

4D, a) as previously described  (3) where it partially co-localized with Golgi 

markers, i.e., β-GALT, ERGIC53, β-COP (unpublished data). There was also 

scattered peripheral vesicular and punctate intranuclear staining. Additionally, 

as reported by Enomoto and co-workers in fibroblasts, occasionally GIV 

colocalized with actin stress fibers (Fig. S5); however, this was an infrequent 

and inconsistent finding in our system. We believe that this discrepancy in 

staining pattern could be due to differences in the abundance of GIV in 

epithelial cells vs mesenchymal cells. Depletion of Gαi3 resulted in a compact 

concentration of GIV staining in the Golgi region and reduced peripheral 

vesicular staining (Fig. 4D, b). This phenotype was reversed when Gαi3-

depleted cells were replenished with rGαi3-YFP (Fig. 4D, c-e). From this we 

conclude that Gαi3 is necessary for the redistribution of GIV from the Golgi to 

more peripheral locations. 
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Activation of Gααααi3 is Required for Akt Enhancement and Actin 

Remodeling 

Since heterotrimeric G protein signaling is regulated by the activation 

state of the α-subunit, we asked whether the functions of Gαi3 during cell 

migration required activation of Gαi3. We prepared rGαi3Q204L and 

rGαi3G203A mutants which behave like the GTP and GDP-bound forms of 

Gαi3, respectively (18), transfected these mutants into cells previously depleted 

of endogenous Gαi3, and assessed their ability to reverse the effects of Gαi3 

depletion. Transfection of either the wtGαi3 or the active rGαi3Q204L mutant 

restored cell migration (Fig. 5A), Akt activation in response to insulin (Fig. 5B), 

formation of stress fibers (Fig. 5C), and distribution of GIV (Fig. 5D). 

Transfection of the inactive mutant rGαi3G203A had no effect on any of these 

parameters (Fig. 5A-D). 

Next we asked whether the interaction between GIV and Gαi3 is activity-

dependent. The inactive GST-Gαi3G203A mutant consistently bound ~10-15-

fold more GIV than the active Gαi3Q204L mutant in in-vitro binding assays 

(Fig. 6A). We confirmed these results by preloading GST-Gαi3 with GDP alone 

or in the presence of aluminum fluoride (AlF4
-) which mimics the active state 

(18). In the presence of GDP alone, GST-Gαi3 bound ~10-30% of the total 

amount of GIV from HeLa cell lysates or in-vitro translation (TnT) reaction 

product, and addition of AlF4
- dramatically reduced this binding (Fig. 6B). By 
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contrast, GST-Gαs bound GIV ~100-300 fold less than GST-Gαi3, and the 

binding was independent of its activation status (Fig. 6C) which is consistent 

with our finding that Gαs-depletion had no influence on cell migration (Fig. 1B), 

Akt activation (Fig. 4A) or actin stress fiber formation (unpublished data). These 

results demonstrate that GIV binding to Gαi3 is specific and is greatly reduced 

upon activation of the G protein. Since inactive, GDP-bound Gαi3 interacts with 

both Gβγ and GIV, we asked whether the α-subunit can interact with GIV when 

it is assembled into an intact heterotrimer. That this is the case is suggested by 

the fact that the Gβ subunit was co-immunoprecipitated from brain lysates 

using GIV antibodies, and this interaction was abolished in the presence of 

GDP and AlF4
- (Fig. 6D). 

Collectively these observations support a working model whereby the 

inactive GDP-bound, Gi3 heterotrimer forms a complex with GIV, and upon 

activation of the G protein GIV is released from this complex to exert its 

functions during cell migration. 

 

Gααααi3 promotes Phosphorylation of GIV by Akt at S1416 

In addition to being an enhancer of Akt kinase activity, GIV is a substrate 

for this kinase at a single site, S1416, and this phosphorylation is critical for the 

function of GIV in cell migration (6). S1416 lies within the G-binding domain of 

GIV  (3) raising the question of whether phosphorylation of GIV at this site 

affects its binding to Gαi3. We found that wt, phosphorylation mimic (S1416D) 
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or non-phosphorylatable (S1416A) GIV (6) bound preferentially to the inactive 

Gαi3G203A mutant with similar strength (Fig. 7A, S6). This indicates that 

activation -state of the G protein, and not phosphorylation of GIV at S1416, 

regulates the Gαi3-GIV interaction. 

Next we asked whether the Gαi3-GIV interaction modulates ser/thr 

phosphorylation of GIV and found that GIV in Gαi3-depleted cells was poorly 

phosphorylated compared to controls (Fig. 7B). Repletion of Gαi3 with rGαi3wt 

restored phosphorylation of GIV to control levels. To determine if the Gαi3-GIV 

interaction enhanced or interfered with Akt mediated phosphorylation of GIV on 

S1416 we carried out in-vitro phosphorylation reactions with immunopurified 

GIV, GST-Gαi3 and recombinant Akt. Since Akt phosphorylates 

immunopurified GIV at a single site, i.e., S1416 (6), p-ser/thr antibody was used 

to estimate the amount of phosphorylation that occurred. We found that 

preincubation of GIV with GST-Gαi3G203A, the inactive mutant that interacts 

most avidly with GIV (Fig. 6A), increased the phosphorylation of GIV ~2.5 fold, 

whereas GST-Gαi3Q204L and GST-Gαi3wt were not significantly different from 

baseline (Fig. 7C). We conclude that binding of Gαi3 to GIV promotes 

phosphorylation of GIV by Akt and speculated that this is likely via a change in 

the conformation of GIV that facilitates access to S1416 by Akt. To investigate 

whether such is the case, we performed limited proteolysis using increasing 

amounts of trypsin on immunopurified GIV. GIV pre-incubated with GST, GST-

Gαi3wt or GST-Gαi3Q204L was relatively resistant to proteolysis whereas GIV 
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pre-incubated with Gαi3G203A was more susceptible to proteolysis, indicating 

a change in the conformation of GIV (Fig. 7D). 

 These results assign one function to the Gαi3-GIV interaction, that of 

facilitating phosphorylation of GIV by Akt. Based on our results we propose that 

GIV bound to Gαi3 adopts a conformation that brings Akt (bound to its C-

terminus) closer to S1416 in the G-binding domain and thus facilitates its 

phosphorylation (Fig. 7E). 

 

Gααααi3 and GIV are Necessary for Macrophage Chemotaxis and Tumor Cell 

Migration 

  Previous studies have established that cancer cells, like HeLa, utilize 

RTKs for migration in scratch-wound assays (19) and that Gi and GPCRs are 

important for chemotaxis in neutrophils and macrophages (20). We next asked 

how the Gαi3-GIV regulatory complex behaves during macrophage chemotaxis 

and epithelial cancer cell migration induced by scratch-wounding. When 

tetradecanoyl-phorbol acetate (TPA) (21) was used to differentiate THP1 

human monocytes into macrophages, GIV expression increased ~18 fold at 48 

h compared to undifferentiated monocytes while levels of Gαi3 remained 

unchanged (Fig. 8A). Increased GIV expression coincided with the formation of 

pseudopods (unpublished data). We then asked if depletion of GIV would 

impair macrophage chemotaxis in response to fMLP, a formylated oligopeptide 

which activates the Gi-coupled fMLP receptor (22).  Macrophages were 
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monitored in real time during the rapid phase (0-25 min) of chemotaxis towards 

a pipette tip continuously releasing fMLP to maintain a gradient for the duration 

of the assay (Fig. 8B, top panel) (Chen et al., 2006). We found that depletion of 

either Gαi3 or GIV inhibited chemotaxis (Fig. 8B, a-f) and that defective 

chemotaxis was accompanied by a defect in Akt activation (Fig. 8C). We 

conclude that Gαi3 and GIV are indispensable for Akt signaling during GPCR-

stimulated macrophage chemotaxis. 

We next investigated the expression pattern of Gαi3 and GIV in cell lines 

derived from colon adenocarcinoma with variable in-vivo metastatic potential. 

GIV was expressed exclusively in cells with high metastatic potential (HCT116 

and DLD1) and virtually undetectable in those with poor metastatic potential 

(HT29p and Ls174T) (Fig. 8D), whereas Gαi3 and other regulatory proteins of 

the G protein pathway, i.e., GAIP, DAPLE and GIPC (not shown), showed no 

such correlation. As in HeLa cells and macrophages, when highly metastatic 

DLD1 cells were treated with Gαi3 or GIV siRNA, they demonstrated inefficient 

migration in a scratch-wound assay and impaired Akt activation compared with 

scr siRNA-treated cells (Fig. 8E, F).  Since cell motility in scratch-wound assays 

and Akt activity are validated predictors of metastatic potential of tumor cells 

(17, 23, 24), DLD1 cells depleted of Gαi3 or GIV might be expected to have 

poor metastatic potential compared to the parent cell line. Additionally, the 

state-dependent interaction between Gαi3 and GIV was preserved when either 
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macrophage or highly metastatic tumor cells were used as sources of GIV in 

binding assays (unpublished data). 

Taken together, these results establish a role for the Gαi3-GIV complex 

in two specialized migratory processes where direction sensing through 

different chemotactic receptors converge upon Gαi3 and GIV for Akt 

enhancement, actin remodeling and cell migration. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Summary and Working Model 

This study describes a novel mechanism by which Gαi3 serves as a 

molecular switch that dictates the formation of the leading edge during cell 

migration via regulation of the distribution, phosphorylation and functions of 

GIV. Without Gαi3, Akt amplification downstream of both RTK and GPCR failed 

to occur, actin remodeling was inhibited, and cells failed to undergo polarized 

migration after scratch-wounding.  We also showed that Gαi3 localizes 

preferentially within pseudopods at the leading edge during migration and that 

activation of Gαi3 is essential for migration. Taken together, these results 

support a working model (Fig. 9) of how the switch operates in few key steps: 

(1) Inactive Gi3 heterotrimer interacts avidly with GIV and induces a change in 

the conformation of GIV. During quiescence, most of these Gi3-GIV complexes 

co-localize on ER-Golgi vesicles (3) whereas a small fraction localizes on the 

PM and actin stress fibers at the cell periphery. (2) Upon a chemotactic 
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stimulus, the G protein is activated, Akt signaling is initiated, and GIV is 

phosphorylated, all presumably downstream of ligand occupied receptors. (3) 

Activation of Gαi3 triggers dissociation of the Gi3-GIV macromolecular complex 

releasing the Gβγ-subunits and GIV simultaneously. Released Gβγ participates 

in localized PI3K-Akt activation (25), whereas released GIV amplifies and 

propagates Akt signaling  (26, 27) (steps 4 and 5, Fig. 9). Amplification of 

cellular Akt activity eventually results in the phosphorylation of Gαi3-bound GIV 

on S1416.  

Previously, phosphorylation of GIV at S1416 has been demonstrated to 

specifically result in abolishing GIV’s affinity towards PI4P (6). We found that 

depletion of Gαi3 impaired GIV phosphorylation, and resulted in its 

accumulation on Golgi membranes. Since the cellular pool of PI4P is enriched 

mostly at the Golgi, we postulate that this step of GIV phosphorylation 

facilitated by the Gαi3-GIV interaction seems essential for the ‘release’ of Gαi3-

GIV-complexes from the Golgi for redistribution to the cell periphery (Fig.  1A, 

2A, 4D). Mobilization of this internal pool of Gαi3-bound phosphorylated GIV to 

the cell periphery sets the stage for further cycles of G protein activation, Akt 

enhancement and release of phosphorylated GIV as a part of a positive 

feedback loop (step 6, Fig. 9). When sufficient phosphorylated GIV is generated 

and accumulates at the leading edge, it serves to remodel actin and generate 

pseudopods for migration (6). In this working model, GIV behaves as an 
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‘effector’ molecule for the Gαi-subunit, in that the G protein regulates its 

targeting, phosphorylation and functions during cell migration.  

 

Gααααi3, a State-dependent Molecular Switch for Cell Migration 

 Since all the migration-defective phenotypes of Gαi3-depleted cells 

were reversed upon transfection of the active Q204L but not the inactive 

G203A Gαi3 mutant, activation of the G protein emerges as the key event in 

the functioning of this molecular switch and, the most significant and direct 

downstream consequence of this event is Akt activation. In the absence of 

Gαi3 or after expression of the inactive G protein, enhancement of Akt 

signaling did not occur (Fig. 4A, 5B). As a consequence of this failure to 

enhance Akt signaling, phosphorylation of GIV on S1416, redistribution of 

Gαi3-GIV complexes from Golgi to the cell periphery, actin remodeling and cell 

migration failed to occur (Fig. 4, 5).  Our in-vitro studies indicate that the 

inactive G protein binds ~10-15 fold more GIV than the active mutant, and this 

binding induced a change in conformation and facilitated phosphorylation of 

GIV by Akt. The weaker interaction between the active Gαi3 mutant and GIV is 

sufficient to facilitate targeting, phosphorylation and subsequent release of GIV 

at the leading edge where we have visualized the preferential localization of the 

active G protein by live cell imaging (unpublished data). From these results we 

conclude that the Gαi3-GIV association constitutes an ‘on’ and ‘off’ switch that 

is regulated by G protein activation and is essential during cell migration. 
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Gααααi3 Regulates the Phosphorylation of GIV 

Phosphorylation of GIV at S1416 was demonstrated to play a critical role 

in cell migration, but the mechanism was unclear as both phosphorylation 

mimic and non-phosphorylatable mutants failed to support migration (6). We 

show here that the Gαi3-GIV association is required for phosphorylation of GIV 

at S1416 by Akt and provide evidence that GIV undergoes a change in 

conformation while bound to Gαi3. It is noteworthy that the Akt-binding site on 

GIV (extreme C-terminus) is separated from S1416 (that lies within the G-

binding domain) by ~300 aa (6). We propose that a major molecular 

rearrangement must occur when GIV binds Gαi3 to bring Akt bound to the 

carboxyl terminus closer to S1416 in the G-binding domain and thus facilitate 

its phosphorylation. Phosphorylation at S1416 alone does not mediate the 

release of GIV, as phosphorylated GIV remains bound to the inactive G protein. 

In the proposed scenario phosphorylation of GIV precedes its release from the 

complex upon activation of the G protein. In a highly polarized, chemotaxing 

cell where there is a concentration of ligand-occupied receptors, activated Akt, 

and activated Gαi3 at the leading edge, the G protein molecular switch 

contributes to the spatial bias in release of phosphorylated GIV (6). 

 

Gααααi3 Dictates Formation of the Leading Edge by Simultaneous Release of 

Gβγγγγ and Phosphorylated GIV 
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In Dictyostelium upon stimulation of GPCRs, only Gβγ-subunits are 

required for PI3K-Akt activation at the leading edge, and the Gα-subunit is 

dispensable (28, 29). We found that in human epithelial cells Gαi3 through its 

interaction with GIV is required for Akt enhancement and actin remodeling 

during scratch-wound induced migration.  It is noteworthy that there is only one 

Gβγ subunit in Dictyostelium, and to the best of our knowledge there is no 

homologue of GIV.  Thus the differences between HeLa cells and Dictyostelium 

may represent an acquired function of Gαi in mammals as the number of G 

proteins and their interacting partners expanded during evolution. 

It is also well established that upon receptor stimulation cells display 

biphasic Akt activation; i.e., an early phase where uniform Akt activation is 

initiated and a prolonged, amplified phase that follows (26, 27). This second 

phase is recognized as necessary for cells to polarize and migrate, but to date 

no enrichment of the components of the G protein signaling pathway have been 

described at the leading edge, and the extent of G protein activity fails to 

account for the steep PI3K-Akt gradients that are observed (12, 29-33). Our 

finding that Gαi3 preferentially localizes to the leading edge during cell 

migration thus sets the stage for sequential signal amplification by placing the 

Gα-subunit in the immediate vicinity of the ligand-occupied receptors. This 

ensures localized activation of G proteins and release of Gβγ-subunits to 

achieve signal amplification through activation of PI3K-Akt signaling. 

Additionally, generation and release of phosphorylated GIV from these 
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complexes is restricted to the leading edge, where phosphorylated GIV was 

found to accumulate during polarized migration (6). This step has been 

demonstrated as essential for localized enhancement of Akt, and for coupling 

this signal amplification to actin remodeling (6). We found that Gαi3, through 

GIV accounts for a major part of Akt signaling (~60% of the peak Akt activity in 

our insulin-stimulated Akt assays) and thus enhances the Gβγ-PI3K-Akt 

pathway. This work provides insights into how Gαi3 might couple chemotactic 

receptors to GIV-mediated Akt enhancement and actin remodeling and 

therefore links direction sensing to formation of the leading edge. 

 

Gααααi3 is Required for Centrosome Repositioning During Migration 

During polarized chemotaxis, the centrosome/MTOC is maintained at the 

cell centroid by repositioning it in front of the nucleus which looks towards the 

direction of movement  (34). We found that Gαi3 is necessary for repositioning 

of the MTOC/centrosome and for polarized migration. In contrast, while GIV is 

required for polarized migration, it is not essential to reposition the centrosome. 

This is in keeping with the fact that in epithelial cells during scratch-wound 

induced polarized migration, asymmetric extension of lamellipod and 

centrosome repositioning are not necessarily coupled to each other (35). To 

reposition the centrosome during cell polarization, rapid MT polymerization-

depolymerization events are essential (36). Heterotrimeric G, GDI, GEF and 

RGS proteins have been found to be involved in MT polymerization (37, 38) 
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and in generating a pulling force for spindle positioning during cell division (39-

41). Additionally, trimeric G protein (G12/13) signaling has previously been 

linked to MT dynamics in the context of cell migration (42, 43), and G protein 

activation was reported to be necessary to facilitate functional coupling of Gβγ 

with microtubules (44). Our results suggest a distinct hierarchy within the Gαi3-

GIV regulatory complex, in which Gαi3 could regulate additional steps during 

cell migration besides those performed by GIV. This possibility is in keeping 

with the overall theme of this work in that GIV’s functions during migration are 

controlled by the activation of Gαi3. The role of centrosomal GIV, like other 

members of the Hook family, could be to serve as an adaptor that links vesicles 

to MT tracks trafficking to or from the leading edge via its MT-binding hook 

domain. 

 

Direction Sensing via Different Chemotactic Receptors Converge upon 

Gααααi3 and GIV  

Cells utilize different families of chemotactic receptors for direction 

sensing. Previously, GIV has been implicated in RTK stimulated migration (6) 

and we found here that Gαi3-GIV coupling was essential for GPCR-stimulated 

macrophage chemotaxis as well as for tumor cell migration induced by scratch 

wounding. In the latter, crosstalk between GPCRs and RTKs are known to 

mediate chemotactic movements (45). In fact, crosstalk between GPCRs and 

RTKs with indirect stimulation of some RTKs by G protein dependent 
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intermediates downstream of GPCRs, has been a long standing concept in the 

field (46). There is also some evidence that ligand-mediated stimulation of 

RTKs might directly signal via G proteins to activate Akt (47, 48). Our results 

demonstrate that Gαi3 and its activation are required to elicit a full response to 

RTK ligands (insulin and EGF, Fig. 4A, 5B, S2) in terms of Akt activation, 

suggesting that prominent transactivation of G proteins is taking place in this 

process.  Although different receptors studied in this work might follow distinct 

pathways, the common theme among them is the requirement of Gαi3 

activation to promote the promigratory phenotype. Here we show that in both 

chemotaxing macrophages and tumor cells the state-dependent interaction 

between Gαi3 and GIV is essential, and upon depletion of either of these 

proteins the critical step of amplification of Akt signaling is abrogated. 

We conclude that regardless of how the chemotactic signal is 

propagated from the cell surface to initiate Akt signaling, it appears to converge 

upon Gαi3 and GIV to amplify this signal and generate pseudopods to support 

cell migration. It is thus tempting to speculate that molecular coupling between 

Gαi3 and GIV could serve as a novel platform for receptor crosstalk and 

together they could be the long sought missing link between chemotactic 

receptors and signal amplification. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Reagents and antibodies  
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Unless otherwise indicated all reagents were of analytical grade 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and cell culture media were 

purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Antibodies against the coiled-coil 

region of GIV were raised in rabbits and purified as described (3). Antibodies 

against Gαs and Gαi3 were from Calbiochem (San Diego, CA) and Gα (M-14) 

and Gαi3 used for immunoblotting were purchased from Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Rabbit IgG against phospho-Akt (serine 473) 

was purchased from Cell Signaling (Beverly, MA) and mAb against total Akt 

was purchased from BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA). MAbs against actin, γ-

tubulin and rabbit IgG against phosphoserine were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Anti-mouse and anti-rabbit Alexa-594- and Alexa-488-coupled goat 

secondary antibodies for IF, phalloidin-Texas Red and anti-V5 were purchased 

from Invitrogen. Rabbit antiserum against mannosidase II (ManII) was prepared 

as described previously (Velasco et al., 1993). Goat anti-rabbit and goat anti-

mouse Alexa Fluor 680 or IRDye 800 F(ab')2 were from Li-Cor Biosciences 

(Lincoln, NE). The autoimmune human serum against pericentrin (5051) and 

mAb against β 1–4 galactosyltransferase (βGALT) were generous gifts from 

S.J. Doxsey (University of Massachusetts, Worcester, MA) and E.G. Berger 

(University of Zurich), respectively.  

 

Plasmids, mutagenesis and protein expression 
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 Full-length GIV cloned into a pcDNA 3.1 vector was kindly provided by 

M. Takahashi (6). GIV S1416A and S1416D mutants were generated following 

the manufacturer’s instructions (QuickChange II, Stratagene, San Diego, CA) 

and confirmed by sequencing. Primer sequences are available upon request. 

Wild-type rat Gαi3 cDNA, Gαi3 (Q204L), and Gαi3 (G203A) mutants, obtained 

from A. Spiegel (NIH, Bethesda, MD), were subcloned into pcDNA 3.1 

(Invitrogen) or pGEX-4T-1 (GE Healthcare) vectors. Cloning of Gαi3 tagged 

with YFP at the C-terminus was described previously (11). The plasmid 

encoding the myristoylated and palmitoylated YFP protein (mpYFP) was a 

generous gift from R. Tsien (UCSD, La Jolla). cDNA encoding the human Gαs 

long (L) and short (S) splicing variants were obtained from Guthrie cDNA 

Resource Center (Sayre, PA)  (49) and were subcloned into pGEX-KG vector. 

 Plasmids encoding GST-Gαi3 wild type and mutants (Q204L or 

G203A) or GST- Gαs fusion proteins were used to express these proteins in E. 

coli strain BL21(DE3) (Invitrogen), and protein expression was induced 

overnight at 25 °C by isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Pelleted 

bacteria from 1 L of culture were resuspended in 10 ml of lysis buffer (Buffer A), 

sonicated (4 x 20s, 1 min between cycles), and centrifuged at 12,000g at 4°C 

for 20 min to remove insoluble material. Solubilized proteins were affinity 

purified using glutathione-Sepharose 4B beads (GE Healthcare). Proteins were 

eluted, dialyzed overnight against PBS and stored at -80 °C. 
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Cell Culture, Transfection and Lysis 

Cos7, HeLa and HeLa-C1 cells expressing Centrin1-GFP (50) were 

grown at 37°C in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 

µg/ml streptomycin, 1% L-glutamine and 5% CO2. HCT116, HT29p, LS174T 

and DLD1 cell lines were maintained as specified by ATCC. THP1 human 

monocytic cells were obtained from Dr. C.K. Glass (UCSD) and cultured in 

RPMI-1640 supplemented with L-glutamine and 10% heat inactivated FBS (21). 

For all assays involving serum starvation, serum concentration was reduced to 

0.2% for 6 h.  

Plasmid DNA and siRNA transfection of HeLa, DLD1 or THP-1 

(Kilpatrick et al., 2006) cells was carried out using FUGENE 6 (Roche 

Diagnostics) or Oligofectamine (Invitrogen) following the manufacturers’ 

protocols. For Gαi3-YFP and mpYFP tranfection, GeneJuice® (Novagen) was 

used. Oligos against human Gαi3 were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, and 

oligos against human GIV (6), Gαs long and Gαs short  (6, 49) were custom 

designed by Dharmacon. When reversal of phenotype was attempted, 

overexpression was carried out 8-10 h post-siRNA transfection, and cells were 

analyzed after ~38-40 h.  

Lysates used as a source for GIV were prepared by resuspending the 

cells in lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.2, 5 mM Mg-acetate, 125 mM K-

acetate, 0.4% Triton X-100, 1 mM DTT, supplemented with phosphatase 
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(Sigma) and protease inhibitor cocktails (Roche), passed through a 28G needle 

at 4 °C, and cleared (10,000g for 5 min) before use in subsequent experiments. 

 

Cell Migration Assays 

Monolayer cell cultures (~100% confluent) were wounded with a 1 ml 

sterile pipette tip creating a 1 mm wound as previously described (6) and 

monitored by phase contrast or time-lapse video microscopy over the 

succeeding 12-16 h. For rapid chemotaxis assays, THP1 cells were 

differentiated using 5 nM TPA. Upon reaching confluency half of the plate was 

scraped, and cells were monitored by phase contrast microscopy during the 

succeeding 25 min as they migrated towards a steady chemoattactant gradient 

generated by releasing 100 µM fMLP (Sigma) from a micropipette tip placed on 

the opposite side of the plate. 

 

Live-Cell Imaging 

HeLa cells grown in chambered coverglass (Nunc/Lab-Tek) were 

scratch-wounded to induce migration. Media was changed to Liebovitz L-15 

supplemented with 2.5 mM Hepes, 4.5 g/L glucose, and 100 mM sodium 

pyruvate as cells were placed on the stage of a Zeiss Axiovert 200M inverted 

microscope equilibrated at 37˚C (Zeiss Incubator XL-3, Heating Unit, and 

TempControl 37-2 Digital). Images of many fields of cells along the wound edge 

were taken at 40X magnification in DIC and YFP channels every 10 min for 8 h 
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using a XYZ moving stage (MS2000 by Applied Scientific Instruments, Inc.) and 

MicroMax 512 BFT CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Inc.). Image 

processing was done using ImageJ software (NIH). 

 

In-vitro Binding 

Purified GST-fusion proteins (15-20 µg) or GST alone (30 µg) were 

immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose beads and resuspended in binding 

buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.4% (v:v) NP-40, 10 mM 

MgCl2, 5 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, protease inhibitor cocktail) containing ~250 µg 

cell lysate. In some experiments, [35S]met- (GE Healthcare) labeled GIV was 

prepared using the TnT Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation System 

(Promega). Binding was carried out overnight at 4°C with constant tumbling, 

and the beads were washed (4.3 mM Na2HPO4, 1.4 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4, 137 

mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 0.1% (v:v) Tween 20, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM EDTA, 2 

mM DTT), and boiled in sample buffer for SDS-PAGE. In the experiments using 

nucleotide loading, G proteins were preincubated with 30 µM GDP or 30 µM 

GDP, 30 µM AlCl3, 10 mM NaF in binding buffer for 90 min at room temperature 

prior to binding, and the washing buffer was supplemented with GDP or GDP, 

AlCl3 and NaF as during binding. 

 

Immunoprecipitation 
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Cell lysates (~1-2 mg protein) were incubated overnight at 4°C with 2 µl 

pre-immune or anti-GIV serum in PBS. Protein A agarose beads (Invitrogen) 

were added and incubated at 4°C for an additional 90 min. Beads were either 

resuspended and boiled in SDS sample buffer or used for in-vitro 

phosphorylation or trypsinization assays. 

 

In-vitro Phosphorylation and Limited Proteolysis with Trypsin 

GIV was immunoprecipitated from Cos7 lysates, subdivided into equal 

aliquots and pre-incubated with equal amounts (5 µg) of purified GST or GST-

Gαi3 constructs (wt, Q204L and G203A) for 4 h at 4˚C. Phosphorylation was 

carried out in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM β-

glycerophosphate, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol, phosphatase and 

protease inhibitor cocktail for 90 min at 30 °C. The reaction was initiated by 

adding 50 µM ATP and 1000 mU human recombinant activated Akt1 

(Calbiochem) and terminated by boiling in SDS sample buffer. Trypsin digestion 

was performed as described previously  (51). 

 

Immunofluorescence  

IF was carried out as described previously (Zheng et al., 2004). Briefly, 

cells were fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, permeabilized (0.2% 

Triton X-100) for 45 min and incubated for 1 h with primary and secondary 

antibodies. To visualize endogenous GIV or Gαi3, cells were permeabilized 
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with 0.05% (w:v) saponin, 0.2 mg/ml BSA in PBS for 1 min prior to fixation. 

Images were acquired with a Zeiss Axioimager M1 (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) 

or with an Olympus IX70 deconvolution microscope for the centrosomal 

localization studies. Unless otherwise indicated, all images were acquired at 

100X magnification under oil immersion. Antibody dilutions were as follows: 

affinity purified anti-GIV, 1:10; anti-Gαi3 (Calbiochem), 1:30; anti-V5 

(Invitrogen), 1:200; anti-ManII, 1:500; anti-pericentin, 1:1000; anti-γ-tubulin 

(Sigma), 1:500; anti-βGALT, 1:20; Phalloidin-Texas Red, 1:1000; secondary 

Alexa-conjugated antibodies, 1:500; and DAPI, 1:2000 (Molecular Probes). 

 For the centrosome repositioning assay, HeLa-C1 monolayers were 

scratch-wounded, and 8-10 h post-wounding the number of cells with 

centrosomal (GFP-centrin) and Golgi (ManII) positioning within the 120˚ sector 

facing the wound were counted (Fig. 2)  (2, 10, 52). 

 

Immunoblotting 

Proteins samples were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to 

PVDF membranes (Millipore, Billerica, MA). Membranes were blocked with 

PBS supplemented with 5% nonfat milk, then incubated sequentially with 

primary and secondary antibodies. Infrared imaging with two-color detection 

and quantification of Western blots was performed according to the 

manufacturer's protocols using an Odyssey imaging system (Li-Cor 

Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).  When anti-phosphoprotein antibodies (anti-pSer/Thr 
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or anti-pAkt) were used nonfat milk was replaced by BSA throughout the 

process. The dilution of the primary antibodies was: anti-GIV serum, 1:500; 

anti-Gαi3, 1:200; anti-Gαs, 1:250; anti-actin, 1:2000; anti-Akt total, 1:250; anti-

pAkt, 1:250; anti-pSer, 1:250; anti-Gα, 1:200.   

 

Statistical analysis 

 Experiments were repeated at least 3 times and results are expressed 

as mean ± S.E.M. Statistical significance between various conditions was 

assessed with the Student’s t test. p < 0.001 was considered significant. 

 

Supplemental Materials include the following:  

Six supplementary figures (included below) and three supplementary movies.  

Movie 1: HeLa cells expressing rGαi3-YFP demonstrate directional migration 

towards the wound whereas Gαi3-depleted cells show random motility.  

Movie 2: Gai3-YFP preferentially localizes within pseudopods at the leading 

edge of a migrating HeLa cell.  

Movie 3: Myristoyl-palmitoyl modified YFP (mp-YFP) is distributed along the 

plasma membrane during polarized cell migration, with no preference for the 

leading edge.  
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FIGURES AND CAPTIONS 
 

Fig. 1. Gαi3 redistributes to the cell periphery during cell migration and is 

necessary for cell migration.  A) Distribution of Gαi3 in quiescent (a-f) vs 
migrating HeLa cells (g-j) after scratch-wounding. Monolayer of HeLa cells fixed 

8 h after scratch-wounding was co-stained with Gαi3 (green), DAPI (blue) and, 

βGalT (red) or phalloidin (actin, red).  In quiescent cells, endogenous Gαi3 

colocalizes with βGalT (a-c), but not actin (d-f). In migrating cells Gαi3 stains 
vesicles that partially colocalize with actin at the leading edge (g-j).  Arrow 
denotes direction of migration. Boxed area in (i) is enlarged in (j). Images were 

taken at 100X magnification under oil immersion.  B) Depletion of Gαi3 or GIV 

impairs wound healing and repletion of Gαi3 by plasmid overexpression 
restores this defect. HeLa cell monolayers treated as indicated were subjected 
to scratch-wounding and examined by light microscopy immediately after 
wounding (0 h) or 16 h later (n=5). In these assays where siRNA was followed 
by plasmid overexpression, the efficiency of transfection was ~45-55% as 
determined by IF (see Fig. S1).  C) Cell lysates from 1B were immunoblotted to 

assess the efficiency of siRNA depletion of GIV (~85%), Gαi3 (~95%) or Gαs 

(~85%), and the expression of rGαi3. Several bands were consistently 
identified for GIV. Since these bands were equally and specifically depleted 
using GIV siRNA they are likely to be differentially modified forms of GIV.  D) 

Comparative trajectories of Gαi3-depleted cells vs those transfected with Gαi3-
YFP. Representative cells at the edge of the wound (broken line) were traced 
using a cell-tracker application on movies obtained of transfected cells (solid 
squiggles) through the YFP channel or untransfected (dashed circles) cells 
through a simultaneously recorded DIC channel (a). Trajectories were followed 
by live cell imaging up to 8 h after wounding (b). Movie 1.  E) Bar graphs 

showing percentage of untransfected Gαi3-depleted cells vs Gαi3-depleted 

cells transfected with rGαi3-YFP that displayed directional migration (lower 
graph) and the total distance covered by cells in 1D (upper graph). Results are 
shown as mean +/- S.E.M (n=3). 
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Fig. 2. Gαi3 localizes preferentially in pseudopods at the leading edge of 

migrating cells.  A) Images showing a HeLa cell expressing Gαi3-YFP 

migrating into a freshly made wound visualized by live cell imaging. Gαi3-YFP 
is preferentially localized within pseudopods at the leading edge (arrowheads) 
during polarized migration. Time-lapse images were acquired at 40X 
magnification. Time since wounding is expressed as hour:min:sec. Outline of 
the cell at the beginning of the movie #2 is displayed on all frames using a 
broken line.  B) Similar images of a HeLa cell expressing myristoyl-palmitoyl 
modified YFP (mp-YFP). Mp-YFP shows patchy distribution over most of the 
PM (arrows) and other membranous compartments with no preferential 
localization to the leading edge (arrowheads). Outline of the cell at the 
beginning of the movie #3 is displayed on all frames using a broken line. 
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Fig. 3. Gαi3 and GIV localize at the Centrosome/MTOC and Gαi3 is necessary 
for its repositioning during cell migration.  A) Schematic illustration of the 
centrosome repositioning assay using HeLa cells expressing GFP-Centrin1. 
Cells located at the edge of a wound are scored positive in which the 
centrosome (GFP-Centrin1, green) and Golgi (Man II, red) are positioned in 
front of the nucleus (DAPI, blue) within the 120° trident facing the wound.  B) 
Bar graph showing the percent of cells at the wound edge that achieved 
centrosome repositioning by 8 h after wounding. Results (200-400 cells per 
experiment; n=3) are shown as mean +/- S.E.M. * =p<0.001 and #=p>0.001 

when compared to scr siRNA cells.  C) Gαi3 and GIV localize to centrosomes. 

HeLa and Cos7 cells were co-stained with a centrosome marker (γ-tubulin or 

pericentrin) and for Gαi3, GIV, and overexpressed V5-GIV. Images were 
acquired by deconvolution microscopy at 100X magnification and deconvolved 
focal planes through the centrosomes are displayed. 
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Fig. 4. Gαi3 cooperates with GIV in Akt activation and actin remodeling and 

regulates the distribution of GIV.  A) Depletion of Gαi3 but not Gαs inhibits 
insulin-stimulated Akt activation. HeLa cells treated as indicated were serum 
starved for 6 h and stimulated with 100 nM insulin for 0-30 min. Top: Lysates 
were separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted for total (tAkt) and phospho-

Akt (pAkt), Gαi3, Gαs and actin. Bottom: Bar graph showing ratio of pAkt to 

tAkt.  B) Simultaneous depletion of Gαi3 and GIV does not have an additive 
effect on Akt signaling. Top: Akt activation was performed as in 3A, and 
samples were immunoblotted for tAkt and pAkt. Bottom: Bar graph showing Akt 
activity at 5 min expressed as percent of the response in scr siRNA treated 
cells. Results are shown as mean +/- S.E.M (n=3). p values compared to scr-

siRNA are indicated.  C) Depletion of Gαi3 alters actin organization. HeLa cells 

treated with scr (a) or Gαi3 siRNA (b) were stained with Phalloidin (red) and 

DAPI (blue). The effects on Gαi3-depleted cells were reversed by transfecting 

rGαi3wt-YFP (d) but not vector alone (c). Star (*): Cells expressing rGαi3-YFP 
visualized with anti-GFP.  D) Distribution of GIV is less scattered and more 

concentrated in the Golgi upon silencing of Gαi3 (a, b) and the scattered 

distribution is restored upon transfecting rGαi3-YFP (c-e). HeLa cells were 
treated as in 3C and stained for GIV (red), GFP (green) and DAPI (blue). Star 

(*): Cell expressing rGαi3-YFP visualized with anti-GFP mAb. 
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Fig. 5. Activation status of Gαi3 determines its role in cell migration.  A) Cell 
migratory behavior is restored by wt (a, b) and active (Q204L, c, d), but not the 

inactive (G203A, e, f)) Gαi3 mutant. Top: HeLa cells expressing rGαi3wt, active 
or inactive mutants were subjected to scratch-wounding. Bottom: Equal 

overexpression of Gαi3 constructs was confirmed by immunoblotting. In these 
assays where siRNA was followed by plasmid overexpression, the efficiency of 

transfection was similar for wt, active or inactive Gαi3 constructs (~45-55%) as 
determined by IF (n=3).   B) Insulin-stimulated Akt activation is restored by wt 

and active (Q204L) but not the inactive (G203A) Gαi3 mutant. Top: Assays 
were carried out as in 4B, and samples were immunoblotted for total and 
phospho-Akt. Bottom: Bar graph showing % of Akt activation at 5 min 
compared to scr siRNA treated cells. Results are shown as mean +/- S.E.M 
(n=3). p values are indicated.  C) Transfection of active (Q204L, a-c) but not 

inactive (G203A, d-f) mutant rGαi3-YFP restores normal actin (Phalloidin, red) 

organization in Gαi3-depleted cells. Star (*): Cell expressing rGαi3-YFP 
visualized with anti-GFP (green).  D) Transfection of active (Q204L, a-c), but 

not inactive (G203A, d-f) mutant rGαi3-YFP reverses the phenotype of GIV 

(red) accumulation on Golgi membranes observed after Gαi3 depletion, in that 
the normal scattered peripheral and Golgi-associated vesicular distribution of 

GIV is restored. Star (*): Cell expressing rGαi3-YFP visualized with anti-GFP 
(green).  
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Fig. 6. Activation status of Gαi3 regulates its interaction with GIV 

A, B) GIV binds preferentially to the inactive form of Gαi3. In-vitro binding 
assays were performed using either HeLa cell lysates (GIV (HeLa)) or in-vitro 

translated GIV (GIV (TnT)) and GST-Gαi3 (wt or mutants) (A) or GST-Gαi3wt 
after GDP loading in the absence or presence of AlF4

- (B). Ponceau S-stained 
PVDF membrane is displayed to show equal loading of GST proteins.  C) GIV 

preferentially binds to Gαi3 compared to Gαs. In-vitro binding assays were 
performed as in B with GDP +/- AlF4

- loading to compare the relative binding of 

Gαs and Gαi3 to GIV. Gβ-subunits were used as a positive control. GIV (Low 
exp) = Low exposure; GIV (High exp) = High exposure.  D) GIV interacts with 

the inactive heterotrimeric (Gαβγ) complex in-vivo. GIV was 
immunoprecipitated from rat brain lysate in the absence (lanes 1-3) or presence 
(lanes 4-6) of GDP + AlF4

-, and immune complexes were probed for GIV and 

Gβ subunit. 
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Fig. 7. Gαi3 is necessary for phosphorylation of GIV by Akt 

A) GST-Gαi3 interacts similarly with in-vitro translated wt, phosphorylation 
mimic (S1416D) or non-phosphorylatable (S1416A) GIV mutants. Semi-
quantitative densitometry revealed that 14±2%, 13±1% and 14±3% of wt, 
S1416A and S1416D, respectively bound to GST-Gαi3 (n=5).  B) 

Phosphorylation of GIV is decreased upon depletion of Gαi3 and restored upon 

transfecting rGαi3. GIV was immunoprecipitated from HeLa cells treated as 
indicated and phosphorylation determined by immunoblotting with anti-pSer/Thr 

antibodies.  C) Gαi3 binding to GIV promotes phosphorylation of GIV at S1416 
by Akt. Immunoprecipitated GIV was preincubated in the presence or absence 

of ~5 µg GST, GST-Gαi3wt, Gαi3 Q204L or Gαi3 G203A mutants and 
subsequently phosphorylated in-vitro by recombinant Akt1 followed by SDS-
PAGE. Phosphorylation was determined by immunoblotting with anti-pSer IgG. 
Equal loading of pre-immune or anti-GIV IgG and GST proteins was confirmed 

by Ponceau S staining.  D) Gαi3 binding to GIV increases its susceptibility to 
trypsin-mediated proteolysis. Immunoprecipitated GIV was incubated in the 

presence or absence of GST-Gαi3 proteins as in 7C, and digested with 
increasing concentrations of trypsin at 37°C for 8 min. The amount of 
uncleaved (trypsin-resistant) GIV was determined by immunoblotting (inset 
panel), and graphically displayed as a percent of the starting amount (y axis) 
and plotted against trypsin concentration (x axis).  E) Schematic illustration of 

how binding of Gαi3 to GIV mediates a molecular rearrangement of GIV to 
facilitate its phosphorylation by bringing the C-terminal Akt binding site closer to 
the Akt phosphorylation site. 
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Fig. 8. The Gαi3-GIV signaling complex is necessary for Macrophage 

Chemotaxis and Tumor cell migration. A) GIV but not Gαi3 expression is 
induced (~18 fold) upon differentiation of monocytes into macrophages. THP1 
monocytes were differentiated using 5 nM TPA or DMSO carrier, and the 

expression of Gαi3 and GIV was followed by immunoblotting over 68 h.  B) 

Depletion of Gαi3 or GIV impairs macrophage chemotaxis. Top: Schematic 
illustration of the chemotaxis assay where macrophages migrate towards a 
pipette tip continuously releasing fMLP to maintain a gradient. Bottom: THP1-

derived macrophages treated with GIV or Gαi3 siRNAs were imaged at the end 
of a fMLP chemotaxis assay. The broken line denotes the edge of the 
monolayer just prior to the application of the chemotactic gradient and the 
arrow denotes direction of chemotaxis.  C) Immunoblots performed on lysates 

harvested at the end of the chemotaxis assay showing that depletion of Gαi3 or 
GIV impairs Akt activation in THP1-derived macrophages.  D) GIV is expressed 
in colon cancer cell lines with high but not low in-vivo metastatic potential.  

Gαi3 and GAIP expression (used as controls) is similar in all cell lines.  E) 

Depletion of Gαi3 or GIV impairs wound healing in highly metastatic colon 
cancer cells. DLD1 cells treated with scr or GIV siRNA were monitored at 0 and 

36 h after scratch-wounding.  F) Depletion of Gαi3 (left panel) or GIV (right 
panel) impairs Akt activation in DLD1 cells. Immunoblots were performed on 
lysates harvested at the end of a wounding assay. 
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Fig. 9. Working Model 

(1) During quiescence Gαi3 and GIV co-localize on vesicles at the ER-Golgi 

interface where they interact with each other. (2) Gαi3 -bound GIV assumes a 
conformation that favors Akt-mediated phosphorylation of GIV at S1416 when 
Akt signaling is initiated upon a chemotactic stimulus. This step of GIV 
phosphorylation results in subsequent loss of GIV’s membrane affinity 
(Enomoto et al., 2005) and redistribution of this complex from Golgi to the 

peripheral actin bed near the PM. (3) Activation of Gαi3 occurs downstream of 

receptor activation and mediates simultaneous dissociation of Gβγ and GIV 

from the complex. (4) Released Gβγ activates PI3K-dependent Akt signaling 
(Lilly and Devreotes, 1995) (5) Released phospho-GIV enhances Akt, remodels 
actin and promotes migration. During cell migration, G protein activation and 
progressive Akt enhancement shifts the equilibrium (Bold arrow) towards 
increased phosphorylation and subsequent release of multiple such GIV 
molecules and (6) activated Akt self-perpetuates this cycle to achieve 
accumulation of phosphorylated GIV at the leading edge (Enomoto et al., 
2005), which participate in rapid actin remodeling to generate pseudopods. 
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Fig. S1. HeLa cells transfected with rGαi3wt accumulate at the edge of the 

wound.  Gαi3-depleted HeLa cells were transfected with siRNA-resistant rat 

Gαi3wt and subjected to scratch-wounding.  Transfected cells expressing 

Gαi3 (green) regain their ability to migrate and accumulate at the edge of the 

wound.  DAPI-stained nuclei represent untransfected Gαi3-depleted cells in 
the field.  
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Fig. S2.  Depletion of Gαi3 impairs EGF-stimulated Akt activation.  HeLa cells 
treated as indicated were serum starved for 6 h and stimulated with 100 nM 
EGF for various time periods as indicated.  Lysates were separated by SDS-

PAGE and immunoblotted for total Akt, phospho-Akt, Gαi3 and actin.  Ratios 
of phospho- to total Akt expressed in arbitrary units are displayed below as 
bar graphs.  Compared cells (Scr siRNA) had robust Akt activation at 5 min 

followed by rapid downregulation within 15-30 min, whereas Gαi3-depleted 
cells had a blunted response with ~60% decrease in EGF-stimulated peak 
Akt activation. 
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Fig. S3.  Depletion of Gαi3 inhibts cell spreading and alters cell shape.  

Under basal conditions, HeLa cells treated with Gαi3 siRNA displayed 
restricted cell spreading compared to scr siRNA-treated controls by bright 
field light microscopy. 
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Fig. S4.  Insulin-stimulated actin remodeling is inhibited in Gαi3-depleted 

cells.  HeLa cells treated with scr (a, b) or Gαi3 siRNA (c,d) were serum 
starved for 6 h and then stimulated with 100 nM insulin for 15 min.  Thereafter 

the cells were fixed and stained using Gαi3 (green), phalloidin (red) and DAPI 

(blue).  In Gαi3-depleted cells, actin cytoskeleton remodeling and generation 
of actin stress fibers failed to occur upon insulin stimulation (d). 
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Fig. S5.  GIV is occasionally distributed along actin-stress fibers in epithelial 
cells.  Subconfluent monolayer of HeLa cells at steady-state were fixed and 
co-stained for actin (green, a), GIV (red, b) and DAPI (blue).  Panel c displays 
merged frames showing the GIV partially co-localizes with actin stress fibers.  
However, this is an infrequent finding in epithelial cells. 

Fig. S6.  Activation-state of the G-protein, and not phosphorylation of GIV at 

S1416, regulates the Gαi3-GIV interaction.  In-vitro translated wt, 
phosphorylation mimic (S1416D), and non-phosphorylatable (S1416A) forms 

of GIV preferentially bind to the inactive (G203A) Gαi3 mutant 
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CHAPTER 6 

Gααααi3 Translocates from the Golgi to the Leading Edge 
where it is Activated to Enhance Cell Migration 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wound closure is a vital physiological process characterized in part by 

migration of cells towards chemokines and growth factors released at the 

wound site (1).  These molecules act through receptors, including G-protein 

coupled receptors (GPCRs), which signal downstream leading to a hallmark 

of migration: the formation of a leading edge enriched in PI3K, PH-domain 

proteins including Akt, and small GTPases including Rac, to stimulate F-actin 

remodeling to drive the cell forward (2-5).  This is often accompanied by 

polarization of the centrosome (microtubule organizing center) and Golgi in 

front of the nucleus and facing the leading edge (6).  A general role for G-

proteins in cell migration is well established (7-10), and in our previous work 

we showed that Gαi3 activity and its binding partner GIV/Girdin (11-14) were 

required for Akt activation, remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton, and migration 

of mammalian epithelial (HeLa) cells (chapter 5 (15)).  Gαi3 was found in 

pseudopods at the leading edge (15), as was Akt-phosphorylated GIV (12), 

and the question thus arises whether the leading edge is the site of Gi3 

activation during wound closure.   

Given that G-protein activity is required for cell migration, the regulator 

of G-protein signaling (RGS) proteins, which stimulate GTP hydrolysis to 

deactivate G-proteins, would be expected to inhibit migration.  RGS1 and 13 

were found to inhibit chemotactic migration in B cells (16, 17), but whether 

RGS proteins regulate G-protein activity at the leading edge of cells migrating 
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to close a wound is unknown.  A primary regulator of Gαi3 is the RGS protein 

GAIP (18-22) and we examine its targeting to the leading edge and effect on 

wound healing in this study. 

During cell migration the leading edge is thought to receive cargo of 

proteins and membranes by transport of vesicles from the Golgi (23, 24).  In 

our previous work GIV/Girdin, which binds actin and microtubules in addition 

to Gαi3 (11, 12, 14), was found on Golgi in quiescent cells (11) but 

redistributed to the leading edge during cell migration to close a wound (12, 

15). Gαi3 was also distributed on Golgi and plasma membranes (25-27), but 

whether the Golgi pool of Gαi3 translocates to the leading edge during cell 

migration, and if this depends on vesicle transport, GIV, microtubules, or actin 

is unknown. 

In the current study we address these questions using primarily a 

combination of live cell imaging approaches, including fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) to detect G-protein activation and 

regulation by RGS proteins at the leading edge, and fluorescence recovery 

after photobleaching (FRAP) to study translocation of Gαi3.  The results show 

that Gαi3 is active in pseudopods at the leading edge where it can be 

regulated by RGS proteins, that GAIP can antagonize migration, and that 

Gαi3 translocates actively between cell compartments during migration; the 

results also show surprisingly that Gαi3 activity depresses the mitotic rate 

while cells migrate.   
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RESULTS 

Gααααi3 is active at the leading edge of a migrating HeLa cell. 

In Hela cells migrating to close a scratch-wound, in which a confluent 

monolayer of cells is scratched with a pipette tip and migration of cells into the 

wound is observed,  we found that Gαi3 (Gαi3-YFP) was localized in 

pseudopods at the leading edge (15), the same region where requisite 

downstream signaling by PI3K, PH-domain proteins like Akt, and small 

GTPases like Rac occurs during migration (2, 3, 5), but it is unknown where in 

the cell activation of Gαi3 occurs.  To test directly the spatial regulation of 

activity of Gαi3-YFP (which functions like wild type Gαi3 as described in our 

previous work (15, 27)) we designed a FRET probe able to monitor its activity 

at any location.       

The FRET probe RGS-CFP detects Gαi3-YFP activity at the leading 

edge.  We designed a FRET probe of Gαi3-YFP composed of the RGS 

domain of GAIP.  To monitor Gαi3-YFP activity at any location we removed 

GAIP’s N-terminal cysteine string that is palmitoylated to anchor GAIP in 

membranes, and its C-terminal PDZ-binding motif that couples GAIP (through 

a PDZ protein called GIPC) to GPCRs (28, 29).  The remaining RGS domain 

was tagged at its C-terminus with CFP (Fig. 1A).  In principle, RGS-CFP 

should reside in the cytosol and only associate with membranes when binding 

active G-protein (Fig. 1B).  
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In resting HeLa cells, RGS-CFP indeed resided primarily in the cytosol 

(Fig. 1C); additional sites were the plasma membrane, where it presumably 

binds active G-proteins, and the nucleus, not unlike other small proteins 

including small RGS proteins (30).  Upon AlF4
- treatment to activate all G-

proteins, RGS-CFP rapidly translocated to Gαi3-YFP labeled Golgi and 

plasma membranes showing a high FRET signal (Fig. 1C & D), indicating its 

ability to specifically recognize active Gαi3-YFP.       

We next used RGS-CFP to study Gαi3-YFP activity in HeLa cells 

migrating to close a wound.  A fraction of RGS-CFP redistributed out of the 

cytosol to the leading edge where it co-localized with Gαi3-YFP and a high 

FRET signal was observed, indicating Gαi3-YFP activity at the leading edge 

(Fig. 1E).  At other sites, including the trailing edge and most internal 

locations, low FRET was observed indicating low Gαi3-YFP activity; however 

high FRET signal was observed on a small structure, presumably a 

centrosome (Fig. 1E).  In comparison constitutively inactive Gαi3(G203A)-

YFP does not bind RGS-CFP (19) and showed a random pattern of 

background FRET throughout the cell (Fig. 1F).  These data demonstrate that 

Gαi3 activity is prevalent at the leading edge.  

The FRET probe β1-CFP also detects Gαi3-YFP activity at the leading 

edge. To obtain additional information on Gαi3-YFP activity at the leading 

edge we used an alternative FRET probe, the β1 subunit N-terminally labeled 

with CFP.  β1-CFP was previously shown to be functional in coupling to α2A-
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adrenergic receptors and GIRK channels with normal kinetics in HEK293 cells 

(31, 32) and β1 (tested without CFP) restored chemotaxis defects due to 

knockdown of β subunits in macrophages (10). Similar Gα-YFP – βγ-CFP 

FRET probes have been used previously (9, 31-39) and in most cases the G-

protein heterotrimer, which normally displays high FRET, upon ligand-

treatment shows reduced FRET indicative of dissociation (Fig. 2A).  In HeLa 

cells migrating to close a scratch-wound Gαi3-YFP and β1-CFP had reduced 

FRET at the leading edge indicative of dissociation of the heterotrimer and 

concomitant Gαi3 activity at the leading edge (Fig. 2B) (both Gαi3-YFP and 

β1-CFP were present at the leading edge).  In some cells reduced FRET 

indicating reduced Gαi3 activity was seen at other unidentified locations in the 

cytoplasm (Fig. 2B).  In contrast, negative control myristoylated palmitoylated-

YFP (mp-YFP) (40), which has the same membrane targeting lipid anchors as 

Gαi3-YFP, had no reduction in FRET (or enhancement of FRET) with β1-CFP 

at the leading edge or other locations (Fig. 2C).  These results corroborate 

the RGS-CFP localization and FRET data, thus indicating that Gαi3 is active 

at the leading edge of migrating HeLa cells.  

   

GAIP can regulate migration 

Since Gαi3 activity occurs at the leading edge and is required for HeLa 

cell migration (15), the question arises as to whether Gαi3’s negative 

regulators—RGS proteins—antagonize migration. We chose to investigate 
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the RGS protein GAIP.  GAIP was previously found on clathrin-coated pits 

and vesicles derived from the trans-Golgi and plasma membrane (21, 22). In 

resting HeLa cells we observed endogenous GAIP by immunofluorescence 

on Golgi and plasma membranes, and in HeLa cells migrating to close a 

scratch-wound GAIP colocalized with actin bundles at the leading edge (Fig. 

3A).  Thus GAIP appears properly positioned to regulate Gαi3 in migration. 

We next tested the effect of GAIP on migration in a scratch-wound 

assay.  Overexpression of GAIP reduced COS7 cell migration compared to 

overexpression of vector or the pro-migratory proteins GIV and Gαi3 (Fig. 3B 

& C).  We also tested the effects of siRNA knockdown of GAIP in HeLa cells 

but this failed to show any significant delays or enhancement of wound 

closure (data not shown), likely because other RGS proteins compensate the 

loss of GAIP.  These results suggest GAIP negatively regulates cell migration 

during wound closure, likely by deactivating G-proteins such as Gαi3.       

 

Gααααi3 translocates from Golgi to the leading edge. 

Gαi3-YFP is predominantly localized on Golgi membranes and the 

plasma membrane in resting cells, and is found in pseudopods at the leading 

edge in migrating cells (15, 25-27), similar to its binding partner GIV (11, 12, 

15). We sought to determine whether Gαi3-YFP translocates to the leading 

edge from the internal Golgi-associated pool during migration.  To test this we 

performed fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) assays (41) in 
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which Gαi3-YFP was photobleached throughout the cell except in a region of 

interest (e.g., the Golgi); the return of Gαi3-YFP by translocation into the 

photobleached regions (e.g., the leading edge) was monitored by live cell 

imaging and quantified using ImageJ (NIH).  Similar FRAP assays have 

successfully identified modes of translocation of small G proteins and some 

Gα subunits (42-44).  Studying HeLa cells migrating to close a scratch-

wound, we first photobleached the entire cell except the Golgi and found that 

within 10 min Gαi3-YFP had reaccumulated at the leading edge (Fig. 4A). 

Similarly we photobleached the entire cell except either a) the cytoplasm 

between the Golgi and leading edge (Fig. 4A) or b) the leading edge (Fig. 

4A), and in both cases Gαi3-YFP reaccumulated at all locations within 10 

min.  On close examination Gαi3-YFP translocated from the Golgi to the 

leading edge with a half-time of ~100 s (Fig. 4B).   

Translocation of Gαi3-YFP from the Golgi to the leading edge does not 

require microtubules, actin, or binding to GIV.  Microtubules can mediate 

Golgi to plasma membrane vesicular transport, e.g. along the constitutive 

pathway, and we tested whether they are required for Gαi3 translocation.  

After depolymerization of microtubules with nocodazole, Gαi3-YFP 

translocated normally to the leading edge (Fig. 4B), but the viral 

transmembrane protein VSVG-GFP, which traffics via vesicles along the 

constitutive secretory pathway and has been used previously in FRAP assays 

(45, 46), failed to translocate (Fig. 4B inset).  Microtubule depolymerization 
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was also verified by observing mCherry-α-tubulin.  We next tested whether 

GIV, which binds both actin and microtubules and redistributes between the 

Golgi and leading edge(11, 12, 14, 15), played a role in translocation of Gαi3-

YFP by comparing HeLa cells stably overexpressing GIV or a dominant 

negative mutant of GIV that abolishes binding to Gαi3 (GIVmut) (47).  In both 

cases Gαi3 translocated from the Golgi to the leading edge (Fig. 4B), 

suggesting that binding to GIV is not required for Gαi3 translocation from 

Golgi to leading edge.  We also tested whether actin was required by 

depolymerizing actin with latrunculin (verified by observation of mcherry-actin) 

but observed no effect on Gαi3 translocation (Fig. 4B).  In all cases the 

kinetics of translocation from the Golgi to the leading edge were similar, 

suggesting a common mechanism independent of microtubules, GIV-binding, 

or actin—and thus likely independent of vesicular transport—that remains to 

be described.  

 

Constitutively inactive Gααααi3 reduces polarization and migration and 

enhances mitosis 

We previously demonstrated that Gαi3 activity was required for proper 

polarization (orientation of the centrosome towards the leading edge) and 

migration during HeLa cell wound closure, which were reduced substantially 

when endogenous Gαi3 was knocked-down using siRNA and the inactive 

mutant Gαi3 (G203A) was expressed (15).  These studies were done by 
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immunofluorescence (polarization) or occasional imaging of live cells at low 

magnification (migration).  To obtain dynamic information on the role of Gαi3 

activation-state in migration, HeLa cells expressing YFP-tagged Gαi3, 

constitutively active Gαi3 (Q204L) or constitutively inactive Gαi3 (G203A) 

were imaged every 10 min for 8 h while migrating to close a scratch-wound.  

Each variant of Gαi3-YFP was found in pseudopods at the leading edge 

(seen in Figs. 4A and 5A & B). Polarization (as determined by asymmetric 

extension of the leading edge) and migration were similar for Gαi3-YFP and 

Gαi3(Q204L)-YFP, but reduced by about 50% when inactive Gαi3(G203A)-

YFP was expressed (Fig. 5A & C), in agreement with our previous results 

(15).  

 A striking additional finding is that cells expressing constitutively 

inactive Gαi3 (G203A)-YFP, in comparison to wild type and constitutively 

active Gαi3 (Q204L)-YFP, also had a much higher rate of entrance to and 

completion of mitosis (Fig. 5B & D).  Active Gαi3-YFP and Gαi3(Q204L)-YFP 

rarely enter mitosis and complete it only about half the time, whereas 

constitutively inactive Gαi3(G203A)-YFP permits ~2.5-fold more mitosis,  

which is completed in ~90% of cases (Fig. 5D).  This observation indicates 

that upstream control over mitosis—in addition to migration—can originate at 

the level of Gαi3.  Gαi3 is found at plasma membrane, Golgi (25-27), and 

also centrosomes (48, 49) (15), but it is unclear at which site(s) Gαi3 acts to 

influence the switch between mitosis and migration. 
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DISCUSSION 

This study demonstrates for the first time specific activation of a 

heterotrimeric G-protein at the leading edge of a cell migrating to close a 

wound.  Two FRET probes support this conclusion.  RGS-CFP redistributed 

out of the cytosol to the leading edge where it colocalized with Gαi3-YFP and 

showed enhanced FRET; β1-CFP was dissociated from Gαi3-YFP at the 

leading edge as measured by reduced FRET; both indicate Gαi3-YFP activity 

at the leading edge.  Negative controls had apparently random FRET signals 

throughout the cell.  Since Gαi3 activity is spatially enhanced at the leading 

edge the question arises as to what regulates Gαi3 activity.    

 How is Gαi3 activated at the leading edge?  Ligands that bind both 

GPCRs and receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) stimulate cell migration.  During 

chemotaxis in the model organism Dictyostelium discoideum a shallow 

extracellular gradient of cAMP can be detected by the G-protein-coupled 

cAMP receptor resulting in a shallow internal gradient of G-protein activity (9, 

36, 50). In mammalian neutrophils, chemotaxis toward fMLP, which binds the 

G-protein-coupled fMLP receptor, promotes ATP release and adenosine 

formation at the leading edge where purinergic P2Y receptors are present 

and adenosine A3 receptors (both GPCRs) are upregulated (51) suggesting 

local autocrine signaling to locally enhance Gαi/o activity at the leading edge.  

During wound healing in mammalian corneal epithelial cells similar autocrine 
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signaling by ATP likely occurs accompanied by transactivation (52) of the 

RTK epidermal growth factor receptor via an autocrine mechanism (53).  A 

link between RTK signaling, Gαi/o activity, and migration was suggested in 

cardiac endothelial cells, where wound healing in the presence of vascular 

endothelial growth factor (an RTK ligand) was slowed after pertussis toxin 

treatment (which prevents activation of Gαi/o by GPCRs) (54).  In our 

previous work, Gαi3 activity together with GIV was shown to be required for 

responses downstream of both GPCRs and RTKs, e.g., macrophage 

chemotaxis towards fMLP and Akt signaling downstream of EGF and Insulin 

(15), and other work suggests that ligand-stimulated RTKs might activate G-

proteins (55, 56).  Thus, during HeLa cell migration to close a wound, in 

principle either a GPCR ligand, RTK ligand, or multiple ligands, accompanied 

by local autocrine signaling and transactivation, could enhance Gαi3 

activation at the leading edge.     

GAIP regulates migration.  Less is known concerning the role of RGS 

proteins in cell migration.  In this study, endogenous GAIP was observed at 

the leading edge, and overexpressed GAIP negatively regulated HeLa cell 

migration.  We suggest that overexpressed GAIP deactivated Gαi3 at the 

leading edge, which based on our previous work (15) should reduce Akt 

signaling, actin remodeling, and migration (15).  Endogenous GAIP was also 

observed at non-leading edge plasma membrane and internal sites where it 

may have additional roles in regulating migration.  Other RGS proteins also 
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regulate migration: RGS1 and 13 overexpression inhibited CHO cell 

chemotaxis towards CXCL12 (16) and suppression of RGS1 and 13 in B cells 

(by knockout or knockdown, respectively) led to enhanced chemotaxis 

towards CXCL12 & 13 (17).  Unlike GAIP, which has an N-terminal cysteine-

string and C-terminal PDZ-binding motif, these RGS proteins contain primarily 

an RGS domain.  GAIP, RGS1, and RGS13 all negatively regulate Gαi/o 

activity and migration, but whether during migration they regulate similar G-

protein signaling complexes due to redundancy at the RGS domain, or 

different G-protein signaling complexes due to divergence in non-RGS 

sequences remains to be tested.  

Gαi3 translocates from the Golgi to the leading edge.  We previously 

found that Gαi3, like GIV (12, 15), localizes on both the Golgi and at the 

leading edge.  We now show by FRAP measurements that the Golgi pool of 

Gαi3 translocates to the leading edge.  The mechanism of translocation was 

independent of microtubules, GIV binding to Gαi3, and actin, and thus likely 

independent of vesicular transport.  Another possibility is that translocation 

from the Golgi to the leading edge is regulated by palmitoylation.  Recently it 

was suggested that retrograde translocation of Gαi/o from plasma membrane 

to Golgi (in quiescent cells) required depalmitoylation of Gαi/o at the plasma 

membrane and repalmitoylation at the Golgi (43, 44).  Interestingly, the 

kinetics of retrograde translocation (<60 s in CHO cells (44), ~100 s in MDCK 

cells (43)) were not unlike the kinetics of anterograde Golgi to leading edge 
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translocation reported here (t1/2 ~100-130 s in migrating HeLa cells).  We are 

currently testing whether de-/re-palmitoylation regulates translocation of Gαi3-

YFP from the Golgi to the leading edge of migrating HeLa cells.  Cells 

migrating to close a scratch-wound will be treated with 2-bromopalmitate, 

which inhibits palmitoylation, and photobleached everywhere except the 

Golgi.  Reaccumulation of Gαi3-YFP at the leading edge will be monitored by 

live cell imaging; if reaccumulation does not occur then it suggests that 

palmitoylation is required at some stage during Golgi to leading edge 

translocation of Gαi3-YFP. 

Cells expressing inactive Gαi3 (G203A)-YFP show reduced migration 

and polarization, and enhanced mitosis.  Gαi3 activity affected the rate of 

mitosis in cells otherwise set to migrate to close a scratch-wound.  Expressed 

Gαi3-YFP or constitutively active Gαi3(Q204L)-YFP enhanced migration and 

polarization and suppressed mitosis, while constitutively inactive 

Gαi3(G203A)-YFP reduced migration and polarization but dramatically 

enhanced the mitotic rate.  Migrating cells likely have reduced rates of mitosis 

(57, 58) and these results indicate that upstream control over mitosis can 

originate at the level of Gαi3.   

Several other studies suggest a role for Gαi3 in mitosis.  In HeLa cells, 

expression of Gαi3-YFP and Gαi3(Q204L)-YFP, which localized to the 

centrosome, increased the time to complete mitosis in about 30% of 

(presumably) quiescent cells (48) (the authors did not sample the 
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Gαi3(G203A) mutant or compare the proportion of cells that enter mitosis).  In 

CHO cells Gαi3 and LGN, a guanine dissociation inhibitor (GDI) that binds the 

inactive form of Gαi subunits (59-61), together enhanced positioning of the 

spindle poles (which arise from the centrosome) towards the cell cortex, 

suggesting a pro-mitotic effect (62). Indeed a growing body of evidence 

suggests that Gαi family proteins together with GDIs including LGN and 

AGS3 (63), the dual GDI and GAP RGS14 (64, 65), and (non-GPCR) GEFs 

including Ric-8 (66) regulate events in mitosis, in part by by modulating 

microtubule pulling forces (which likely occurs at the centrosome) (49, 62) 

(67, 68).  Constitutively inactive Gαi3G203A expressed in migrating HeLa 

cells, as described in the current study (Fig. 5), might recruit LGN and AGS3 

to the centrosome and thereby enhance mitosis.  Gαi3 activity, on the other 

hand, was required in our previous work for proper centrosome polarization 

(oriented towards the leading edge), whereas Gαi3 (G203A) was unable to 

polarize centrosomes (15).  Thus, our data suggest that active Gαi3 might be 

required at the centrosome, in addition to the leading edge, to reduce mitosis 

and polarize the cell during migration.  In migrating cells Gαi3-YFP and RGS-

CFP are occasionally seen on structures that appear to be centrosomes 

where high FRET signal indicates robust Gαi3 activity (e.g. in Fig. 2B), a 

finding that we intend to monitor in greater detail.  A challenge for the future is 

to better understand the links between Gαi3 signaling at the plasma 

membrane and centrosomes during migration and mitosis,   
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METHODS 

Molecular Biology 

 CFP and the RGS-domain of GAIP were amplified by PCR, ligated, 

and cloned into pCDNA3 (Invitrogen).  Gαi3-YFP was cloned as described 

(27) and site-directed mutagenesis used to introduce G203A and Q204L 

mutations.  β1-CFP cloned in pCDNA3 was a gift from Mortiz Bunemann (31); 

γ2 cloned in pCDM8.1 was a gift from David Siderovski; mp-YFP, tubulin-

mcherry and actin-mcherry were gifts from Roger Tsien (40) (69);  VSVG-

GFP was a gift from Jennifer Lipponcott-Schwartz (45); V5-tagged full length 

GIV was a gift from M. Takahashi (12).  Constructs were verified by 

sequencing.   

 

Cell Culture and Reagents 

HeLa cells were grown in DMEM + 10% FBS and without antibiotics.  

For live cell imaging experiments similar media without phenol red was used,  

 oikexcept for images in Figs. 3a and 4a where modified Leibovitz L-15 

media was used (15).  Cells were transfected using GeneJuice (Novagen) 24 

h prior to imaging experiments.  In certain experiments the following reagents 

were used: nocodazole (Calbiochem; 5 µg/mL for 1-2 h), latrunculin A 

(Invitrogen - Molecular Probes; 1 uM for 60-120 min).   

Live cell Image acquisition and data analysis 
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 FRET Images were acquired using an Olympus FV1000 laser 

scanning confocal microscope at 60x magnification using 405 and 515 nm 

lasers and dual PMTs for simultaneous detection of donor and FRET 

channels.  The instrument was fully incubated to 37C with 5% CO2 

atmosphere.  To minimize photobleaching 0.1% laser power and open 

confocal aperture (800 um) were used.  Acceptor channel images were 

acquired immediately after Donor/FRET simultaneous images.  FRAP image 

acquisition was equivalent except only the 515 laser and a single PMT were 

used.  For photobleaching of Gαi3-YFP the 515 laser was used at 100% 

power for 15 scans, typically resulting in ~90% reduction in intensity (for 

photobleaching of VSVG-GFP the 488 laser was similarly used).  Live cell 

images in Figs. 3a and 4 were obtained as described (15).   FRET data was 

analyzed using MetaFluor software (Molecular Devices): the FRET ratio 

(FRET/CFP) was plotted according to a color scale and the pixel intensity 

modulated by the Gαi3-YFP image.  FRAP data was analyzed using ImageJ 

(NIH). 

Immunofluorescence 

 Briefly, cells were permeabilized with 0.05% (w:v) saponin, 0.2 mg/ml 

BSA in PBS for 1 min then fixed using 3% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, 

permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 45 min and incubated for 1 h with 

primary and secondary antibodies.  Images were acquired with a Zeiss 
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Axioimager M1 (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY)  at 100X magnification under oil 

immersion.  

Immunoblotting 

Briefly, proteins samples were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE and 

transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore, Billerica, MA), blocked with PBS 

plus  5% nonfat milk, then incubated sequentially with primary and secondary 

antibodies. Imaging with two-color detection and quantification of Western 

blots was performed according to the manufacturer's protocols using an 

Odyssey imaging system (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). 
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FIGURES AND CAPTIONS 
 

Fig. 1. RGS-CFP is a FRET probe of Gαi3 activity and detects Gαi3 activity at 
the leading edge of HeLa cells migrating to close a wound.  A) RGS-CFP is 
composed of the RGS domain of GAIP fused to CFP; deleted are the cysteine 
string (Cys) that is palmitoylated to promote membrane targeting and the 
PDZ-binding motif (SEA) that enhances targeting to particular GPCR 
signaling complexes.  B) Schematic of RGS-CFP function in which RGS-CFP 

is localized in the cytosol until binding activated Gα-YFP on membranes, 
resulting in colocalization and FRET.  C) Proof of principle for RGS-CFP 

FRET probe.  In quiescent Hela cells expressing Gαi3-YFP and RGS-CFP, 

under basal conditions RGS-CFP is largely cytosolic, Gαi3-YFP labels Golgi 
and plasma membranes, and FRET ratio is low (blue).  After stimulation with 

AlF4
- and Mg2+, RGS-CFP redistributes to membrane sites of Gαi3-YFP 

(which did not redistribute) and increased FRET (red) is observed.   D) Time 
course showing AlF4

—induced increase in FRET ratio in plasma membrane in 
Golgi regions (regions shown in inset)   E) In migrating Hela cells expressing 

RGS-CFP and Gαi3-YFP, RGS-CFP is cytosolic but also localizes distinctly to 

the leading edge, where Gαi3-YFP is also localized.  The two colocalize in 
distinct, bright pseudopodal patches and also on finer stretches of leading 
edge plasma membrane.  FRET signal is high (red) at the leading edge as 
indicated by FRET ratio and red channel (high FRET) images.  Other areas of 
the plasma membrane and internal locations show much lower FRET with the 
exception of an unidentified structure in the back of the cell.  Lower right 
panels, an alternative cell also showing increased FRET at the leading edge.  

F) Hela cells expressing negative control constitutively inactive Gαi3 
(G203A)-YFP, (does not bind RGS-CFP) and RGS-CFP, shows random 
FRET throughout the cell and no increase at the leading edge.  For E and F, 
a confluent monolayer of cells was scratch-wounded with a pipette tip and 
imaged 12 h later at 37C in 5% CO2 atmosphere as cells migrated into the 
wound.  Arrows indicate migration direction. 
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Fig. 2.  Gαi3-YFP is active at the leading edge of HeLa cells migrating to 

close a wound as measured by FRET with β1-CFP.  A) Schematic of β1-CFP 
function as a FRET probe indicating decreased FRET upon G-protein 

activation and heterotrimer dissociation.  B) Cells expressing Gαi3-YFP, β1-

CFP, and γ2 show a band of decreased FRET (blue) at the leading edge 

indicative of Gαi3-YFP activity.  Upper panels depict FRET ratio and lower 
panels show only the blue (low FRET) pixels. Arrows indicate direction of 
migration.  C) Cells expressing negative control myristoylated and 

palmitoylated mp-YFP (same membrane anchors as Gαi3-YFP), β1-CFP and  

γ2 show neither enhanced nor reduced FRET at the leading edge.  Upper 
panels show FRET ratio images and lower panels show either the red (high 
FRET) or blue (low FRET) pixels.  For B and C, a confluent monolayer of cells 
was scratch-wounded with a pipette tip and cells were imaged 12 h later at 
37C in 5% CO2 as they migrated into the wound. 
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Fig. 3. GAIP localizes at the leading edge and regulates migration.  A)  GAIP 
is at the PM during quiescence (a-c) and colocalizes with actin at the leading 
edge during migration (d-f).  HeLa cells were fixed and co-stained with anti-
GAIP, phallodin (actin), and DAPI (nucleus) and visualized by 
immunoflourescence.  For d-f  cells migrating to close a scratch-wound were 
fixed after 8 h.  B) Overexpression of GAIP negatively regulates migration of 
HeLa cells in a scratch-wound assay in comparison to overexpression of 

vector, Gαi3, or V5-tagged GIV.  Negative regulation by GAIP is also 

observed when GAIP is co-expressed with Gαi3.  C) Western blot 
demonstrating protein overexpression in B. 
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Fig. 4. Gαi3-YFP is translocated from Golgi to leading edge and translocation 
does not depend on microtubules, GIV-binding, or actin.  A) Example FRAP 

data showing recovery of Gαi3-YFP at leading edge due to translocation from 

Golgi (upper panels).  Also shown is recovery of Gαi3-YFP at both leading 
edge and Golgi due to translocation from cytoplasm (middle panels) and 

recovery of Gαi3-YFP at Golgi, cytoplasm, and trailing edge due to 
translocation from leading edge (lower panels).  Arrows indicate direction of 

migration. B) Gαi3-YFP accumulates at the leading edge even after disruption 
of microtubules by nocodazole, disruption of actin by latrunculin, 
ovexpression of GIV, or overexpression of mutated GIV that does not bind 

Gαi3.  Kinetics of reaccumulation at the leading edge are fairly similar in all 
cases, with estimated t1/2  ~100-130 seconds (assuming one component).  In 
contrast VSVG-GFP, which depends on the secretory pathway, is not 
translocated after microtubule disruption by nocodazole (Inset, same axis 
labels).  In all cases, confluent monolayers of cells were scratch-wounded 
with a pipette tip and imaged 12 h later at 37C in 5% CO2 atmosphere as 
cells migrated into the wound. 
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Fig. 5. Constitutively inactive Gαi3 (G203A)-YFP shows reduced polarization 
and migration and enhanced mitosis.  Confluent monolayers of HeLa cells 

expressing Gαi3-YFP, Gαi3Q204L-YFP, or Gαi3G203A-YFP were scratch-
wounded with a pipette tip and filmed at 37C for 8 h as they migrated into the 

wound.  HeLa cells expressing Gαi3 (Q204L)-YFP and migrating to close a 
scratch-wound show polarization and directional migration (A), while cells 

expressing Gαi3 (G203A)-YFP divide (B) (arrows indicate direction of 
migration).  C, D) Quantification of movies for cell polarization, migration, and 
commencement and completion of mitosis.  Compared to constitutively active 

and wild type Gαi3-YFP, constitutively inactive Gαi3 (G203A)-YFP is about 
half as likely to polarize and migrate (C) and twice as likely to start mitosis 

(D).  Additionally, cells expressing Gαi3G203A-YFP that start division almost 

always complete it during the observation period, while cells expressing Gαi3-

YFP and Gαi3Q204L-YFP usually do not (D).  Definitions: polarization, 
extension of asymmetric leading edge; migrate, directional movement of 
nucleus at least one nucleus-diameter into wound; start division, metaphase 
plate visible; complete division, separation of two independent cells.  
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SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES 

When I began my research into G-protein signaling a canonical body of 

knowledge had emerged (e.g., Fig. 1 in chapter 1; refs. (1-4)) that to date is 

reflected in three Nobel prizes (5-7), but little was known quantitatively about 

how the local concentrations and arrangement of GPCRs, G-proteins, and 

RGS proteins regulated G-protein signaling in living cells and how G-protein 

activity was spatially regulated throughout the plasma membrane and internal 

locations.  Thus, I set out to investigate G-protein signaling quantitatively 

using computational modeling and to study spatial regulation of G-protein 

signaling using live-cell FRET imaging. 

 

Computational Modeling of G-protein signaling 

In building a computational model of G-protein signaling I took 

advantage of a large body of kinetic data available from the laboratory of Dr. 

Elliott Ross (UTSWMED) on activation of Gαq downstream of carbachol-

stimulated m1 muscarinic acetylchoine receptor (MAChR) and regulation by 

RGS4 in reconstituted vesicles.  Parameters were obtained from this system 

and the resulting computational model replicated experimental data well 

including data not used in building the model (chapter 1 (8)).  The model 

incorporated both the collision coupling and (kinetic) scaffolding mechanisms 

of maintaining GPCR-G-RGS complexes.  It built on previous models 

(reviewed in the Introduction) which had assumed equilibrium and/or ignored 

RGS proteins and/or obtained parameter values from unspecified or disparate 
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sources, and it was the first to examine GPCR-G-RGS complexes.  The 

model was used to examine three questions.  Can an RGS protein speed 

signaling onset (in addition to deactivation, e.g., as described for GIRK 

channels)?  What are the signaling properties of a complex composed of 

active GPCR, G-protein, and RGS protein in comparison to collision 

coupling?  How does variation in the concentration of active receptor, RGS 

protein, and G-protein affect G-protein activity?       

GPCR-G-RGS complexes maintain G-protein signaling with fast 

response kinetics.  In the presence of high active receptor and GAP 

concentrations, (kinetic) scaffolding of GPCR-G-protein-RGS complexes 

maintained about 10% of G-protein active at steady state, suggesting a 

functional signaling complex (Chapter 1 (8)).  This complex was required 

because after its computational knockout the collision coupling mechanism 

was unable to replicate experimentally observed high steady state GTPase 

turnover rates (Chapter 2 (9)).  Time course analysis of the complex showed 

that RGS sped the rise in G-protein activity upon an increase in ligand-bound, 

activated GPCR by about 10-fold (compared to no RGS; chapter 1), thus 

confirming that RGS can speed the onset of signaling.  These predictions 

were the first quantitative validation that a receptor-G-protein-RGS signaling 

complex can maintain active G-protein and speed G-protein signaling 

kinetics.   

Recent reports agree with these findings.  When we went to press 

(Chapter 1 (8)) m1-MAChR was reported to bind RGS (10) and, later, m2 
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MAChR binding to RGS4 was shown to speed activation of GIRK channels 

compared to a RGS4 mutant that did not bind (11).  Other data are also 

consistent with GPCR-RGS complexes (reviewed in the introduction).  In 

contrast, abolishing receptor-RGS binding by expressing only the RGS 

domain leads to a need for higher RGS levels (11-13).  In these cases kinetic 

scaffolding may occur, which is consistent with FRET data showing robust 

Gα-YFP RGS-CFP interaction (chapters 4 & 6).  GPCR-G-RGS signaling 

complexes may rapidly regulate G-proteins in many signaling pathways. 

Questions for the future are: Under what conditions and with which GPCR, G-

protein, and RGS protein combinations do such complexes arise? What are 

the consequences for signaling if they are disrupted? 

How does regulation of G-protein activity depend on the local 

concentration of active receptor, G-protein, and RGS protein?  The 

computational model simulated steady state G-protein activity across ~1010-

fold variation in active GPCR and RGS protein concentration.  Steady state 

typically occurred within seconds.  G-protein activity was insensitive to 

changes in active GPCR or RGS concentrations in several limiting signaling 

regimes, but was highly sensitive to particular 100-1000-fold changes in 

active receptor (mimicking agonist treatment in a region of locally dense 

receptor or, conversely, receptor desensitization and internalization) and 

during receptor stimulation to < 10-fold changes in RGS (such highly potent 

RGS regulation was recently shown experimentally for RGS9 during 

phototransduction in mice (14)).  Interplay between active receptor and RGS 
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concentrations meant that the in at least one case increasing the active 

receptor concentration in the presence of RGS caused G-protein activity to 

rise and then fall (chapter 3).  This latter prediction may help explain bell-

shaped dose-response curves (e.g., (15, 16) and remains to be tested.  The 

model also predicted that receptor and RGS proteins act catalytically at low 

G-protein concentrations, but at higher concentrations (e.g., moderate nM to 

µM) ~1:1 stoichiometry of active GPCR or RGS to G-protein is required.  

Such stoichiometry suggests GPCR-G-RGS signaling complexes and may 

occur in membrane rafts or caveolae where Gαq (and other G-proteins) are 

enriched (17, 18).  Direct verification of local concentrations in cells is 

technically difficult.  Recently both Rhodopsin and β-adrenergic receptors 

were observed in clusters, and Rhodopsin was ~30-fold denser than β-

adrenergic receptors (and occupied ~30% of membrane space), showing 

wide variation in receptor densities in the few systems studied; G-proteins 

and RGS proteins have not been observed.  A major challenge for the future 

is to measure the local concentration, stoichiometry, and activity of GPCRs, 

G-proteins, RGS proteins, and other signaling components with nanometer 

resolution in living cells.   

 

Development of RGS-CFP FRET Probe 

To study spatial regulation of G-protein activity in living cells a FRET 

probe was developed from the RGS domain of GAIP, RGS-CFP.  Although 

Gαq was used in the modeling work due to the extensive kinetic data set 
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available, Gαi was studied experimentally because excellent experimental 

systems and expertise were available in the Farquhar lab.  RGS-CFP was 

verified as a FRET probe to monitor Gαi-YFP activity globally including at the 

plasma membrane and Golgi based on positive control assays with AlF4
- 

stimulation; it also detected G-protein activity downstream of ligand-

stimulated δ-opioid receptor (Chapter 4).  This global-detection property of 

RGS-CFP sets it apart from previous probes composed of Gα-YFP and βγ-

CFP subunits (19-21), which are excellent for studying regulation of specific 

Gαβγ heterotrimers by GPCR ligands but unsuited for global detection of Gα 

activity due to restricted localization of βγ; furthermore, unlike RGS-CFP, βγ-

CFP probes rely on absence of FRET, which does not necessarily mean 

presence of Gα activity.  RGS-CFP is expected to detect active YFP-tagged 

Gαi/o and Gαq subunits (22), and in the future similar RGS-CFP probes can 

be developed to monitor other G-proteins, e.g., the RGS domains of RGS-

PX1 (23) or Axin (24) could be used to detect active Gαs. 

 

Gααααi3 is activated at the leading edge of HeLa cells migrating to close a 

wound. 

 We studied spatial regulation of G-protein activity during cell migration, 

which requires G-proteins and features leading edge plasma membrane 

enriched in certain signaling proteins and in which two other sites of G-protein 

localization, the Golgi and centrosomes, can be polarized facing the leading 

edge (25-27).  Gαi3 activity and/or GIV were required for Akt activity, actin 
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remodeling, polarization, and migration in a wound-closure assay (chapter 5).  

During cell migration Akt-phosphorylated GIV resided at the leading edge 

(28), where Gαi3-YFP was also observed (chapter 5), but the site of Gαi3 

activity was unknown.  We found using the FRET probe RGS-CFP that Gαi3-

YFP was active at the leading edge (Chapter 6).  Results were confirmed 

using the FRET probe β1-CFP.  These are the first observations of G-protein 

activity during mammalian cell migration and in a wound closure assay.  They 

are consistent with a role for G-protein signaling during both wound healing 

(29) and chemotaxis in mammalian cells (25, 30, 31) and with observations 

during Dictyostelium discoideum chemotaxis (19, 25, 32) in which G-protein 

activity mirrored the ligand gradient administered from a micropipette (33).  In 

the wound-closure assay no external ligand is administered, so the question 

arises as to how G-protein activity is spatially regulated at the leading edge.  

Additionally the site(s) of interaction of Gαi3 and GIV is unknown.   

Given that active Gαi3 is required for HeLa cell migration we tested 

whether the RGS protein GAIP negatively regulated migration and found that 

it did (Chapter 6).  This was the first indication that RGS proteins negatively 

regulated migration during wound healing, and is consistent with data from B-

cell chemotactic migration on the role of RGS1 and 13 (34-36).  However it is 

unlikely that GAIP, RGS1, and RGS13 serve the same role.  RGS1 and 13 

are from the B/4 subfamily that contain little more than an RGS domain and 

can couple to particular GPCRs (37) (reviewed in Introduction); knockdown or 

knockout of these proteins promoted chemotaxis in B-cells.  GAIP is from the 
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A/Z family and contains additional cysteine-string and PDZ-binding motifs and 

is found in clathrin-coated membranes; knockdown of GAIP did not enhance 

migration.  Taken together it appears wound closure is sensitive to GAIP, but 

that GAIP is not uniquely potent among the RGS proteins to regulate 

migration.  Further experiments to define the role of RGS proteins in 

regulating cell migration during wound closure are needed. 

. 

Gααααi3 translocation from the Golgi to the leading edge is not mediated by 

vesicle transport. 

Gαi3 has long been observed on the Golgi (38-42) in addition to the 

plasma membrane, and during migration Golgi-derived vesicles translocate to 

the leading edge (43, 44), thus begging the question whether Gαi3 similarly 

translocates.  Live cell FRAP imaging revealed that Gαi3-YFP translocates 

from the Golgi to the leading edge with t1/2 ~ 100s, but translocation appeared 

to be via a non-vesicular mechanism (45) (chapter 6).  This finding extends 

previous results in which plasma membrane localization of Gαi subunits was 

independent of ER to Golgi trafficking (46) and enhanced by palmitoylation 

and binding to βγ (46-48).  Recent reports suggest that a cycle of 

depalmitoylation, diffusion, and repalmitoylation may occur during plasma 

membrane to Golgi translocation (49, 50).  Experiments to test such a 

mechanism for Golgi to leading edge translocation are proposed in Future 

Directions along with experiments to illuminate the function and activity of 

Gαi3 at the Golgi, in part by using the FRET probe RGS-CFP. 
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Gααααi3 Activity may Regulate Migration and Mitosis at the Centrosome 

In migrating cells the centrosome (a.k.a. microtubule organizing center) 

can be polarized directing microtubules towards the leading edge.  Gαi3 is 

localized on centrosomes (51-53) and Gαi3 activity was required for HeLa cell 

polarization and migration (chapters 5 & 6), while constitutively inactive 

Gαi3(G203A)-YFP instead enhanced mitosis (chapter 6).  Is Gαi3 an 

upstream regulator of migration and mitosis?  Recent data support a role for 

Gαi3 in mitosis at the centrosomes, which are duplicated during cell division 

and pull sister chromatids apart via microtubules.  Active Gαi3 delayed 

mitosis (52), and Gαi3 and the GDI LGN (which binds inactive Gαi3) 

enhanced pulling forces (51). Indeed Gαi, GDIs like LGN and AGS3, the GEF 

Ric8, and RGS proteins like RGS14 modulate microtubule pulling forces 

during mitosis in several organisms (reviewed in (54, 55).  Whether 

centrosomal Gαi3 is predominately active during migration and inactive during 

mitosis, and how activity is regulated, can in the future be investigated using 

the FRET probe RGS-CFP.  

 

Other FRET probes 

 Two other FRET probes were tested, GAIP-CFP and GTP-BODPIY TR 

(chapter 4).  GAIP-CFP showed no increase in FRET with Gαi-YFP after AlF4
- 

treatment and this was attributed to differential targeting; a revised GAIP-CFP 

construct design, GAIP-CFP-Z was proposed in chapter 4 to study directly the 
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site of GAIP Gαi3 interactions.  GTP-BODIPY TR was so far unable to detect 

G-protein activity in cells but was developed for high-throughput detection of 

G-protein activation in membranes, as demonstrated for DPDPE-stimulated δ-

opioid receptor activation of Gαi1-YFPint in HEK293 membranes 

overexpressing the δ-opioid receptor.  This assay is faster than a common 

method ([35S]-GTPγS binding coupled with immunoblotting) and holds 

promise for rapidly screening chemical libraries for compounds that activate 

(or prevent activation of) particular Gα subunits. 

 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

How is Gαi3 activity enhanced at the leading edge?   

 i) Does autocrine signaling by ATP spatially regulate Gαi3 activity?  

Local ATP autocrine signaling to activate purinergic (and adenosine) GPCRs 

at the leading edge was required for neutrophil chemotaxis (56) and 

suggested for epithelial cell wound closure (57). To test its role in activating 

Gαi3 at the leading edge, HeLa cells expressing Gαi3-YFP and RGS-CFP (or 

β1-CFP) and migrating to close a wound will be treated with apyrase (which 

hydrolyzes ATP to AMP) as done previously (56) and monitored by live cell 

FRET imaging.  If ATP autocrine signaling enhances Gαi3-YFP activity at the 

leading edge then immediately upon apyrase treatment Gαi activity should 

decrease, resulting in a decrease in FRET signal with RGS-CFP (increase 

with β1-CFP) and redistribution of RGS-CFP away from the leading edge.       
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ii) Do RGS proteins spatially regulate Gαi3 activity?  RGS proteins 

could preferentially deactivate Gαi3 away from the leading edge.  To test this, 

HeLa cells expressing Gαi3-YFP or Gαi3(G183S)-YFP, which is RGS-

insensitive (58), will be observed in wound healing assays by live cell FRET 

imaging and scored for enhancement of activity of Gi3-YFP and 

Gαi3(G183S)-YFP at the leading edge.  To detect activity of Gαi3(G183S)-

YFP we must rely on the β1-CFP probe.  If RGS proteins spatially regulate 

Gαi3 activity then Gαi3(G183S)-YFP will show less enhancement of activity at 

the leading edge.   

It is also conceivable that RGS proteins act primarily to enhance 

signaling fidelity, e.g., in the face of a changing external ligand gradient to 

deactivate signaling rapidly where ligand is no longer present.  To test this 

fMLP ligand will be administered from a micropipette toward macrophages, 

which were shown in chapter 5 to require Gαi3 and GIV for chemotaxis 

towards fMLP.  Macrophages co-expressing β1-CFP and either Gαi3-YFP or 

Gαi3(G183S)-YFP (I have previously transfected RAW 264.7 macrophages 

with Gαi1-YFP) will be monitored by live cell FRET imaging.  Upon moving 

the micropipettte ~90 degrees the time of response in G-protein activity and 

cell motility will be compared for the RGS -sensitive and -insensitive cells.  

These experiments will clarify the role of RGS proteins in spatial and temporal 

regulation of G-protein activity during cell migration.   

iii) Does GIV spatially regulate Gαi3 activity? Active Gαi3 together with 

GIV regulates Akt signaling and migration, as shown in chapter 5, but unlike a 
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typical G-protein effector GIV binds the inactive, GDP-bound Gαi3, which 

raises the possibility that GIV may help activate Gαi3.  HeLa cells expressing 

GIV or a point-mutant of GIV with impaired binding to Gαi3 (GIVmut (59)) will 

be used to compare enhancement of G-protein activity at the leading edge in 

wound-closure assays using live-cell FRET imaging of Gαi3-YFP activity with 

RGS-CFP and β1-CFP.  Alternatively, a peptide inhibitor of GI3-GIV 

interaction, (currently under development in the Farquhar lab) could be 

microinjected into migrating cells to determine acutely whether disruption of 

Gαi3-GIV interaction reduces Gαi3 activity at the leading edge.  We will also 

need to determine where Gαi3 and GIV interact in live cells.  Gαi3-YFP and 

GIV-CFP (to be prepared) will be co-expressed in HeLa cells and their site of 

interaction monitored by live cell FRET imaging.   

Gαi3 activity and GIV were also required for Akt stimulation 

downstream of EGF stimulation (chapter 5), so we will examine by similar live 

cell FRET imaging methods in the cell lines described above whether Gαi3-

YFP is activated downstream of EGF and whether this requires Gαi3-GIV 

binding.   

 

How does Gααααi3 translocate between the Golgi and leading edge, and 

what is the function and activation state of Gααααi3 at the Golgi and other 

internal locations?    

Gαi3 is found at the plasma membrane, Golgi, and centrosomes, and 

translocates dynamically between Golgi and leading edge (chapter 6), but the 
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mode of translocation and the function and activity of Gαi3 internally is 

unknown.  Translocation was independent of microtubules, actin, and GIV-

binding, but may require depalmitoylation at the Golgi and repalmitoylation at 

the leading edge.  To test this, HeLa cells expressing Gαi3-YFP and 

migrating in a wound-closure assay will be treated with the palmitoylation 

inhibitor 2-bromopalmitate (50 um, 30 min), photobleached everywhere 

except the Golgi, and the reaccumulation of Gαi3-YFP at the leading edge will 

be quantified.  If de-/re-palmitoylation of Gαi3-YFP is required then Gαi3-YFP 

should fail to accumulate at the leading edge.  For another perspective, 

translocation kinetics of an unpalmitoylated point mutant, Gαi3(C3A)-YFP 

(46), will also be examined.     

What is the function and activation state of Gαi3 on the Golgi?  Gαi3 

has been hypothesized to regulate secretion (reviewed in the Introduction, but 

no definitive role has been identified.  During migration, the constitutive 

secretory pathway is directed towards the leading edge for delivery of 

proteins and membranes (43, 44), and because Gαi3 knockdown inhibits 

migration one might speculate that it also inhibits constitutive secretion.  

Secretion kinetics will be tested using a live-cell assay in which constitutive 

secretion of VSVG-GFP commences upon temperature change from 40C to 

32C (60-62).  Preliminary data show that knockdown of Gαi3 in HeLa cells 

delays secretion of VSVG-GFP through the Golgi by ~30% (Fig. 1A), 

suggesting that Gαi3 regulates secretion.  Is this dependent on Gαi3 activity?  

Preliminary FRET data in some (non-migratory) HeLa cells suggests Gαi3-
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YFP is active in the Golgi region (Fig. 1B), but the functional role of active 

Gαi3 is unknown.  VSVG-GFP secretion assays will be repeated after Gαi3 

knockdown and coexpression of VSVG-GFP with either w.t. Gαi3-YFP, const. 

active Gαi3(Q204L)-YFP, or const. inactive Gαi3(G203A)-YFP.  Any effects of 

Gαi3 activity on VSVG-GFP secretion kinetics will be confirmed by i) using 

standard pulse-chase assays to track glycosylation of VSVG as a measure of 

its secretion through the ER and Golgi (63, 64), and by ii) live cell FRET 

imaging of Gαi3-YFP activity (detected by RGS-CFP or β1-CFP), before and 

during a burst of VSVG-mCherry secretion (mCherry used to reduce 

interference with FRET).  Further experiments may be needed to establish 

the regulatory mechanisms that control Gαi3 activity on the Golgi.       

Are G-proteins active at other internal locations?  Gαi3 was identified 

on the centrosome and suggested to influence a switch between migration 

and mitosis (chapters 5 & 6).  Whether Gαi3 is active on the centrosome 

during migration and inactive during mitosis can be investigated by live cell 

FRET imaging using Gαi3-YFP and RGS-CFP (or β1-CFP) in cells also 

expressing the marker centrin-mcherry (centrin-GFP is an established tool 

(65)).  Other G-proteins are also located on internal membranes, including 

Gαs (endosomes, as described in the Introduction), and alternative RGS-CFP 

probes for Gαs can be developed based on the RGS domain of either RGS-

PX1 or Axin, which preferentially bind active Gαs (23, 24).  If Gα activity is 

identified at either location, regulation of G-protein activity can then be 

examined by standard techniques including siRNA-knockdown and 
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expression of w.t. or mutant proteins in conjunction with live cell FRET 

imaging. 

 

What are the local concentrations of GPCRs, G-proteins, and RGS 

proteins within the plasma membrane, and how in turn do these affect 

G-protein activity?   

The computational model predicted G-protein activity over wide ranges 

of active receptor, RGS, and G-protein concentrations, but the range of local 

concentrations in cells is unknown.  New methods have increased imaging 

resolution beyond the diffraction limit of optical microscopy (~200 nm), 

opening the realm of optical nanoscopy ((66-72)), which should permit 

imaging of microdomains; however access to suitable instruments is limited 

and it is still impossible to observe multiple species—e.g., receptor, inactive 

G, active G, and RGS—simultaneously, as needed to verify predictions of the 

model.  To surmount this hurdle complicated experiments can be proposed, 

but not without substantial drawbacks and confounding factors: designing a 

research program for quantitative experimental study of G-protein signaling 

with subcellular resolution in living cells is a task for an entire specialized 

laboratory.   Another prediction of the model is more readily tractable: at 

moderately high RGS concentration, increasing concentration of ligand-bound 

and active GPCR first increases G-protein activity, but as the GPCR-Gα-RGS 

signaling complex forms G-protein activity then decreases, resulting in a bell-

shaped dose response curve (chapter 3).  Such bell-shaped curves are 
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typically thought to result from coupling of receptors to multiple G-proteins 

(16).  To test whether RGS proteins also play a role we will use a CHO cell 

line overexpressing the m2 MAChR in which carbachol first decreases cAMP 

(by activating Gαi), then at higher concentrations increases cAMP, (in part by 

coupling to Gαs) (15).  The dose-response of cells expressing PTx-insensitive 

Gαi-YFP (C351I) will be compared with cells expressing both PTx- and RGS-

insensitive Gαi-YFP (G183S, C351I) after PTx and carbachol treatment. (We 

may need to fine-tune the concentration of m2 MAChR and RGS4 by 

expressing these proteins on inducible promoters.)  If the RGS-insensitive 

Gαi/o has less-pronounced bell-shaped dose-response to agonist additional 

studies would be pursued to confirm the formation of a signaling complex by 

FRET between m2-MAChR-YFP and RGS4-CFP and to confirm a rise and 

fall in G-protein activity by FRET between Gαi3-YFP and RGS-CFP or β1-

CFP.  These methods can be extended to study other GPCR-G-RGS 

complexes. 

 

How can the computational model be improved or extended?   

The model can be reasonably extended by addition of agonist and the 

βγ subunit.  These were originally left out for simplicity in the case of agonist 

(active GPCR was considered proportional to agonist and was used instead) 

or absence of kinetic data in the case of βγ.  Kinetic data for βγ are now 

available and suggest competition with RGS (73); modeling may clarify how 

Gα and βγ signaling are dually regulated within GPCR-Gαβγ-RGS signaling 
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complexes.  Also, the model should be adjusted to reflect direct binding of 

receptor and RGS.  A multitude of additional biochemisty can be added but 

model size and complexity can quickly get out of hand.  Instead, model  

parameters can be adjusted (based on data) to examine the effect of changes 

in kinetic rates (e.g., brought on by post-translational modifications or point 

mutations) or to study other receptor-G-protein-RGS combinations or even 

small G-proteins like Ras (74).  Additionally, future studies should try to 

examine kinetic differential equation models side-by-side with stochastic (e.g. 

monte carlo) models to study behavior of small numbers of molecules within 

the plasma membrane.   
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Fig. 1.  Gi3 regulates constitutive secretion, possibly through a function of 
active, GTP-bound Gi3 at the Golgi.  A)  VSVG-GFP secretion kinetics are 
delayed ~30% by Gi3 knockdown.  Left panels, the VSVG-GFP ts045 mutant, 
which at 40C misfolds and is retained in the endoplasmic reticulum, but at 
32C folds properly and secretes, was used to monitor VSVG-GFP secretion 
kinetics by counting the GFP emission intensity in the Golgi and whole cell.  
The temperature change from 40C to 32C occurred at time = 0.  In the upper 
left panel VSVG-GFP intensity counts at the Golgi are plotted as percentage 
of whole cell VSVG-GFP intensity counts.  In the lower left panel they are 
plotted as percentage of initial VSVG-GFP intensity counts in the Golgi.  Both 
measurement methods show that treatment with siRNA against Gi3 delays 
secretion in the Golgi compared to scramble siRNA treatment.  The time of 
maximum Golgi intensity is ~47 min in Gi3-knockdown condition compared to 
~36 min in scramble knockdown condition, a ~30% delay, depicted in the right 
panel.  B) Gi3 is active at the Golgi in some HeLa cells.  A resting HeLa cell in 
DMEM and 10% serum co-expressing Gi3-YFP and RGS-CFP shows FRET 
in the Golgi region, indicative of Gi3-YFP activity.  The function of this activity 
is currently unknown. 
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